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MR. ALBRIGHT: Yes, sir.

THE COURT: That objection is overruled. You know,

it's a fact that whether or not they wanted to get in the

market or not or reasons for this person who is selling ends

of it, how many more of these do we have?

MR. ALBRIGHT: That's it, your Honor.

THE COURT: Okay.

MR. BAHLER: Let me restate that question. This is

page 21, line 15.

Q. "At this time, beginning of April 1996, how important was

the Coronado product to Adaptec?

A. It was extremely important. As the technology was

evolving in the industry and we looked at as an influction

point and our ability to get into the marketplace at the time

that there was significant change in the marketplace."

Page 22, line 1.

Q. "Did Adaptec dedicate resources to the Coronado project

from that time?

A. Yes.

Q. How many resources?

A. Obviously, from a marketing perspective, the balance would

have been engineering. There was a team of engineers working

on the Fibre Channel piece out of Irvine, out of the Irvine

office. That would include Mark O'Dell and his staff. There

was.another team out of Milpitas developing Mason Emerald.
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Those are the protocol chips. And then, there was the team in

Boulder that was Longmont and Boulder; We started off in

Boulder working on the bridges.

From a marketing standpoint, how many

Marketing? Me and my boss,

Mr. Comstock?

Yes.

And yourself?

Uh—huh."

Page 29, line 4.

Q. "Where was the Coronado display at Comdex "96 —- fall

Comdex '96?

A. In the FCIA. And actually, I think it was the FCLC, Fibre

Channel Loop Community which is an industry association that

promotes the technologies. Had a floor space in which Fibre

Channel-related companies would gather and talk about their

technologies, and the product supporting those technologies.

One of our potential clients customers was Unisys, and Unisys
has a static display of Coronado that they showed to some of

their customers.

Q. Was that display of Coronado in connection with Unisys in

the Fibre Channel Loop Community room, was that a private room

or a public room?

A. Public.
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Any of the attendees from Comdex '96 could go there?

Yes."

Page 30, line 10.

"Did you attend Comdex fall '96?

Yes.“

Page 30, line 18.

Q. "Let me show you what was marked at Mr. Lavan's deposition

as Lavan Deposition Exhibit No. 8. Do you know what that is?

It is marketing slides and discussing the bridge products.

Is Coronado included in these marketing slides?

Do you know who prepared these marketing slides?

A

Q

A. Yes.

Q

A It would have been me.

Q. How are they used within Adaptec?

A. These were actually used. This is a customer

presentation. So we would have started off describing the

organization on the cover page and then, going into a road map

.on page 2, which talks about the different products and market

segments on the Y axis, time on the X axis, and then, going

into block diagrams for each of the proposed products.

Q. Specifically, turn to page 178642, and I'll get that on

here. What is that a block diagram of?

A. It is a block diagram of Coronado.

Q. Did you create that block diagram?

A. Yes:
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Q. Based upon what?

A. Based upon the engineering concepts of Coronado.

Q. Was this document including that figure shown to

prospective Adaptec customers?

A. Yes.

Q. How many?

A lot, ten to twenty."

Okay. Page 32, line 7.

_Q. "At during what time? At what time?

A. Well, the date on this is December of '96, so in our

ability, you know, before and after that time."

Page 33, line 3.

Q. "Who was involved in those customer presentations on

behalf of Adaptec?

A. It would have'been primarily me, Jim Comstock or John

Hartland.

Q. Do you specifically recall such customer demonstrations

before the end of 1996?

A. Yes.

Q. Using these materials?

A. Yes."

Page 33, line 22.

Q. "Let me show you what was marked at Mr. Kalwitz's

deposition as Defendant's Exhibit 53. Do you know what that

is?
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Yes.

What is it?

A product brief.

Do you know who prepared that?

I prepared it.

Do you know the date that it was prepared?

Boy, it doesn't have a date on here, but I would say that

Well, I think what I did

‘is I had it available for Comdex, so it would be October,

early November of '96."

Q.

customers at

A.

Q.

A.

Q

A.

Q

A.

Page 34, line 22.

"Did you actually distribute this product to prospective

Adaptec?

Yes.

Was that distribution done before the end of 1996?

Yes.

Page 38, line 20.

"Defendant's Exhibit 40, do you know what that is?

Yes.

What is it?

It's a press release for announcing the Fibre—to-SCSI

Channel migration.

Q.

A.

Who prepared this?

I would have prepared it in conjunction with Adaptec's

corporate marketing organization.
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Q. How is this document used by Adaptec?

A. It was used to formally announce and launch the program,

make it public in the industry.

Q. And, specifically, what product did this deal with, this

May 6, 1997 press release?

A. It announced the 7312A, which is the Fibre—to-SCSI one

host device channel product incorporating the Emerald chip

set.

'. Q. What does it have to do with Coronado?

That is Coronado."

Page 40, line 5.

"Do you know when the Las Vegas show was?

Yeah, I think it was May of '97.

Was the Coronado present at that show?

Yes."

Page 40, line 23.

Q. "Why did you take Coronado to the Net World Conference in

May of l§97?

A. To create public awareness and to get potential

customers."

Page 44, line 8.

"Did you have Coronado at fall Comdex '97?

I'm sure we did.

Why are you sure that you did?

' Because that would have been a very key and strategic demo
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for us and, again, would have been demo'd in the —— in our

suite.

Q. Did you attend the fall Comdex '97 show?

A. Yes.

Q. Did you actually participate in the demonstration of

Coronado for prospective customers?

A. Yes.

Q. In fall Comdex '97?

A. Yes."

Page 45, line 5.

Q. "Was Brooklyn ultimately -— well, strike that. was the

Coronado product AKA 7312 ever released for sale to customers?

A. It was released. There were some people designing it, and

I think when Adaptec pulled the plug, it probably was never

completed.

Q. Was it ever offered for sale? Not actually sold, but ever

offered for sale?

A. Yes, I'm sure we sold some.

When was that? This is Coronado?

Yes.

Do you know when that was?

It would have been Q4 of '97."

Page 60, line 17.

"You mentioned Vegas interim?

Yes.
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Q. were you at the Vegas —- present at that booth?

A. Yes.

Q. Again, with respect to the Coronado here, you said you

don't recall whether it was an active demo?

A. I'm certain it was.

You have that actual recollection?

Yes, I do.

Yes.

—- type of demo we talked about before?

Q

A

Q. Is it the same --

A

Q

A Well, it would have been a functional demo that by this

point would probably be a fairly robust demo.

Q. Do you know whether it was a product that could do all the

things it was supposed to do?

A. Well, all the things it was supposed to do, the road map

had numerous features that ultimately were to be added,

included. I think the basic functionality, yeah, was all

there. Advanced features probably would not be.

Q. Do you know whether it had the capability of doing reserve

release at that time?

A. I believe so because the key attribute for that is for

clustering and that was pretty -- a pretty functional, pretty

basic requirement for us, and that was one that we would have

been able to demonstrate, pass certifications."

That's the end of defendant's designations, sir.
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MR. ALBRIGHT: No cross.

"THE COURT: You may step down.

MR. BAHLER: Plaintiff calls Mr. Allen Permut.

THE COURT: Just come forward, please.

(Witness was sworn.)

THE COURT: All right. You need to walk around this

column up here and sit in the witness booth, please. If

you'll tell us your full name, please, sir, and spell your

last.

THE WITNESS: My name is Allen R. Permut. That's

spelled P—E-R—M—U—T.

ALLEN R. PERMUT, called by the Defendant, duly sworn.

DIRECT EXAMINATION

BY MR. BAHLER:

Q. Morning, Mr. Permut. Who do you work for, sir?

I work for Chaparral Network Storage.

And what's your position at Chaparral?

Manager of Software Development.

Q. How long have you worked there, sir?

A I've worked there since January 1st of 2000, so about one

years and eight months.

Q. Okay. And what are your responsibilities as Manager of

Software Development?

A. I supervise a team of software engineers that develop

features and functions for RAID and_router controllers, and,
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also, you know, I'm responsible for their scheduling of any

development work and field 4- handle any field issues relating

to software in our products.

Q. How long have you worked in the field of computer storage?

A. I've worked in the field of computer storage about 11 and

a half years.

Q. Do you have any patents issued in your name?

A. Yes, I do. I have five patents, all in high-tech fields.

Two of them specifically in the field of computer storage and

RAID controllers.

Q. Would you please tell the members of the jury your college

education?

A. Yes. I have a Bachelor's Degree from the University of

Colorado, Boulder, issued in 1974, and a Master's Degree in

Engineering Management, which I received from University of

Colorado, Boulder, also, while I was employed at Storage

Technology Corporation.

Q. Now, what products have you worked on while at Chaparral?

A. I really work on all of the products at Chaparral, all of

the RAID controllers, all of the storage routers,

specifically, as I said before, supervising the work of the

software engineers developing software for those products.

Q. All right, sir. Now, how many people work for you at

Chaparral today?

A. I currently have nine people reporting to me.
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Q. Does that include Mr. Davies?

A. Yes, it does.

Q. Okay. Are you familiar with CAPI and pass—through as

they're used within Chaparral?

A. Yes, I'm also --

Q. How do you have that familiarity?

A. Well, being responsible for the software that's embedded

in our products and all of the interfaces to it, as well, I

have to be very familiar with CAPI. It's a key management

application and interface embedded in our products. And I've

used manager products, so I need to be familiar with those and

all of the functions associated therewith.

Q. Now, is this CAPI thing, is it actually included in

Chaparral products?

A. Yes. CAPI is used extensively internally to our products

as well as externally. The embedded firmware has CAPI

functionality. It's used in the management for menu user

interface, as well, and, of course, that provides all of the

books, the interfaces, the way to interact with the

controllers using the -— and the external CAPI application.

Q. How do customers find out about CAPI?

A. Well, that really starts when the sales and marketing

folks talk to any prospective customers or to our customers.

They make the customers and users aware of CAPI that it's a

very rich set of features for configuring and managing our
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products.

So, you know, they're exposed to that right from the

start when they're interested in our products. Also, all of

our sales literature or marketing data sheets, sales data

sheets and marketing literature have CAPI described as the

configuration interface to use with our products, as well, in

our users guides, we have reference to the CAPI interface

spec, specification, so they're aware of it in that form,

also.

Q. All right. Let's take a look at Defendant's Exhibit 268.

I don't have my notebook up here, but I'll use the screen.A

Q. What is Exhibit 268?

A This is a typical marketing data sheet, this particular

one is for the K series external RAID controllers, explicitly

- the K 7413 and K 5412.‘

Q. Look down here. What is that language dealing with in the

low right-hand corner of that exhibit?

A. Yes. This is talking about the Chaparral configuration

application programming interface, or CAPI for short, that is

part of our product-and that we provide the specification and

the developers kit to facilitate users to develop applications

to use CAPI.

Q. Okay. This is for the 7413 product?

A. That's correct.

‘ Q. Is there similar language in the marketing material for
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the other products at issue in this case?

A. Yes, there is.

Q. Okay. Take a look at Defendant's Exhibit 198. What is

that?

A. This is the users guide for that same product, the K7413.

Q. Okay. Is this the only user guide that Chaparral has or

there's several?

A. Oh, no. There's a users guide, really, for every product

that we develop and sell.

Q. Take a look within Defendant's Exhibit 198 to page bearing

bates No. 185618, which is page 1-10. What is that? That's a

page within the user guide?

A. Yes, that's correct.

Q. And what is that page dealing with?

A. It calls out the documents that we refer our users to,

other documents that are pertinent and -- okay.

Q. Included among the Chaparral documents is the Chaparral

CAPI function specification. What's that?

A. That is the specification, if you will, a set of basically

instructions on how to use the CAPI interface.

Q. Okay. Does Chaparral keep CAPI secret from its customers?

A. No, not at all. As I said, we talk about CAPI with our

customers right from the start in meetings with customers. We

-- as I say, we reference it in our sales literature, and here

again, and we provide it freely without charge on our web site
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to all of our users and customers.

Q. Okay. Mr. Permut, please take a look at Defendant's

Exhibit 221 in your book. What is that?

A. This is a —— it's a little bit hard to read there on the

page, but I recognize this as a CAPI functional specification.

Q. Okay.

A. ‘On some of the other pages, they show it at the top, the

actual.

Q. Do you know what version that is?

A. Yes, as you can see there, it's Version 2.8.

Q. Okay. Have there been any —— have there been subsequent

versions of this CAPI spec?

A. Yes, there are. Since the 2.8 —— and they're not

necessarily in chronological order due to some parallel

development —— there's also CAPI Version 3.0, 3.1 and 3;2.

Q. Okay. Do all those versions have the CAPI add host

command in them?

A. Yes, they do. Well, actually, not CAPI 3.0 but 3.1 and

3.2 do.

Q. Okay. Now, why doesn't --

A. 2.8, as well.

Q. Okay. And this is an example of something that can be

gotten from Chaparral's web site?

A. Yes, that's correct.

Q. Okay. And how would a customer go about getting that
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information?

A. They —- very simply make a request either to their sales

associate or to —- or to our tech support group, and they

would set up a log—in for them on our web site and provide all

the appropriate documentation for the products that they're

using including this CAPI functional specification.

Q. Did Chaparral charge for this CAPI?

A. No. That's completely free, and we let customers know

that right from the start.

Q. Now, you personally know of any Chaparral customers who

have obtained a CAPI in a manner that you just described?

A. Yes. There's quite a number of them. Off the top of my

head, I can think of in store, Ospecs, Nexsan, Terra

Solutions, Urlogic, those are some of them that come to mind.

Q. All right, sir. Now, what is —- I'd like to move on to

the issue of pass—through. What is pass-through?

A. Pass—through is a capability of issuing a command to our

controller to directly access any of the devices that are

attached behind our controller. For example, a disk device or

a tape device, and allows that command to pass directly to

those devices.

Q. Does Chaparral keep —— well, first of all, is that a

capability that's in the Chaparral products?

A. Yes, it is. It's in our RAID products, we have the CAPI

pass—through, which is.actually the command that's used that's
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called CAPI SCSI maintenance. And there's also a second type

of pass—through, which, in engineering land, we call raw

pass—through or direct pass—through, both of those were

supported.

Q.’ Does Chaparral keep pass-through secret from its

customers?

A. No, not at all. In this CAPI functional spec, there is a

reference to the CAPI SCSI maintenance command and, you know,

so customers certainly learn about that and have access to

that. And we also provide a -- another document on the direct

pass-through if they're interested in that.

Q. Okay. You just mentioned that it's mentioned in this

document, this is Defendant's Exhibit 268. I've highlighted a

portion of page_Roman four of the table of contents.

A. Right.

Q. SCSI maintenance is mentioned there.

A. Yes.

Q. What.does that have to do with pass-through?“

A That allows a passing through a command, a SCSI

maintenance command, for example, would be something like to

perform an inquiry to a device or read capacity, test unit

ready, format a drive. And there's also a mechanism for doing

a command that is a command contained within a command, as

well, and that allows greater flexibility, still.

Q. Please take a look at Defendant's Exhibit 232. You
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mentioned raw pass—through. What is Exhibit 232?

A. This is the first page of a document that we provide

freely to customers to do raw pass—through. Did you have a

specific question about that?

Q. Well, in that document, it talks about the command is one

of —— in this section, it says any -- the array is —- or it

says, commands sent to an array member, disk are permitted

only if -- and it lists some. Command is one of the inquiry

—- what does that section mean?

A. Well, it's talking about when drives are in an array,

there are certain commands which would not be of any concern

because you have data stored in an array, you wouldn't want to

risk any of that data. And these are informational-type

commands that are always allowed to go through to drives

whether they're in an array or whether it's a spare drive or

an unused drive, or what have you.

So these are examples of commands that are

pass—through regardless.

Q. All right, sir. Now, are you familiar with the

modification that was made to the Chaparral products that

became effective first on August 2nd, and then, August 31st,

2001?

A. Yes, I am.

Q. What were those modifications?

A. Modifications were made basically to ensure that the
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device can be configured by any host, any server that's

connected to our controllers, really, at any time. It always

assures that capability.

Q. Okay. Please take a look in your book at Defendant's

Exhibits 192, 193, 194, 259 and 260. Do you see those, sir?

A. Yes, I do.

Q. What are those?

A. These are what we call engineering change notices.

They're the formal method that engineering communicates to the

rest of our organization that a change has been made.

Q. All right. Let me put up Defendant's Exhibit 1992 and use

it as an example. What specifically does this engineering

change --

A. Up at the very top row there and the description section,

it calls out a change in firmware for the A8526, which is one

of our RAID controller units. So this is a software

modification to that product.

Q. Okay. Please turn to the next page. And there's

something called feature change. What is that feature change?

What does that deal with?

A. That's talking about what I mentioned before, the ability

for any host or server connected to our device to always be

able to configure and manage the controller. So this is the

software change to make sure that that controller LUN, which

is the communication mechanism, is always available. This is
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part of our release notes that are communicated to our

customers, as well, so that they know what the change is.

Q. Okay. Now, as of August 2nd, what products were —- what

products specifically were modified?

A. This one that's indicated here, the A8526, and, also, two

of our router products, FS 2620 and the FS—l220.

Q. Okay. And is there similar language in the engineering

changes for those products?

A. Yes, similar in the router products, there's also a change

to not allow zoning of the controller LUN, as well, that's

called the router one in the case of routers.

Q. Let's take a look at Defendant's Exhibit 193. First of

all, what is this?

A. This is a similar engineering change notice. This one is

for the product FS—l220, which is one of our router products.

Q. All right, sir. Next page, there's the description of the

change again?

A. Yes.

Q. What does that description relate to again?

MR. GIUST: Objection. Calls for an opinion.

THE COURT: It's overruled. You may answer.

A. That's the same change that I described before for the

RAID products, the portion highlighted there. It allows the

—- any workstation or server to communicate in all cases using

CAPI to control or configure a controller.
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Q. (BY MR. BAHLER) Okay. Now, who did the modifications that

we just talked about?

A. The principal people involved in that were Mr. Ian Davies

and a Mr. Monty Gilstrap.

Q. How much time did it take you to modify —— how much time

did it take to modify each of those products?

A. It took approximately four person days between those two

individuals.to actually make the code changes and do some

reasonable level of engineering tests and then, it took four

to five days in our product test group for all three of those

products to go through and do the testing to verify that the

change was made correctly.

Q. Okay. Now, we talked about five products altogether,

correct?

A. Well, I think you only asked me about —- initially anyhow

about the ones changed August 2nd.

Q. Okay. Well, there were five —— five products have been

changed altogether, right?

A. Yes. Two more were changed. That change was effective, I

believe it was August 31st.

Q. All right. So you mentioned three or four days for the

modification and three or four days for tests?

A. Yes.

Q. That's person days?

A. ‘ Yes.
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Q. Okay. Is that for each product?

A. In that case, that was for those first three products, the

8526, the FS—262O and the FS—l220, because we had already made

those changes. A lot of our code bases shared code, so making

that change for the other two products, which we did effective

August 31st, was a little quicker than that because we'd

already had the experience of making that change and knew

exactly what we had to do.

Q. Now, has Chaparral sold any of these modified products?

A. Yes, they have.

Q. When did Chaparral start selling these products?

A. I believe shortly after the August 2nd modification was

made, I know of product that was shipped very shortly after.

I believe it was the next week after to Overland Data.

Q. All right. And Chaparral received any units back from any

customers because of the modification?

A. No, they have not.

Q. Has Chaparral let its customers know about the

modification?

A. Yes. These release notes that you see still up here on

the screen are communicated to our users and customers to

inform them what the changes are in any software change or

actually, you know, there are release notes if there were

hardware changes, as well. But this particularly deals with

the software change.
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Q. All right. Has Chaparral received any order of

cancellation because of the modification?

A. No.

Q. To your knowledge, does Chaparral changed its prices to

any of its products due to product change?

A. No.

Q. Now, you were the software development —— I'm sorry, what

was your title again?

A. Manager of Software Development.-

Q. If there are problems in the field with software —— first

of all, is this a software change or a hardware change?

A. This is strictly a software change.

Q. And if there are problems in the field as the Manager of

Software Development, would you learn about those problems?

,_A. Unfortunately, that's one of the characteristics of my

job. If there's a problem, I usually hear about it.

Q. To your knowledge, has any Chaparral customer suffered any

problems due to that modification?

A. I've heard no problems reported, no complaints about this.

Q. Now, Mr. Permut, since January 2001, has Chaparral

continued to sell routers and RAID products without LUN

zoning?

A. Yes, they have.

Q. Does Chaparral still sell them today?

A. Yes, they do.
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Q. Can you give us some examples of those products that don't

include LUN zoning?

A. Our router product FS-1310 does not include LUN zoning nor

do any of our SCSI—to—SCSI RAID products.

Q. Okay. Now, has Chaparral had any routers or RAID products

sent back from customers because they do not support LUN

zoning?

A. No, they have not.

Q. Pass the witness.

THE COURT: I'm going to let the jury have their

morning break. Members of the jury, 15 minutes. Remember the

instructions.

(Jury not present.)

THE COURT: All right. Fifteen minutes.

(Recess.)

THE COURT:~ Bring them in.

(Jury present.)

THE COURT} Mr. Permut, you understand you're still

under oath, sir?

THE WITNESS: Yes, sir;

THE COURT: You may proceed.

CROSS-EXAMINATION

BY MR. GIUST:

Q. Morning, Mr. Permut.

A. -Good morning.
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Q. You talked about on direct some changes that were made to

some Chaparral products?

A. Yes.

Q. Changes that were made on August 2nd of this year?

That's correct.

That were created to the A8526, FS—2620, FS—122O products?

Yes, that's correct.

Changes made on August 31st, just a few weeks ago?

That's also correct.

And what products were changed at that time?

The G8324 and the G7324L

Q. Okay. So there were no changes made to any of the

Chaparral K Series RAID controllers?

A. That's correct.

Q. Okay. Now, you mentioned that these changes were pretty

simple to do; is that right?

A. I mentioned how long it took to do them, and, yes, they

weren't terribly difficult, no. 0

Q. Okay.

A. Straightforward.

Q. How long did it take to implement those changes?

A. It took about four days for the first group of products,

those first three products to implement those changes, the

actual software developer effort, and then, about four or five

‘days in our product test lab to test, again, all three of
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those.

Q. And do you know the cost per hour -4 did you allocate any

money to how much that would have cost?

A. We didn't keep specific separate budget for that, but I

believe that our sort of overall averaged cost for manpower in

the engineering group is about $85 an hour burden.

Q.‘ And was that eight hours a day for those four days?

A. Nominally.

Q. You mentioned on direct some testimony you gave about

pass—through commands -- I'm sorry, about CAPIL Do you recall

that?

A. Yes.

Q. And CAPI is an interface specification that Chaparral has,

right?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. And in order to use this CAPI, do you need to get

the CAPI software development kit or the CAPI functional

specification?

A. Yes. That certainly facilitates its use.

Q. And are those obtained from the Chaparral web site?

A. Yes, they are.

Q. Let me show you Exhibit 608. Is this a copy of the

Chaparral web site?

A. Yes, or at least it sure looks like it.

Q. Any reason to believe this isn't the Chaparral web site?
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No.

Does it look true and accurate?

Certainly does.

Q. Let me show you 609. Do you see at the top, underneath

support, there's been a drop—down menu that's opened up?

A. Yes.

Q. Does this look like a true and accurate copy of the web

site to you?

A. Yes.

Q. Let me show graphic 610 underneath support. You see that

there's a members area that was clicked on, screen came up

requiring user name password?

A. Yes, I see it.

Q. Does that look like a true and accurate copy of

Chaparral's web site to you?

A. Yes, it does.

Q. Your Honor, offer Exhibits 604 -- 608, 609 and 610 into

evidence.

MR. BAHLER: ‘No objection, your Honor.

THE COURT: They're received.

Q. (BY MR. GIUST) To obtain the Chaparral CAPI information,

one would need to go enter a user name password here in the

web site; is that right?

A. Yes.

Q. And if one did that, would you get something looking like
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Exhibit 611 here?

A. ‘Looks reasonable, yes.

Q. Okay. And if the password were accepted, you get what

looks like 612?

A. I think that's probably correct.

Q. Okay. Offer 611 and 612.

MR. BAHLER: No objection.

Q. (BY MR. GIUST) Okay. And the CAPI information would be

obtained after you get to 612 by clicking on product

information as shown here on 613; is that right?

A. Yes.

Q. And to get the CAPI for a specific product, would you

click on the product shown here on Exhibit 613?

A. Yes, I believe so.

Q. Offer 613.

MR. BAHLER: No objection.

THE COURT: 611, 12 and 13 are in.

Q. (BY MR. GIUST) Okay. Let's go down the page. Show you

Exhibit 614. Exhibit 614 shows the information you get after

clicking underneath the A8526 product on the web page; is that

right?

A. Yes, sir.

Q. Offer 614.

Ma. BAHLER: No objection.
THE COURT: Received.
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Q. (BY MR. GIUST) Then, if you scroll down the page, do we

get what's shown here in 615?

A. That looks correct.

Q. Offer 615.

MR. BAHLER: No objection.

Q. (BY MR. GIUST) Okay. So to download this CAPI

information, you have to get all the way to 615 here, and you

click on these various links that say, for example, cap

2.8SDK?

A. Correct.

Q. That CAPI 2.8, would this allow the downloader to use the

CAPI specification?

A. Correct.

Q. And CAPI 2.8SDK, does that allow someone to download the

CAPI 2.8 software development kit?

A. ‘That's correct.

Q. And those are required to implement these CAPI

applications that you discussed, correct?

A.‘ Certainly facilitates it, yes.

Q. Okay. Now, going back to 611, while we have a password

here, a user isn't supplied with a password when they purchase

a Chaparral product; is that right?

A. To be honest, I'm not sure that that's necessarily the

case. I think that that's managed by our sales accountant

team. Whether they get them a password immediately when they
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become a purchasing customer or whether they make a request, I

don't have first-hand knowledge of.

Q. Okay. So it could be the case that they request a

password after they receive the product?

A. Correct.

Q. Okay. On your direct exam, you mentioned two kinds of

pass-through that Chaparral uses; is that correct?

A. Yes.

Q. ‘One is a pass—through that's associated with this CAPI

concept. Do you recall that? And in order to use that

password, you'd have to get this CAPI information, first,

wouldn't you?

A. Yes.

Q. And another kind of password you mentioned was a direct

pass¥through or a raw pass—through?

A. Yes.

Q. That pass—through isn't mentioned in any Chaparral users

guides, is it?

A. No, it's not.

Q. And that pass-through isn't mentioned on Chaparral's web

site, is it?

A. No, it's not.

Q. It's not mentioned on any of Chaparral's marketing

literature, is it?

A. No.
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Q. No more questions, your Honor.

R‘E-DIRECT EXAMINATION

BY MR. BAHLER:

Q. Just so we're clear, Mr. Permut, how does Chaparral just

get a password and user name to get into the web site?

A. If their account rep has not already set up, you know, as

part of the business arrangement, already proactively set one

up, they would simply request one and our tech support group

would set them up a log-in and password and communicate that

information to them.

Q. Why did Chaparral have a password on its web site for that

area of that web site?

A. It facilitates being able to by knowing who has downloaded

these documents, one thing it does, it facilitates being able

to track who has them. So, for example, if there's an update,

if we find an error in our documentation, we could have a way

to know who got the older version and could correct it, that

,is, send them a correction or a notice that there's a newer'

version available or corrected version.

It also, you know, as I say, it allows us to keep

things current rather than shipping something with a product.

It allows us to provide them with the most current one. This

is very common today in the computer industry to provide

things electronically, lets them get it in electronic form,

too, which is much easier to use typically than a bunch of
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printed pages.

Q. So it's primarily for tracking purposes?

A. For all of those reasons, yes.

Q. Okay. Mr. Giust touched just on this raw pass—through.

To your knowledge, have any customers asked for this raw

pass-through?

A. Yes, they have.

Q. Do you know how many to your knowledge?

A. I know, for example, Terra Solutions definitely used that.

I believe that Adaptec has also requested information about

the raw pass—through.

Q. If it's not in Chaparral's user guides or marketing

materials, how do they find out about it?

A. Well, typically, what would happen is the —- they become

familiar with a pass—through concept through the CAPI

specification, the SCSI maintenance command, and there are

some limitations in that implementation, for example, the size

of the payload that can be passed.

So they might, for example, say we need to be able to

pass a larger payload. Can you tell us how to do that, for

example, in downloading firmware? And so, they would ask, we

say, yes, we have this other mechanism, and we provide the

information for them.

Q. Just sort of clear here, the CAPI specification that you

just mentioned, is that provided to customers?
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A. Oh, absolutely.

Q. Pass the witness, your Honor.

MR. GIUST: No follow-up, your Honor.

THE COURT: You may step down. You may call your next

witness.

MR. BAHLER: Defendant calls Barbara Bardach by

deposition.

THE COURT: Tell us the full name of the deponent and

spell the last name, please, ma'am.

MS. SHISHIMA: Barbara Crystal Bardach, B-A-R-D—A-C-H.

BY MR. BAHLER: Page 7, line 18.

"Would you please state your name for the record, please?

Barbara Crystal Bardach.

And where do you live?

I live at 1607 Yacht Haven Road, Friday Harbor."

Page 8, line 14.

Q. "And at some point -— at some period of time, you were

employed at Crossroads. I'd like to first go back to the time

when you started at Crossroads. Was it called Infinity Comm

Stor at the time?

A. Yes.

Q. You remember when that was when you started at Infinity

Comm Stor?

A. Yes, it was in late August, early September, around Labor

Day of '96.
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Q. And when did you leave Crossroads?

A. In the summer, late summer of '98.

Q. At that time, you started at Infinity Comm Stor. What was

your title?

A. Vice-president of New Business Development or Business

Development.

Q. And did you carry that title until you left Crossroads in

the summer of 1998?

A. Yes.

Q. Did you have any other titles during that time?

A‘. No.

Q. What were your responsibilities as Vice—president of New

Business Development or Business Development?

A. To identify business opportunities, develop contacts with

companies, relationships, build business relationships, win

business and manage the business.

Q. Now when you say win business, are you talking about

business for storage router products?

A. Correct.

Q. Did you report to Brian Smith the entire time you were at

Infinity Comm Stor and Crossroads?

A. No. I reported to Brian in the beginning.

Q. Do you recall when you reported to somebody else?

A. Yes. It was Bill LiVolsi sometime in early '98."

Turning to page 20, line 13.
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Q. Did you show Compaq any description of the Fibre Channel

bridge at this September 1996 meeting?

A. According to this agenda, Geoff Hoese did.

Q. Now, I'm going back to Defendant's Exhibit 147 under the

heading meeting objectives/expectations that indicates that

one of Infinity Comm Stor's objectives or expectations was to,

quote, confirm their desire to buy a bridge, left paren,

rather than make one, close quote. Do you recall why that was

-one of your meeting objectives or expectations?

A. Yes."

Moving to page 23, line 1.

Q. "What, if anything, did Crossroads do to try and convince

Compaq to buy the Fibre Channel bridge from Crossroads rather

than having Compaq make it itself?

A. Everything possible. That was my job."

Page 24, line 3.

Q. "And did Mr. Hoese and Mr. Smith participate in the whole

meeting, as well?

A. Yes."

Page 28, line 13.

Q. "During the September 17th, 1996 meeting, was the option

or possibility of Compaq buying a Fibre Channel bridge from

Crossroads discussed?

A. Well, that was the whole purpose of the meeting was to

learn if they would have an interest in doing that, yes."
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Page 33, line 22.

"Did you attend Comdex fall 19960

Yes.

And where was that?

Las Vegas."

Page 34, line 8.

"And what was your responsibility with respect to Comdex?

To introduce our company to prospective customers."

Page 38, line 15.

Q. "And at that time, had you made any arrangement with HP to

incorporate HP's Mux in Crossroads‘ storage router line?

A. Yes.

Q. And that was going to be called the CrossPoint 4400?

A. Correct.

Q. Now, at this time, in November 1996, did you have any

marketing or sales collateral that discussed the 4400?

A. Yes.

Q. You recall what that was?

A spec sheet."

Page 39, line 10. Defendant's Exhibit 153. '

Q. "Defendant's Exhibit 153 is a spec sheet you had in

November 1996 for the CrossPoint 4400?

A. Yes.

Q. In Exhibit -- the second page of Exhibit 153, also

something that you had available to prospective customers
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November 1996?

A. Yes.

Q. Do you know if one or both of these pages were provided to

prospective customers at that time, in November 1996?

A. Yes.

Q. Yes, they were?

Yes."

Page 43, line 5.

Q. "How did you become aware that Crossroads was interested

in selling storage router products to Data General?

A. It was one of the customers that Brian Smith had spoken to

prior to my arrival at Crossroads the Infinity Comm Stor at

the time."

Continuing line 15.

Q. "Did you participate in any meetings with Data General

Corporation?

A. Yes.

Q. Were those in 1996?

Yes, some were.

Q. Was that your role at the meetings with Data General?

A The same as always. My role was to develop the customer

interest for more of the sales business relation perspective.

Q. Did Brian Smith have any role before you became an

Infinity Comm Stor or Crossroads employee?

A. Yes.
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Q. Did you take a look at Exhibit —— Defendant's Exhibit 155,

it appears to be a collection of documents relating to Data

General. At or near the end of Exhibit 155, there appears to

be a letter from Mr. Boykin to Brian Smith, dated July 12th,

1996. Have you seen Defendant's Exhibit 155 all or part of it

before?

A. Have I seen it before?

Q. Yes.

A. Yes.

Q. And did you ever talk to Mr. Boykin at Clariion or Data‘

General?

A. Yes.

Q. And is it your understanding that he had responsibility

for placing this order with Infinity Comm Stor?

A. That's my understanding.

Q. You know if the Fibre Channel—to—SCSI bridge referred to

in Exhibit 155 was the same as the Verrazano product that you

testified about earlier?

A. Yes.

Q. It was the same?

To my understanding."

Page 50, line 2.

Q. "Now, do you remember any evaluation units or prototypes

being sent to customers who did not return them?

MS. SHISHIMA: What page are we on?
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MR. BAHLER: Page 50, beginning line 2.

MS. SHISHIMA: Page 46.

MR. BAHLER: Oh, 46. Sorry. Before we do that, we'll

do 46, line 1. Question:

Q. "Was Clariion at the Comdex show?

A. The product was shown at Comdex, and I believe that they

were, yes. I'm not certain."

Okay. Now, page 50, line 2.

Q. "Now, do you remember any evaluation units or prototypes

being sent to customers who did not.return them?

A. I believe so.

Q. Do you remember which companies did not return them?

A. No.

‘Q. Did those companies end up.sending the payment to

Crossroads?

A. I would assume so, yes, if they didn't return it."

Okay. Line 14.

Qfl "That if they did not return it, they would send

Crossroads a payment?

A. Yes, that was typical with any unit anywhere: You destroy

it, you own it."

Line 22.

Q. "Going back to Comdex in the fall of 1996, do you remember

that the prototype that was in the Fibre Channel association

space was the Verrazano product?
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A. It would have to have been."

Okay. Page 52, line 22.

Q. "Right. Now, as a result of the Comdex 1996, did you

learn of the interest that a company, quote, EMC had in

Crossroads‘ storage router products?

A. As a result of the Comdex, I don't recall. If you have a

'document that you can show me, that might help.

Q. Defendant's Exhibit 158. Is it a document with hates

numbers 4460, also marked Brian Smith —— also marked Brian

Smith's deposition?

A. This is about the CrossPoint 4400.

Q. Right. Do you know how EMC learned of the CrossPoint

4400?

A. I called them."

Page 54, line 5;

Q. "Do you remember why you would have told Mr. Rarich about

the 4400 rather than Verrazano product? Or maybe you told him

‘about both. I don't know.

A. I probably told them about both, and that was the one he

was interested in.

Q. Did he confirm that he would be ordering an evaluation

unit from you?

A. That's what this says, yes.

Q. Was that something he did in person or on the telephone,

or did he send you a fax or e-mail?
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A. If they were going to purchase something, they would have

to send a fax P0, but it says on the memo how he should place

the PO. So, therefore, my assumption is it was a verbal

discussion.

Q. And is it your assumption, also, that he told you in

person, I mean, verbally in person as opposed to telling some

other Crossroads employee?

A. Oh, yes, definitely.

'Q. Now, how long in advance of December 19th, 1996 did you

think you contacted Mr. Rarich about the CrossPoint 4400 or

Crossroads’ other storage router products?

A. Do I think?‘

Q. Yes.

A. I think I would have done this prior to Comdex and,

therefore,.at Comdex."

55, line 13.

Q. '"Now, was the CrossPoint 4400 Fibre Channel-to-SCSI router

something that had been built yet?

A. Yes.

Q. Was that something that HP had built?

A. Yes.

Q. Was the CrossPoint 4400 product that HP built in existence

at the time of Comdex 1996?

A. Yes.

Q. And did they have a unit there?
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Page 56, line 6.

Q. "Now, how did Crossroads decide at the $17,000 price that

you referred to here in Exhibit 158?

A. That was a discussion between Brian Smith and myself.

Q. And do you remember the rationale that either you or Brian

Smith had for the number $17,000? .

A. Yes.

What was that?

It was based on what HP was charging us.

Do you remember what HP was charging you at the time?

No.

Any ballpark estimate?

Slightly less than that.

Q. Is the HP product that was offered as the CrossPoint 4400

also referred to by HP as the Mux?

A. Yes, the multiplexer, the Mux.

Q. Did Crossroads end up receiving a purchase_order from EMC

for the 4400?

A. Yes."

Page 69, line 1.

Q. "When did you start contacting customers about the 4400? "

Did I miss one again?

MS. SHISHIMA: 69.

MR. BAHLER: ’Yes. 69, 1 through 6. Question:
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Q. "When did you start contacting customers about the 4400?

A. Well, prior to having this suite at Comdex because I

organized a number of customers, large, to come visit us at

the private suite to learn about the HP. So the first, it

would have been at Comdex."

Qkay. Page 72, line 1.

Q. "And did you have an occasion to see a prototype of the HP

Mux prior to Comdex 1996?

A. Yes.

Q. Where was that?

In Roseville.

Do you remember why HP showed you their Mux in Roseville?

Yes.

Why was that?

Because we had an interest in working together.

Q. And did everybody else from Crossroads see the-HP Mux in

Roseville before Comder 1996?
A. Yes.

Q. Who was that?

Brian Smith."

Page 73, line 18.

Q. "And when did the 4400 first enter the Crossroads business

plan?

A. Well, the first time that it entered our plan?

Q. Yeah.
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A. I mean, obviously, we had discussions with HP prior to

Comdex or we wouldn't have been sharing a suite together. So

it would have had to have been prior to Comdex that we started

to talk about it.

Q. That's helpful. I wondered if you have any idea how much

in advance of Comdex?

A. Somewhere between when I was hired, which was the

beginning of September, and Comdex was the beginning -— it was

the middle of November. So_in September and October, it had

to have occurred.

Q. Did you have any discussions with HP as to what the

purpose of the technology suite was?

A. The purpose of the technology suite?

Q. Right.

A.’ Yes, absolutely.

Q. And what was that?

A
We and HP were jointly showing that we had a relation --

business relationship and that we would be —— that we would be

reselling, we would be reselling the multiplexer on an

exclusive relationship.

Q. And did you indicate to prospective customers that came to

the technology suite that that was what you were doing?

A. Yes.“

Page 82, line 18.

Q. And did you participate in all discussions with customers
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or prospective customers concerning when they would receive

delivery of the HP Muxes that were marked as CP 4400?

A. Surely I did, yes, I'd have to."

Page 83, line 8.

Q. "Do you remember the date do you remember telling

prospective customers that they would be able to receive

4400 Mux or 4400 Crossroads product?

A. The 4400, yeah.

Q. As soon as Crossroads received the product from HP?

A. I don't know that I would put it in those words, but

certainly knew that that was the relationship."

Page 89, line 3.

Q. "I'd like to move ahead to the mid-to—late_l997 time

frame, sometime in mid-to-late '97. Did you participate in

discussions with Compaq Computer about their desire to have an

exclusive on what was called the SCSI reserve and release

commands?

A. Sounds familiar.

Q. Well, let's mark as Defendant's Exhibit 130 a draft

development agreement between Compaq and Crossroads. It's got

pages CRDS 42929 through 42938, the last page appears to have

some notes.

Question: Is that your handwriting in the last page

of Defendant's Exhibit 130?"

MS. SHISHIMA: 1_=age’91..
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MR. BAHLER: Oh, I'm sorry. Page 92. I'm sorry, page

91. "Let's back up just a second. 91, line 13.

Q. "Now, you began working on license agreement with Compaq

in 1998 or development of one, excuse me, that's right?

A. I don't know the date.

Q. At some point in time?

Yes.

After October 1997?

A. Correct.

Q. And you were the person responsible at Crossroads for

working on that development agreement?

A. Correct.

Q. Was there anybody else?

A. Geoff Hoese.

Q. Okay. Now, we'll mark as Exhibit 130 a draft development

agreement between Compaq and Crossroads throughout pages 42929

through 42938. The last page appears to have some notes. Is

that your handwriting in the last page of Defendant's Exhibit

130?

A. Yes, it is."

MR. BAHLER: Your Honor, at this time, I'll offer

Exhibit 130 into evidence.

THE CQURT: Received.

MR. BAHLER:

Q. "What does the next line of your notes say?
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A. Underneath the slash, the —- okay.

Q. Yes.

A. Okay. It says September/October '96 is the first meeting

that we had with them about the 4400.

Q. Okay. It says September/October 1996 is the first meeting

—— I'm sorry. Question: The first meeting you had with

Compaq about the 4400?

A. Its seems to imply that, yes. This seems to be my

objectives and that's probably end quote, OBJ quote at the

top, if that's what that is. That's probably what I wanted to

cover with Compaq at the meeting.

Q. lDo you think that's correct that you actually met with

Compaq about the 4400 or is that about the 4100?

A. Well, I know we met with them about both, so I can't tell

you if that's a typo on my part.

Q. Why did you meet with Compaq about the 4400?

A. Probably to try to sell it to them.

Q. What does the next line say?"

MR. ALBRIGHT: Your Honor, may I approach and show you

what‘s going to be next in the deposition?

THE COURT: You may.

(At the Bench, on the record.)

MR. BAHLER: He's talking about an opinion. Which

line, specifically?

MR. ALBRIGHT: Sorry. 98, question appears to begin
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on line 17.

MR. BAHl.ER: Yeah.

THE COURT: And what is your objection?

MR. ALBRIGHT: It calls for an opinion from -- expert

opinion from a person that's a lay witness who would not be

able to provide this in testimony.

THE COURT: She's just indicating what people told

overrule the objection.

MR. ALBRIGHT: Thank you, sir.

MR. BAHLER; This is page 98, line 17.

Q. "What does the next line say?

A. It says, reserve release which above is written as quote

R/R, correlates to worldwide naming, which is our invention.

Q. And how did you come to the conclusion that reserve

release correlates to worldwide naming?

A.. I would have been told that by either Geoff Hoese or Brian

Smith.

Q. .What was your -- what is your understanding of worldwide

naming?

A. Well, all devices have to have a name to be identified, so

that information can be sent to them.

Q. And how did you come to a conclusion that reserve release

correlates to worldwide naming?

A. Again ——

Q. Is our invention?
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A. I was told that by Brian and/or Geoff.

Q. They indicated that that was Crossroads’ invention?

A. Correct."

MR. BAHLER: That's the end of the defendant's

designations, your Honor.

THE COURT: Plaintiffs --

.MR. ALBRIGHT: Nothing from Ms. Bardach.

COURT: Call your next witness.

MR. DELLETT: Chaparral calls David Zinger.

THE COURT: Come forward, please. Stand right there.

This lady's going to administer an oath.

(Witness was sworn.)

THE COURT: Have a seat up here, please, sir, in the

blue chair. Tell us your full name and spell your last,

please.

THE WITNESS: David E‘. Zinger, Z-I-N-G-E-R.

DAVID F. ZINGER, called by the Defendant, duly sworn.

DIRECT EXAMINATION

BY MR. DELLETT:

Q. Mr. Zinger, I have a notebook here for your reference.

Would you please introduce yourself to the jury, please?

A. Hi. My name is Dave Zinger.

Q. What do you do for a living?

A. I'm a patent lawyer.

Q. What law firm?
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Sheridan Ross in Denver, Colorado.

How long have you been a patent lawyer?

I've been a patent lawyer since 1978.

What technology do you specialize in?Q

A. I primarily work in the electrical field, electrical

technology.

Q. Any particular specialty within the electrical field?

A. Not really, basically a number of different inventions

involving electrical controls, computer—type equipment,

storage.

Q. Did you work as —— in electrical engineering before you

went to law school?

A. Yes, I did.

Q. And where did you work?

A. I worked at Western Electric in New Jersey at the Bell

Labs facility.

Q. And what did you do there?

A. I was involved with the anti-missile program.

Q. And were you working on computer hardware or software

before you went to law school?

A. Yes.

Q. Was that for the Western Electric?

A. Yes, it was basically, again, involving the missile

program.

THE COURT: Mr. Zinger, you're a little too close to
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that microphone.

THE WITNESS: sorry.

Q. (BY MR. DELLETT) When did you go to law school?

A. I went to law school in —— between 1974 and 1977.

Q. And when did you become registered to practice before the

United States Patent and Trademark Office?

A. 1978.

Q. Approximately how many patent applications have you

written on computer technology or software?

A. Approximately 60 to 75.

Q. And of those, approximately how many relate to computer

storage?

A. Approximately 20 to 25.

Q. Now, what types of companies or individuals have you

written patent applications for, especially in computer

storage?

A. With respect to computer storage, some companies that I've

been involved with patent applications are Fujitsu, Mag Store,

Laser Magnetic Storage, and LSI logic.

Q. Have you in your career also written opinions for clients

about whether or not somebody else's patent is valid or

infringed?

A. Yes.

Q. And approximately how often have you done that?

A. Somewhere about 20 but less than 25.
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Q. And do some of those patents deal only with the issue of

whether the patent is valid or not?

A. Yes, some of those opinions deal on the issue of validity,

yes.

Q. And do some of those patents deal with the issue of

infringement?

A. some of those opinions and analysis deal with whether or

not the patent claims infringe, yes.

Q. And did you do any work for —— let me back up. When did

you first hear of Chaparral?

A. Became aware of Chaparral when I visited their company

- late January of 2000.

Q. And shortly after that, did you hear from Chaparral about

the 972 patent?

A. Yes, I did.

Q. And had you before that, had you written any opinions or

written any patent applications for Chaparral before?

A. No, I had not.

Q. And who did you talk to about the 972 patent?

I talked to Jerry Walker at Chaparral.

Did you read the 972 patent?

Yes, I did.

Q. And after you read the 972 patent, what did you do next?

A. Based on my initial understanding of the contents of that

patent, I ordered what we call the history of that patent from
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the records of the U.S. Patent Office.

Q. And did you also get the references that were mentioned on

the front of the 972 patent?

A. Yes, there was a number of patents identified on that

Crossroads patent that I obtained copies of.

Q. And did you meet with Mr. Walker in early 2000 to discuss

that?

A. Yes, sometime in -- that early part of 2000, we did get

together and talk about that information.

Q. And what did you do next after that?

"A. After we had discussed that particular information as far

as we'd gotten, one of the objectives was to learn more about

that technology as well as learn more about any prior art that

might be in existence.

Q.' And while you were doing that, while you were in that

process, did you learn that Crossroads had_sued Chaparral?

A. Yes, I believe the complaint was filed in the latter part

of 2000, and so, shortly thereafter, I became aware of the

lawsuit.

Q. Did you mean to say -- what time period in 2000 did you

mean to say?

A. Latter part of March. It would have been early part of

April that I became aware of the lawsuit.

Q. All right. And did you actually see the complaint that

Crossroads filed against Chaparral in late March 2000?
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A. Yes, I did.

Q. And did you see the time?

A. would have been shortly after the filing of the lawsuit,

so probably April.

Q. And did you read it?

A. Yes.

Q. And did you talk about this complaint with Mr. Walker?

A. Yes.

Q. And if you would turn the third page of the complaint.

It's on the screen here. Did you understand at that time that

the complaint specified the FS—13l0B, FS—l3l0C and FS—l3l0R

storage routers?

A. Yes, it's my understanding that the complaint was claiming

that Chaparral products were infringed -- that were being

infringed were those identified in that particular paragraph

of the complaint.

Q. Now, after you saw the complaint, did you continue your

study of the 972 patent?

A. Yes, again, the early stages, I wanted to understand

better what was in that patent, what the words might have

meant, and certainly the issue of prior art might be

available.

Q. And did you —- what was the status of your study of the

972 patent as of the middle of April 2000?

A. At that point in time, I reached a conclusion based on the
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information I had that the Crossroads patent, given the claims

that were being alleged apparently infringed was invalid and

not infringed.

Q. And what was the status of your analysis of the 972 patent

as of mid-April 2000? Had you completed your study?

A. "No. Basically, I wanted to make sure I understood the

technology involved, Chaparral products involved, and

certainly what prior art may be found that was relevant to

those claims.

Q. And did you write down the results of your preliminary

study in any documents in mid-April?

A. Yes, I did.

Q. And let me put up —— is, then, Exhibit D-179 something

that you wrote in April —— I believe it says April 13th --

A. Yes, it isf

Q. -- 2000? And why did you address the letter to KMG?

A. It was addressed to that organization because it was an

accounting firm that represented Chaparral, and they requested

that we provide information concerning Chaparral and our

representation of Chaparral.

Q. Now, I've highlighted a portion on the bottom of the first

page. Does this paragraph that starts on the bottom of the

first page —- and in a moment, we'll go to the second page.

Does this accurately report the results of your preliminary

studies as of April 13th, 2000?
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A. Yes, it does.

Q. And could you tell the jury what the results of your

studies were as of April 13, 2000?

A. Basically, what it says in that letter of April 13 that

based on my preliminary studies and evaluations, the

conclusion was reached that Chaparral does not infringe any

claims of the Crossroads patent, and that the patented claims

appear to be germane are invalid based on prior art.

Q. And that paragraph continues on the second page of Exhibit

179, and why did you indicate to KMG that you were continuing

with these analyses?

A. Because we wanted to make sure that we had all relevant

prior art, especially prior art that wasn't considered by the

Patent Office when they examined the patent application.

Q. And was this the written opinion that you provided to Mr.

Walker about the 972 patent?

A. Yes.

Q. And what did you do after April 13th with respect to the

972 patent?

A. With respect to that patent, continued to —— with the

analysis of the particular patent as well as consideration

given to how to find perhaps more relevant or whatever prior

art might exist.

Q. Was it unusual in your experience as a patent lawyer to

take that long searching for prior art?
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A. In a case like this, I don't consider it unusual. It does

take considerable amount of time to identify prior art.

There's a number of sources that one can look at. And

especially in the context that a lawsuit was filed on this

particular patent, the expectation is that it was going to

take some time to make sure we had it all.

Q. And what did -— when did you complete a draft opinion

about the 972 patent after this first letter you wrote?

A. A draft opinion was provided to Chaparral in June of 2000.

Q. Let me put up on the screen the first page of a document

that is marked as D-180. Can you identify this?

A. Yes, I believe that first page represents the draft of the

opinion that was sent to Mr. Walker at Chaparral in June of

2000.

Q. Did you provide that draft opinion to Mr. Walker?

A. Yes, it was sent to him.

Q. And did you say anything about what Chaparral products you

were considering in that opinion?

A.» Yes, I believe in the first couple of pages, I mention

that products I was considering that were apparently marketed

by Chaparral.

Q. Let's go to the second page. The first page starts off in

the bottom, the last sentence that begins on the bottom. In

its complaint, Crossroads alleges that the 972 patent was

infringed by the following Chaparral data routing products.
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Now, how did you come to that understanding?

A. I came to that understanding because those were the

products that were identified in the complaint that Crossroads

brought against Chaparral.

Q. Now, what was the —— what conclusions had you reached at

the time of this draft opinion with respect to the 972 patent?

A. As the opinion sets forth, I concluded that the Chaparral

products that were alleged to be infringed were not infringed

-- I'm sorry, did not infringe the Crossroads patent.

Q. Did you continue to study the 972 patent after this draft

opinion?

A. I continued with the analysis in connection with that

Crossroads patent including prior art and studying the

information provided in the Crossroads patent, yes.

Q. And when did you complete your final opinion regarding the

972 patent?

A. The opinion was completed and sent out about November 20,

2000.

Q. Is this the first page of the opinion you wrote and sent

to Mr. Walker, November 20, 2000?

A. Yes.

Q. And did you provide this to Mr. Walker yourself or did you

mail it to him?

A. I mailed it to him.

Q. And did you discuss it with him?
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A. I discussed it with him insofar as what it would contain

generally.

Q. And did you talk about specific Chaparral routers in this

opinion?

A. Yes, it's the same Chaparral routers that were analyzed in

the draft opinion.

Q. Why did you specify those specific Chaparral data router

products, FS-1310B, FS-1310C and FS—l3l0R?

A. Those were discussed, again, because those were the

Chaparral routers that Crossroads was alleging in its

complaint that were being in -- that infringed the patent.

Q. Now, did you also conclude in your opinion definition of

what you understood access controls to be at that time?

A. Yes.

Q. Let me refer you to page 9 of your opinion. Is this where

you discuss a definition of access controls?

A. It is.

Q. And how did you get to that understanding of the

definition of access controls?

A. Essential reliance was placed on the finding that was made

in a Markman hearing as far as what those words meant.

Q. And did you provide in this November 20th opinion any

conclusions with respect to the validity or invalidity of the

972 patent?

A. Yes, I did.
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Q. And is that section entitled invalidity analysis for the

972 patent? What does that mean?

A. That refers to the determinations analysis that I made

concerning whether or not the 972 patent claims were invalid,

and it relates to a conclusion that was reached regarding

invalidity.

Q. And did you make that invalidity analysis based on prior

art that you found?

A, It was based on prior art that was made known to me

through Chaparral and that prior art was the SPARC storage

array information that apparently was some Micro Systems

product literature.

Q. Could you refer to page 24 of your November 20th opinion?

A. Sure.

Q. Why did you say disclosures and prior art not considered

by the U.S. Patent Examiner when the 972 patent was examined?

A. Because in determining whether or not patent claims might

be invalid, a key piece of evidence can be whether or not the

Patent Office, the patent examiner considered the prior art

that is at issue that you're discussing when the patent was

initially examined.

If it was not considered by the patent examiner, it

may present a stronger case for invalidity.

Q. Then, why did you list the Sun SPARC storage array, which

is a heading No. A, SPARC storage array? Do you have an
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understanding, first of all? Do you have an understanding

what company made what you refer to as the SPARC storage

array?

A. Yes.

Q. What company is that?

A. Sun micro systems.

Q. And why did you list this SPARC storage array first under

your section disclosures and prior art not considered by the

U.S. Patent Examiner?

A. Because I thought and concluded that it was relevant to

the validity of the Crossroads patent claims.

Q. And did you reach any conclusion as to when that SPARC

storage array was dated?

A. I concluded that it was, indeed, prior art more than one

year before the filing date of the Chaparral patent.

Q. If you would, please, take to tab No. D—l8l of your
binder.

_A. Yes.

Q. And is that D-181 in your binder, is that a copy of your

opinion?

A. Yes.

Q. And about two—thirds of the way through D—l8l, there is a

paper entitled, the SPARC storage array architecture, top of

the white paper.

A. ‘There should be a page at the top left corner, wouldn't
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it?

Q. Yeah, it says Exhibit C.

A. Oh, talking about an exhibit. Yes, I have it.

Q. And if you'd turn the second page of that, is there

anything about that page that led you to conclude that this

was, in fact, prior to the 972 patent?

A. Yes, there's a copyright notice that indicates a 1994 date

of publication, which was more than one year before the filing

date.

Q. Now, did you indicate in your report whether or not the

Sun SPARC storage away included access controls? I believe if

you turn to pages 23 or 24, that's where you —- excuse me.

It's page, we start with a comparison with SPARC storage

array. See on page 28 there? It's tab 181. Page 28, I

think, is the part that I would like you to take a look at.

A. I'm there.

Q. Okay. Now, did you do a comparison between the SPARC

storage array and the elements of the claims of the 972

patent?

A. Yes, I did.

Q. And based on that comparison, what did you conclude?

A. Based on that comparison, I determined that the elements

of the claim were provided in the SPARC storage array products

or publications.

Q. And at this time, did you continue'to use the definition
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of access controls that you had obtained from the Markman

hearing?

A. Yes.

Q. And why did you conclude that the SPARC storage array

satisfied the implements access control limitation?

A. It was based on my opinion that if the claim were

interpreted to cover reserve release, then the claim was

invalid.

Q. And why did you think the claim could be construed to

cover reserve release at that time?

A. Because the products that were accused of infringement

included a reserve release feature. And from what I could

determine, that would be the only feature that Crossroads

could rely on in determining whether or not these products

infringed the patent.

Q. And did you have an understanding at that time about any

other access control feature in the products that were accused

of infringement?

A. No.

Q. Now, after November 20th, 2000, did you provide any

additional written opinions to Mr. Walker about the 972

patent?

A. No.

Q. After November 20th, 2000, have you changed your opinion

on the validity of the 972 patent?
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A. No.

Q. Now, you learned recently that Crossroads is accusing

Chaparral with a product that features LUN zoning?

A. Yes.

Q. Have you discussed LUN zoning with Mr. Walker before you

prepared your November 20th opinion?

A. Yes, I discussed it with him.

Q. And do you have any understanding as to what LUN zoning

is?

A. Generally, yes.

Q. Okay. Have you prepared an opinion about whether LUN

zoning infringes the 972 patent?

A. No.

Q. And do you remember that Crossroads‘ attorneys asked you

about that in July of this year?

A. They took my deposition and they asked questions, I

belieye, related to that, yes.

Q. And they asked you if LUN zoning was a feature that would

need to be analyzed separately? ’Do you remember that?

A.v Something to that effect, yes.

Q. And have you analyzed LUN zoning separately?

A. No.

Q. Okay. Have you told Chaparral that it should be analyzed

separately?

A. No.
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Q. And would Chaparral sales or have Chaparral sales of

routers with LUN zoning required a separate opinion on

validity of the 972 patent{

MR. ALLCOCK: Objection, your Honor. This is beyond

the scope of his letter, and he's not an expert on this issue.

THE COURT: The question was asked by you in direct

testimony of your expert. I overrule the objection. You may

answer.

A. Could you repeat the question, please?

Q. (BY MR. DELLETT) Have the fact that Chaparral sold routers

with'LUN zoning, does that require a separate opinion on

validity of the 972 patent?

A. No.

Q. Why not?

A. Because the invalidity opinion is based on an

interpretation that is in my opinion, and as far as I know,

that interpretation isn't going to change. So based on that

interpretation, the claim is still invalid as set forth in my

opinion.

Q. And that is still your opinion today?

A. Yes.

Q. Pass the witness.

CROSS-EXAMINATION
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BY MR. ALLCOCK:

Q. Good morning.

A. Good morning.

Q. Mr. Zinger, we've never met. My name is John Allcock. I

represent Crossroads.

Let me hand you a book. It has some of the same

lmaterials as in that larger book in front of you, but it might

be easier if you work out of there.

I want to start by asking about Exhibit 27, which is

your June 2000 letter. Do you see that there?

A. Yes.

Q. Now, this letter doesn't deal with invalidity at all; is

that right?

A. It was a draft, and no, it does not.

Q. Okay. And this letter deals with the presently marketed

products of Chaparral; is that right?

A. Yes.

Q. So then, you wrote a final opinion in November 20 of the

year 2000; is that right?

A. Yes.

Q. And this opinion doesn't deal with a product that would

have LUN zoning in it?

A. The opinion as far as infringement is concerned does not

deal with the feature of LUN zoning.

Q. So you were never asked ever by Chaparral to render an
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opinion on products that contain LUN zoning?

A. I was not asked to render an opinion as far as

infringement is concerned.

Q. Okay.

A. Yes.

Q. And you were never asked by Chaparral with respect to

infringement to render an opinion on whether or not any of the

RAID controller products infringed the 972 patent; is that

right?

A. That's correct. The opinions as far as infringement were

directed to the products identified in the Crossroads

complaint.

Q. Okay.

A. So if those products are different, then the answer is no,

I was not.

Q. Well, as of July of this year, July of 2001, you didn't

even know whether or not Chaparral had any products that had

the LUN zoning feature; is that right?

A. No, I did not know there were marketing products with LUN

feature.

Q. So for this entire time period, no one from Chaparral ever

told you that they were marketing products with the LUN zoning

feature?

A. That's correct.

.Q. That surprised you when Mr. Giust took your deposition,
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didn't it?

A. That surprise is strong of a word. I mean, I didn't know

it.

Q. Okay. Now, this says presently marketed products. Did

you know that this LUN zoning feature was set to be released

in a Chaparral product just a week or two before this draft

letter?

A. No.

Q. No one told you that?

A. No.

Q. Did you know that Mr. Walker ordered that LUN zoning

feature to be taken out of that software release because of

conversations he had with you with respect to whether or not

LUN zoning would infringe?

A. No, I didn't know.

Q. No one told you that?

A. No.

Q. So then, this presently marketed product language, was

that language of your choosing?

A. Yes.

Q. And were you told that they were considering putting LUN

zoning in the product thereafter?

A. No.

Q. Never?

A. There were discussions about LUN zoning.
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Q. But you were never told they were considering moving it in

the product?

A. You say considered to be put in a product. The

discussions perhaps did encompass that. If you ask, did they

tell you it's going into this product, the answer's no.

Q. Now, if you take a look at -— just one second, your Honor.

I misplaced something. Yes. Exhibit 21 before you is the

complaint, and I want to focus just briefly on paragraph 10

‘that talks about the devices that are included in the suit,

and it does list a number of them, specifically.

But when you read this, did you read the language that

says such devices include but are not limited to those

devices?

A. Yes.

Q. And did that mean to you that the devices included in this

lawsuit were those specifically mentioned as well as others?

A. It meant to me that inquiry should be made as to possible

other devices that might be relevant.

Q. Okay. Now, in this time period of April, May and June,

there were discussions with the Chaparral engineers concerning

products with access controls in them and without access

controls in them; is that right?

A. When you say "access controls," we'd have to define it.

Q. Okay. There were discussions with the Chaparral engineers

about having —— about analyzing a product with LUN zoning and
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without LUN zoning. And the engineers used the term access

controls when describing those two different circumstances; is

that correct?

A. I wasn't privy to all discussions.

Q. I'm talking about discussions between you and them. They

gave you flowcharts of the product with access controls and

flowcharts of the product without access controls; is that

correct?

A. I don't remember getting flowcharts, no.

Q. Could you take a look at Exhibit 39. It's already in

evidence. And I'm going to show you page 408, one and two.

This is Mr. Walker's notebook. And if you look at 40811,

you'll see a date of 4-27-00 on it, and do you remember around

this time period being given a block diagram of router

products with access control features and without access

control features?

A. I was given information, and it did include information

about access controls as we're talking about here,

particularly LUN zoning. Whether it was in this form of block

diagram, I don't remember.

Q. Okay. So now, this is before your June draft opinion

letter that doesn't concern products with LUN zoning. Here,

Chaparral was asking you —- and I understand it would take a

separate analysis, and you never did a separate analysis of

LUN zoning; is that right?
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A. Not as it implies to infringement.

Q; Okay. But here, you were given information about the

product with access controls and without access controls, and

there was, at least, some preliminary discussion; is that

right?

A. There was some preliminary discussion, but when you're

stating your question about a product, that assumes that a

product was plannedl So I'm not sure I understand the

question.

Q. Right. You didn't know when you were looking that these

flow diagrams that LUN zoning was slated to be included in a

product in April of 2000, did you?

A. That's my recollection, yes.

Q. You didn't know that?

I didn't know that.

Now, if you look at Exhibit 11, what is Exhibit 11?

MR. DELLETT: Your Honor, objection. May we approach?

THE COURT: You may.

VMR. ALLCOCK: Your Honor, I'm not going to show it. I

want to ask some foundation questions. We could approach now

or we could approach after the foundational questions.

THE COURT: All right.

MR. DELLETT: Let's approach now.

COURT: Okay.

Bench, on the record.)
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MR. DELLETT: This is the time records. I don't,

first of all, know the question of what these are relevant to.

But even more so, I think this issue of --

THE COURT: I can't hear you, and I'm sure the mic

can't hear you. ‘

MR. DELLETT: There's a question of relevance, first

of all, as to whether his time is relevant to, but there also

is the question of -~ brings in the Fulbright & Jaworski

relationship.

THE COURT: Well, I don't know where we're going, but

we'll just have to play it by ear. ‘Time is relevant. Time is

very relevant on this opinion.

MR. DELLETT: Okay.

Q. (BY MR. ALLCOCK) So what I'll tell you is that Exhibit 11

is the collection of billing records that we were provided

from yours, and did you go through your billing records and

pull out those records that related to the two opinions that

you gave? Is that what you did?

fiA. I asked someone to do that.

Q. Okay. And so, you took out from the collection billing

entries that were unrelated to the opinion work you've done

for Chaparral in this regard; is that right?

A. That was the intent.

Q. Okay. And you took —— what you did was on a daily basis,

when you worked on this project, you reported the amount of
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time you spent and you also recorded with some level of detail

the task that you performed in connection with working on the

opinion letter; is that right?

A. I think that's fair, yes.

Q. So, for example, if you talk to someone at Chaparral, you

took down frequently with some level of detail in the bill,

recorded in the bill the nature and content of that

conversation: is that fair to say?

A. Generally, yes.

Q. And if you looked at some prior art on any given day, you

may have recorded in your time entries what you looked at and

how long it took you to do that task, is that right?

A. That was true of prior art as well as other tasks, yes.

Q. Okay. So Exhibit 11, then, is a fairly detailed road map

of what you did and when you did it in connection with this

analysis?

A. It provides relevant information.

Q. Okay. ‘And it was kept in the ordinary course of business?

A. It's something we normally do.

Q. And the events that were recorded in here, you recorded on

pretty much a daily basis at the end of the day, you -r or I

know, maybe not daily, but near the time when you did the

work?

A. Yes, it's typically done on a weekly basis, and I take

notes during the day.
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Q. Okay. And then, these were transposed from your notes?

A. when I say notes, it's basically an indication of what I

worked on for the day because I do remember what was involved.

Q. Okay.

A. So when you say transposition, no.

Q. Okay. Very good. Offer Exhibit 11 in evidence, your

Honor.

MR. DELLETT: Yes, your Honor.

THE COURT: Come here.

(At the Bench, on the record.)

MR. BAHLER: Your Honor, we object. He's just Covered

this stuff that deals with his opinion, first of all. The

time records are only relevant up until the date he issues his

opinion, which is November 30th, or so, of 199 -— or of 2000.

So anything after that is not even relevant. He hasn't issued

any --

THE COURT: I believe your partner asked if his

opinion was still the same today. Today is September the 10th

of 2001. Okay. That objection he's overruled. What's your

next one?

MR. BAHLER: Your Honor, there's entries in here

regarding Fulbright & Jaworski communication. We were, of

course, handling factual matters conveying pleadings, that

sort of stuff, with Mr. Zinger. He wrote it down. There's no

-— the defendant —— the plaintiffs move to eliminate to
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prevent any articulation of opinions based upon anything that

they got from Fulbright. That was sustained. We'd like to

keep any of the entries of Fulbright & Jaworski out.

THE COURT: I didn't really see any opinions that were

there when you showed me the exhibit earlier. The reference

is that he did --

MR. DELLETT: He talked with his lawyer.

MR. BAHLER: I'm concerned by implication there would

be some sort of an issue.

THE COURT: I can't —— if I could do things about

implication, I would not be a lawyer. I'd be very wealthy and

I would live someplace else. The objections are overruled.

11 is in.

By the way, while we're here, Mrs. Sims has 39 out.

lhave 39 in. I have it in from the beginning, but she

indicates that she thought that y'all withdrew it at some

point in time.

MR. ALLCOCK: I think it's in.

‘THE COURT: Okay.

Q. (BY MR. ALLCOCK) If you would turn to --

THE COURT: I think I'm going to let the —— you're

going to be with the witness for a while?

MR. ALLCOCK: Yes.

THE COURT: .Members of the jury, I'm going to let you

go to lunch, 1225. Please remember the instructions.
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(Jury not present.)

THE COURT: Mr. Zinger, just remember in Texas, any

conversations you have from now on are free game. All right.

1:25.

(Lunch recess.)

THE COURT: Members of the jury, during the noon hour,

did anyone attempt to talk to you about this case?

THE JURORS: No.

THE COURT: Did you talk to anybody about the case?

THE JURORS: No.

THE COURT: And did you learn anything at all about

the case outside the presence of each other and this

courtroom?

THE JURORS: No.

THE COURT: Show negative responses to all questions

by all jurors.

Mr. Zinger, you remain under oath, sir.

THE WITNESS:- Yes.

THE COURT: I You may proceed.

Q. (BY MR. ALLCOCK) Mr. Zinger, I want to ask you, although

you never rendered an opinion with respect to the infringement

of products with LUN zoning, you did have conversations with

the representatives at Chaparral from time to time on that

issue, didn't you?

A. On the issue of LUN zoning and the product, yes.
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Q. And if you'd turn to Exhibit 11, your August time entries,

and I want to ask you, quickly, about a few of those. Here it

is, August 10th of the year 2000, roughly three months before

you wrote your final opinion letter, and you were talking

about whether or not a locked software feature may constitute

patent infringement. Do you see?

A. Yes.

Q. And what you were talking with Mr. Walker about here is

whether or not if you put a lock and a key on the LUN zoning

feature, whether or not that would avoid infringement; is that
right?

A. We did talk about it. I believe it was in terms of LUN

zoning, but I don't have any specific recollection that it was

YLUN zoning.»

Q. Okay. If you look down on the same bill on the 8-14

entry, do you see where it's talking about controllably unlock-

of the LUN zoning feature?

A. Yes.

Q. So it now —— as I understand, this happened some time ago.

Is it now your recollection that you were here in August,

discussing the notion of if you put a lock on the LUN zoning

feature, whether or not that would avoid infringement?

A. Yes.

Q. Now, if you look at the bottom entry, it talks about a

telephone discussion with F and J. Those are the Fulbright &
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Jaworski lawyers, the ones sitting here in this courtroom?

It's the bottom entry, August 15th?

MR. BAHLER: Objection, your Honor.

A. I see it.

THE COURT: The objection is overruled.

Q. (BY MR. ALLCOCK) And here, you were talking about the

ability to manufacture in certain products. Those would be

products that have LUN zoning in them?

A. To the best of my recollection, I think that's right.

Q. And if you look at the top of the next page, this is an

actual telephone conference with Messrs. Ravine -- he's

someone from Chaparral?

A. He was at Chaparral at that time. I don't know if he's

still there.

Q. "But Messrs. Ravine and Walker are two Chaparral folks, at

least, at this time?

A. Yes.

Q. And, again, this use of LUN zoning and the use of a key?

A. Yes.

Q. The assumption for all of these conversations is that the

use of LUN zoning would be infringing; isn't it?

A. No. The assumption is here's a feature that appears to be

relevant to the patent, and the question is, are there options

that can be explored concerning that feature.

Q. I understand, but if at this point in time, in August,
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people had concluded that the use of LUN zoning was not

infringing, you wouldn't need to be talking about this key

business, would you?

A. If there was an absolute slam—dunk conclusion, no, you

wouldn't have to.

Q. Okay. Now, after you wrote your opinion in November, you

continued to talk about the issues that you addressed in that

opinion on occasion with the folks at Chaparral; is that

right?

A. This is after November 2000?

Q. Yes.

A. Yes. We talked in terms of the lawsuit. The LUN zoning,

in particular, I don't have any specific recollection of that,

no. A

Q. Okay. If you take a look at your April 11, 2001 bill,

this references a telephone call with Mr. Barrett, but the

part of the entry I want to ask you about is the bottom part

where it says, and give consideration as to what, if anything,

might be done further with the opinion including to prepare to

discuss this with Mr. Walker. Do you see that?

A. I see that.

Q. So here we are, in April of 2001, and your opinion was

given in November of the year 2000, and here, you're giving

consideration to --

THE COURT: Counsel, what's the relevance?
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MR. ALLCOCK: The timing of the November letter is of

extreme interest. They first found out about the patent in

February. They first started talking to a lawyer in November

—- I mean, in April. And they didn't get the final opinion

letter until November 20th.

And I believe that it's very relevant that as this

witness just testified, the impetus for them getting that

letter done was not to be timely in a reasonable fashion; it's

because they knew that if they didn't get it done, it would

likely be excluded from evidence in this case.

MR. DELLETT: The law of willful infringement, as your

Honor I'm sure knows, is that the opinion is before the

allegedly infringing activity. And the fact that counsel for

Gray Cary requested it before Chaparral even sold devices that

are alleged to infringe, I don't think there's any relevance

there.

THE COURT: Well, there's no question that it's

relevant. And there's no question that this gentleman has

already provided the testimony that it triggered a necessity

for his opinion. My problem on admissibility is that it has

language that I do not think relevant, which is written in an

advocacy way.

I do not have —- I will permit you to ask the witness

whatever questions that you wish, but I do not intend on

getting into your or Mr. Bernstein -- excuse me, Mr.
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Bernstein's idea of what the law is or what you or your client

would do in the event that no opinion was forthcoming;

MR. ALLCOCK: Very well, your Honor.

THE COURT: So you'll have to choose your questions

carefully, but you're entitled to, though the circumstances --

MR. ALLCOCK: Okay. Very well.

THE COURT: Ask Mr. Zinger back in, please. Mr.

Zinger, at this point in time, I'm not going to admit the

letter as evidence, but my ruling is that counsel has the

right to ask you regarding the circumstances of the timing of

the letter and your report. And I guess we'll just play it by

ear. All right. Bring the jury in.

(Jury present.)

THE COURT: You may proceed.

MR. ALLCOCK: Thank you, your Honor.

Q. (Br MR. ALLCOCK) Mr. Zinger, you had been working on this

opinion issue from March of 2000. You'd written a draft in

June of 2000, but as of the date of Exhibit 31, that is,

November 13th of 2000, you had finalized the opinion letter;

is that right?

A. Finalized meaning I had not signed it, correct.

Q. What about Exhibit 31 prompted you to finalize the letter

at this time?

A. My understanding is that Chaparral wanted to rely on my

opinion, discovery was ending, and Crossroads had the
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opportunity to review that opinion and take discovery on it,

and so, therefore, they needed time to have that done.

Q. Okay. Very good. Now, then you did come out with the

opinion on November 20th of 2000, and as I understand it, it

relies on one prior art reference and one prior art reference

only, and that's this Sun SPARC workstation; is that right?

A. The main or the essence of the opinion is on one reference

in the sense of it's one product. There's a number of

publications related to that one product.

Q. Okay. But no other product is relied upon.

this Sun SPARC workstation; is that right?

A. With respect to all main claims.

Q. Okay. with respect to the invalidity of the claims, for

example, that deal with access controls, the Sun workstation

is the only piece of prior art that you selected to include in

your letter?

A. Yes.

Q. And you and others had spent quite a lot of time from

March, when you started on the project, through here until

November, looking at various pieces of prior art, had you not?

A. Yes.

Q. And you had had discussions with people at Chaparral and

discussions with people at Fulbright and Jaworski with respect

to prior art searching that had been done; is that right?

A. Yes.
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Q._ If you look at Exhibit 11, and I'm just going to point to

one example here on June 21 of the year 2000, you had spent

five and a half hours at a meeting at the offices of

Chaparral, and one of the topics discussed in that was

potential prior art that would invalidate the claims of the

972 patent; is that right?

A. Yes. And I don't remember if it was more of a general of

here's where we can look for prior art as opposed to here's a

piece of prior art. This may be relevant.

Q. Okay. But over the course of time, you actually looked at

quite a number of different prior art references and in the

end, selected some?

A. Yes.

Q. And one of the prior art references that you considered --

and I'm looking at your 4-17 billing entry -- is this Adaptec

technology that we've heard while -- well, you haven't heard

but we've heard so much about. Is that one of the references

that you considered?

A. Yes, whatever that paper is. I looked at it. That point

in time in connection with two areas, one being understanding

the technology because that was early on, and the other one

was to see if there might be some relevance as it relates to

the Crossroads patent.

Q. Very good. And that one didn't make the cut, the Sun

SPARC workstation, what was better than this Adaptec prior art
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in your opinion?

A. I don't think I arrived at that opinion. I didn't use it,

but I don't think necessarily I would have decided one piece

of prior art is —— can't be used versus another one can be.

Q. Okay. And then, I notice the next entry down there talks

about the HP Mux. Did you see that? Do you see that?

A. Yes.

Q. Look at that, too.

Yes.

Q. And that didn't find its way into your opinion?

A
I think the same answer applies to this particular item,

as well.

Q. Okay. Now, actually, your opinion, your final one opinion

—— your final opinion actually concludes that the access

controls of the 972 patent don't cover a reserve release

function; is that right?

A. Yes.

Q. So, at least in your judgment, the access controls that

are disclosed and claimed in the 972 patent don't cover this

reserve release thing; is that right?

A. Generally stated, that's correct.

Q. For example, if you looked at page 19 of your opinion, you

talk about these access controls and reserve release and you

come to the conclusion that providing controls to limit a

computer's access doesn't encompass a reserve command. Is
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that still your conclusion today?

A. Yes.

Q. And the only thing that the Sun workstation does is

provide these reserve commands; is that right?

A. I'm aware that it does do that. I'm not aware of what it

doesn't do or what it may also do.

Q. So no one's told you, for example, that the Sun

workstation has LUN zoning in it, for example?

A. No one has told me that.

Q. And the papers don't show that, do they?

A. Not that I could find.

Q. Now, this Sun workstation that you end up relying upon in

November was actually presented to you way back at the very

beginning, wasn't it?

A. Part of the publications -- I don't remember which ones --

were provided early on.

Q. Okay. Now, if you look at Exhibit 19, which is in your

book, it's a e—mail from Mr. Walker to a Mr. Selinger

referencing a conversation he had with you, and it's dated

March 14th of the year 2000. Do you see that e—mail? l'm

referring to the part in the middle that says Jerry Walker

wrote. Do you see that?

A. Yes.‘

Q. Now, you have the Sun workstation material in hand as of

this date, right?
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A. Not all of it.

Q. Not all of it. But you had enough to conclude that the

Sun workstation didn't have these access control features

because you were asking Mr. Selinger to try to find some prior

art that did.

A. The information that I had with respect to those Sun Micro

System disclosures did not mention reserve release or anything

else that I remember related to access controls.

Q. Okay. But as you sit here today, you're still of the

opinion that even with that additional information that you

got, the Sun workstation doesn't have access controls as that

term is properly construed in the 972 patent; is that right?

A. If I understand your question, no, that's not what I was

saying.

Q. Well, I thought we just looked at your opinion, and you

said that the 972 patent requires access controls, not reserve

release?

A. What issue are we talking about?

Q. We're talking right now about whether or not the reserve

release that is in the Sun equals access controls according to

the 972 patent. It's your conclusion that it does not?

A. It's my conclusion that if the patent is interpreted the

way I present it in my opinion, there's no infringement based

on reserve release. But if it's interpreted so it does rely

on or does encompass reserve release, then it's invalid.
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Q. I understand that. But your opinion doesn't talk at all

about whether or not products with LUN zoning would infringe;

is that right?

A. You talk about infringe to that issue, no, does not.

Q. Okay. So what your opinion says is if you use reserve

release, it's not covered by the patent whether it's prior art

or a product; is that right?

A. That's correct.

Q. And it's silent as to the use of LUN zoning, your opinion?

A. The opinion as far as infringement's concerned, yes.

Q. Okay. So then, did anyone ever find prior art on access

controls as you define the term?

A. The term as defined in the opinion something to the effect

of no individual Controls to limit access, and based on that

could be interpreted to cover reserve release, which means

access controls.

Q. Right. But you didn't interpret it that way, did you?

A. In my opinion?

Q. Yes.

A. No.

Q. So then, no one found prior art on access controls as you

interpret the term?

A. As that opinion states, that's correct.

Q. I have no further questions of the witness, your Honor.

RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION
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BY MR. DELLETT:

Q. Mr. Zinger, Mr. Allcock asked you some questions about

your time records. Can you estimate during 2000 about what

fraction of your working time was spent working for Chaparral?

A. During the year 2000?

Q. Right.

A. I'd say it was around ten percent if I had to guess.

Q. And was that the only thing you were doing for Chaparral

at that time?

A. In the year 2000, no.

Q. Okay. What else were you doing for Chaparral at that

time?

A. Latter part of the year, we were working on patent

applications, inventions, doing searches, writing patent

applications. ;.

Q. Okay. Now, during that time, did you have any access to

Crossroads’ confidential information?

A. No.

Q. Now, did you spend more time during 2000 talking about

what Crossroads had accused of infringement or about LUN

‘ zoning?

A. The reliance primarily was on what was thought to be the

alleged infringing products.

Q. And what was that?

A. As stated in my opinions, I believe 1310 series of
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products.

Q. And why were you focussing on those products rather than

the ones with LUN zoning?

A. They were accused as being infringed by Crossroads, and I

was not aware of any other relevant products that might relate

to that study.

Q. And did your discussions with Mr. Walker about LUN zoning

in any way change your opinion about whether or not the 972

patent was valid?

A. No.

Q. And do you know of any requirement that -- let me back up

for a minute here.

Mr. Allcock asked you about the fact that you just

relied on the Sun SPARC storage array. Do you remember that?

Yes.

And do you know of any requirement that you have more than

piece of prior art to invalidate a patent?

There's no requirement.

Okay. Have you written opinions before in which you just

one piece of prior art to invalidate a patent?

A. Certainly to invalidate it, at least a claim with a patent

and I believe —- and to give an opinion that the main claim

was invalid.

Q. So in your experience, sometimes it just takes one piece

of prior art to invalidate a patent?
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A. Yes.

Q. And I believe Mr. Allcock also asked you about an e-mail,

dated March 14th, 2000. I think it's Exhibit 19.

A. Yes.

Q. As of March 14th, did you know what Crossroads was

accusing infringing the 972 patent?

A. No. The lawsuit hadn't been filed.

Q. When did you first find out that Crossroads was accusing

of infringing the 972 patent?

A. The first information was the complaint that I saw, I

believe, in early April.

Q. And that's the one that named the l3lO routers?

MR. ALLCOCK: Objection. Leading and misquotes the

_evidence.

Q. (BY MR. DELLETT) Do you remember what products were

specified in that complaint?

A. I believe, again, it was a Series 1310.

Q. Nothing further.

RE—CROSS EXAMINATION

BY MR. ALLCOCK:

Q. Other than the complaint, is the only way that you

determined what products were in the lawsuit by what Chaparral

or the Fulbright lawyers told you?

A. No. I talked to -- well, when you say Chaparral, yes. I

talked to Chaparral to see what other products they might have
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that might have relevance.

Q. No further questions.

MR. DELLETT: Nothing further.

THE COURT: May this witness be excused, counsel?

MR. ALLCOCK: Yes, your Honor.

MR. DELLETT: Yes.

THE COURT: You may be excused, sir. You may

your next witness.

MR. GARRETT: Your Honor, our next witness is

be our expert, Mr. Stephens. If I could have time to

I think things will go smooth from the beginning.

THE CUURT: All right. Give you five minutes.

(Recess.)

THE COURT: Bring the jury in.

MR. GARRETT: Chaparral calls Mr. Gary Stephens.

(Witness was sworn.)

THE COURT: Come across and sit up here on the witness

box, please, sir. Tell us your full name and spell your last.

THE WITNESS: My name is Gary Raymond Stephens. Last

name is spelled S-T-E—P—H—E—N—S.

GARY R. STEPHENS, called by the Defendant, duly sworn.

DIRECT EXAMINATION

BY MR. GARRETT:

Q. Good afternoon, Mr. Stephens.

A. Good afternoon.
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Q. Would you introduce yourself to the jury?

A. Yes. My name is Gary Stephens, and I own FSI Consulting

Services, Tucson, Arizona.

Q. What does FSI stand for, Mr. Stephens?

A. Fibre Channel and SCSI Interfaces.

And this is your company?

Yes, it is.

Q. Could you explain what FSI does?

A. FSI provides consulting services to major corporations to

_help their senior management and architects define what their

products should look like. We train their programmers and

engineers on how to use Fibre Channel and SCSI and their

products, and then, we provide a test system to test the

product, once it's finished, to see if it meets the

requirements that we set up.

Q. Tell the jury how long you've owned FSI.

A. I started FSI in late 1993.

And what did you do before FSI?

I worked at IBM.

When did you start there?

August 1965.

Q. Can you explain to the jury the type of work you did at

IBM?

A. Yes. I was a -— in several areas when I worked in product

planning, define the requirements for new products, I worked
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in engineering, I worked in the programming segment, software

engineering and helped to design, write and implement the

software goes into at least one product that connected one

interface to another, the second interface being the SCSI

interface.

Q. Mr. Stephens, we've heard a lot of talk over the course of

the trial about SCSI and Fibre Channel, and the standards that

relate to those two things.

A. Yes.

Q. Do you have any experience in that area?

A. Yes, I do.

Q. Can you explain to the jury what that experience consists

of?

A. In 1986, while I was working at IBM, I was designated the

representative for IBM to both the SCSI and, later, in 1988,

to Fibre Channel committees, defined the standards we've been

talking about the last weeku

Q. Now, can you explain-to the jury what it means to be a

designee at a Fibre Channel or a SCSI committee?

A. In that role, you vote for the entire corporation. You

represent the entire corporation.

Q. Now, how many designees did IBM have for a given standards

committee?

A. The standards committee process allows exactly, well, at

least one principal person and usually one alternate who can
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vote in the absence of the principal member.

Q. Out of how many employees at IBM?

A. At that time, there was about 300,000.

Q. Now, what experience do you have specifically relating to

the Fibre Channel and SCSI standards?

A. Well, in addition to representing IBM's interest at those

committee meetings, I actively participated as the editor for

one of the standards called the SCSI sequential commands,

which defines tape drives, tape libraries. I worked on"the

arbitrary loop standard, which we've heard some about in this

trial.

And I was the first editor for that when we first

started that. And I was also the only editor for another

document called a technical report which used map SCSI, as

we've been talking about here, instead of Fibre Channel, map

it over the internet.

Q. Mr. Stephens, have you authored or coauthored any books

-that relate the technology in this case?

A. Yes, I have.

Q. And what are those?

A. I have two books that I coauthored with Jon Dedek, who's

the President of Hancock Corporation. One's called What Is

Fiber Channel, very small book, and the second one is Fibre

Channel, The Basics, which went through two editions as the

coauthor. And then, I took over the ownership of that book
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and I've created what is fibre —- Fibre Channel To Basics,

Third Volume, which FSI'owns.

Q. Now, in addition to the books, do you have any teaching or

training experience that relates to the technology in this

case?

A. Yes, I do.

Q.‘ Could you explain that to the jury briefly?

A. All through my career, I tried to teach what I knew about

different things they learned at IBM, but in the case of SCSI

and Fibre Channel, I made it a professional goal to teach

Fibre Channel and SCSI for various corporations around the

world, and I taught those to the corporations themselves or in

public forums, like, a hotel conference room.

Q. Now, Mr. Stephens, how does all this experience relate to

the technology in the 972 patent?

A. Well, my experience at IBM was in storage, my whole

career, and the Fibre Channel and SCSI standards, obviously,

are the interfaces that we've been discussing here. And my

ability to teach that to other people means that I understand

it.

Q. Your Honor, Chaparral offers Mr. Stephens as an expert in

the area of storage architecture.

MR. ALLCOCK: No objection, your Honor.

THE COURT: All right. You may proceed.

Q. (BY MR. GARRETT) Mr. Stephens, what have you been asked to
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do in connection with this case?

A. I have been asked to look at the validity of the 972

patent itself, and to look at infringement issues relative to

Chaparral.

Q. Now, before we get into that, about how many hours have

you spent analyzing those issues?

I have spent right around 200 hours.

Okay. Let's talk about the validity part, first. Have

come to a conclusion about the validity of the 972 patent?-

It's my opinion that the 972 patent was just invalid.

And have you prepared or assisted in the preparation of

slides that will assist the jury in understanding how you

to that conclusion?

Yes, I have.

Okay. Mr. Stephens, if you'll look at D—509, can you tell

jury what we're seeing here?

A. This is the cover slide for this analysis of the prior

art.

Q. Actually, before we jump into this, explain to the jury

just generally what you did in analyzing whether the 972

patent was valid or not.

A. I looked at lots of material, lots of deposition

testimony. I heard testimony in this courtroom, looked at the

standard, looked at the product manuals, looked at all of the

information that we could find about these various pieces of
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prior art to see if they, in fact, had all the claim

limitations in the 972 patent.

Q. Okay. And I'm going to let you take a look at the things

you mentioned briefly.

A. My goodness. I didn't know there was so much of it.

Q. Mr. Stephens, if you will glance over the numbers on those

volumes, you will see that they cover Defendant's Exhibit 1,

21 through 31, 34 through 57, 84, 87 through 102, 104, 228,

249, 263 and Plaintiff's Exhibit 220. I know you've looked at

these in the past. Are these materials that you reviewed in

coming to the conclusions you're going to testify about today?

AL Could I take just a peek?

Q. You can, as long as it's not a long one.

A. Those look very familiar.

Q. Okay. Is that a "Yes"?

A Yes, sorry.

Q. Your Honor, all of those Exhibits have been admitted into

evidence, say, Defendant's Exhibit 87 through 92, 101 and 102,

and we would offer those into evidence at this time.

THE COURT: 87 to 92, 100 and what?

MR. GARRETT: 1 and 102.

MR. ALLCOCK: Could I just have a moment, your Honor?

COURT: Sure.

ALLCOCK: No objection, your Honor.

COURT:- All right. I didn't catch the exhibits
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between 104 and 249.

MR. GARRETT: 228 was the only one between those

numbers.

THE COURT: So then, the Court admits or readmits, as

the case may be, 1, 21 through 31, 34 through 57, 87 through

102, 104, 228, 249, 263 and Plaintiff's Exhibit 220.

MR. GARRETT: And I believe, your Honor, Defendant's

Exhibit 84, as well, if you didn't mention that. He did,

okay._ Sorry.

. THE COURT: Any objection to 84?

MR. ALLCOCK: No, your Honor.

THE COURT: All right. They're adfiitted.

Q.‘ (BY MR. GARRETT)_How many pieces of prior art did you

analyze in this case, Mr. Stephens?

A. I looked at ten, maybe eleven different pieces.

Q. What are you going to talk about today?"

A. We're only going to talk about three of those today.

Q. And what are those three?

A One is the Adaptec Coronado product that we've heard some

about, the topic called the SCSI LUN mapping feature, and a

patent that has access authorization features.

Q. In your opinion, do all of these pieces of prior art have

access controls?

A. Yes, they do.

THE COURT: Let me —- SCSI, LUN mapping and the third
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THE WITNESS: Was the patent called the 771.

THE COURT: All right.

Q. (BY MR. GARRETT) Is the first part of your analysis the

Adaptec Coronado product?

A. Yes, we're going to get them in that order, Adaptec first.

Q. Can you explain to the jury what exactly we're going to

see with respect to those slides?

A. We're going to look at the 972 patent and its claims,

we're going to look at the material or summary of the material

that I've reviewed, which is down here, part of —— and try to

find out if that prior art, in fact, contained every element

that's listed on those two boards that you've been looking at.

Q. Can you describe the setup that we're going to see the

Adaptec Coronado product in these slides?

A. We're going to see the Adaptec Coronado with multiple

hosts and multiple devices.

Q. Now, is it your understanding that the Adaptec Coronado

product could have been operated in that fashion?

A. Yes, it is.

Q. Before I get into that, do you guys have any objections to

those slides?

MR. ALLCOCK: I'm not sure which ones they are. You

submitted those?

MR. GARRETT: I do.
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Q. (BY MR. GARRETT) Okay. Mr. Stephens, let's look at D-510.

Could you explain what we're seeing in this slide?

A. This is a summary of some of the material that I've looked

at for this analysis. We have the 972 patent, which you've

seen the boards put up of that, the text of it, patent file

history, and then, there's the three pieces of material that

the —— that was not cited on the patent itself, the earlier

invented Adaptec product, SCSI LUN mapping feature we're going

to talk about, and another patent, U.S. patent which we just

fondly call 771.

Q. Mr. Stephens, could you step down to the screen if that's

okay with the Court.

THE COURT: Yes, that's fine.

Q. (BY MR. GARRETT) Could you tell us what the second version

of D—510 shows?

A. This version says that if you look at the claims of the

patent itself, it's broken down into three very distinct

parts, one part tells you what the storage router is and what

it's supposed to do, and the second part tells you what the

network in which it's supposed to be present is to look like.

And the last part tells you certain steps —— patent term is

methods, things it must do, processes it must perform if it's

to be classified as storage router.

Q. Mr. Stephens, I'd like to go back, just very briefly, to

what you mean by the patent file history so that we
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understand.

A. Okay. Patent file history, this is the patent itself, 11

or 12 pages, something like that. This is all of the

administrative documents that flowed back and forth between

the inventors and the lawyers, and the Patent Office over a

period of a couple of three years.

Q. Thank you. What are we seeing in part one on D-512?

A. As we've discussed, we're going to talk about the Adaptec

Coronado product, first.

Q. And what does D—513 show?

A. I found it useful, if I could take the claims in the

patent and break them up into topics as opposed to just a

string of words. And so, we're going to talk about access

controls, which is the hot topic, other functions besides

access controls that the router has to do, the hardware, which

you've seen the little cards in different products, hardware,

the actual physical device itself, and then, some other things

it must operate within that environmentf

Then, on the right—hand side, I've left four spaces

blank, and it's my goal to fill in each one of these as a

check mark as I try to show you how the Adaptec Coronado

product, in fact, meets and has exhibited those claim elements

in history.

Q. Mr. Stephens, did you come to a conclusion about whether

you can check in those boxes?
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A. Yes, I did.

Q. What is that?

A. My opinion is that I'm going to be able to fill them all

four in.

Q. Tell us what D—514 is.

A. In the record and testimony, the Adaptec Coronado product

uses a table for something that's called reserve management.

Reserve management is the process by which different devices

are allocated to or reserved for using this with a particular

host.

Q. Did you hear Mr. Bahler's opening when he referred to the

reserve command?

A. Yes, I did.

Q. Is he talking about the same thing, to the best of your

knowledge, that you're talking about here?

A. Yes, the word "reserve" in all upper cases is a very

specific SCSI command.

Q. What about mention of reserve release? Does that have a

relationship to reserve management?

A. Release all upper case would be the companion command to

this. One sets up the reservation, and a release command

would then remove that reservation after setup.

Q. Okay. Tell us what the next slide 515 shows.

A. I think we've seen this one a couple of times. There's a

processor, AMD 586 processor, and this Adaptec Coronado
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bridge, and the patent you'll see that under the term

supervisor unit. And that supervisor unit and its software or

firmware, however you want to call it, manages a table, and

that table has the name of a workstation if it's reserved on

the left and a disk drive that is holding on the right.

Q. What do the next group of slides show?

A. We're going to attempt to show you how the access

control's part of this setup.

Q. Okay. Let's look at the next slide. Tell us what we're

seeing in D—516.

A. We have the picture of the product in its storage network.

We have three workstations over here connected by Fibre

Channel. You have the Adaptec Coronado product in the middle.

Then, we have the SCSI bus over here connected to the disk

devices. Here's the table from the previous chart. And what

we saw fly in here was that red has reserved device three.

Red reserves device three for himself. Green reserves device

two. So we've colored the two devices to show you which one

owns it.

Q. What are you saying by the boxed-out portion at the top

left of that slide?

A. Well, that the storage space on these devices belongs to

red and green, respectively. No one else is allowed to alter

it.

Q. Okay.i What are we going to see in the next few slides?
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A. We're going to see how several commands are going to react

to function in this environment.

Q. Tell us about 517.

A. First command we're going to talk about is right, the

right command attempts to alter, change the storage on this

device over here. I'm sorry, two. This one in green. And

so, this workstation can send that command. He's not

restricted from sending the command. It's the Adaptec

Coronado's job to look in his table for device two and see

that green owns it and deny it.

Q. Is that what we see in 518?

A. Yes. This product here, looking at this table says no.

When he sends back a response which is treated as access

denied.

Q. What are we seeing in D—5l9, Mr. Stephens?

A. other command is a read command. The read command is like

opening a file in your word processor or letter or something

and you want to change. Again, it's going to device two,

attempting to go to device two. It will come back to the

Adaptec Coronado, again, over Fibre Channel. Same result if

you look in the table, you're going to find that green owns

two which then comes red, access denied.

Q. I think our slide show's racing ahead of us. Could you

briefly explain to us what I think you identified what a read

command is? What is-write command?
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A. A write Command is saving a file after you do something in

your word processor and you say save file. It's writing it to

the disk so you can look at it again some other day.

Q. Okay. Please explain what we briefly saw in D—521.

A. Okay. 521 is a different kind of a command. It's called

inquiry, and green, again, he's going to try anything. So

he's going to try a three. Adaptec Coronado product is going

to look in his table three, and he's going to see that red

owns it and, in this case, this command is going to be denied,

as well.

Q. And is that what we're seeing in 522?

A. Yes.

Q. What —- can you explain to the jury what an inquiry

command is?

A. ‘One of the simplest ways to think about an inquiry command

is a resume. It's information about a device, but it doesn't

provide any information about the files that are on that

device.

Q. Now, where in inquiry command to actually get through to

No. 3 by green, would that affect the security of the user

data on 3 in your opinion?

A. Absolutely not.

‘Q. What are we seeing in No. 523, Mr. Stephens?

A. There's another type of command called request sense, and

blue up here is going to attempt to go to three down here.
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Again, you can form the command and send it. It's Adaptec

Coronado's job to look in this table for 3. He sees that red

is the current owner of that storage space, and so, he's not

going to let that command through either.

Q. And is that what we're seeing in D—524?

A. Response from —- back directly from the Adaptec Coronado.

Notice there's been no activity on the right whatsoever, and

again, it gets the access denied response.

Q. Okay. Explain what D-525 is, Mr. Stephens.

A. Well, this is kind of a small picture, but in the -— this

is all the claims on the last page of the patent itself when

you look at it. And these marked-in areas are all the

references to access controls. It's just kind of scattered

around. That's why it's kind of nice to lump it all together.

Q. So what's our next step?

Next step is to check off that first box.

That's what's being shown in 526?

Yes.

Q. Now, what's the next thing you're going to see, Mr.

Stephens?

A. The next one is some other functions beyond access

controls which is isolated because it's potential. There's

some other functions that the product has to do. We're going

to look at those, see if they're present, also.

Q. What other function are you talking about?
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A. One is mapping which we've heard about this morning a

little bit, and low¥level block protocols, native low—level

block protocols.

Q. Okay. What are we seeing in D-527?

A. Okay. This time, we're seeing red attempt to command to

. three, and because the table says red owns three, the command

is going to go through there. In this case, this workstation

uses a protocol called Fibre Channel protocol, FCP, Fibre

Channel protocol. And in that protocol lives the SCSI

Command.

On the other side of the Adaptec Coronado product, we

have a different interface, so we haye this software in this

Coronado product, translate it, transform or change it so it's

acceptable to this, and when it does, it goes to storage

device No. 3.

Q. Okay. What are we seeing in 528?

A. We're seeing now that the response goes back again on this

side, it's in the SCSI interface rules, Coronado product, and

translates it so that it's acceptable on the Fibre Channel

side and sends it back to the workstation.

Q. Have you shown this, again, in the upcoming slides?

Yes.A

Q. And is that true in D-529?

A This time, green is trying to get to 2 and, again, Fibre

Channel side with the SCSI command in it, translated and sent
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to storage device No. 2.

Q. And in D—530?

A. The response now comes back as explained.

Q. Could you explain how you've illustrated mapping?

A. The hosts over here can only see the logical unit numbers,

one, two, three. They don't actually know where these devices

are on the right—hand side. So the function of the Coronado

product is to in its table to say, if you-ask for one, I will

find it on the right—hand side of the chart. Don't worry

about it. I know where it's at. That's the mapping. I hand

you a coordinate and you take it there.

Q. Now, what about virtual local storage? What are you

intending to show by including that in the heading of this

slide?

A. It's my opinion virtual local storage is not an element of

the claims of the 972 patent. But just in case the jury

should decide, then we have to talk about it.

Q. Let me back you up a minute, Mr. Stephens. Why is it your

opinion that virtual local storage is not on --

A. First line of the patent says something like a storage

router providing, so the router is what's doing the work. The

side effect is the virtual local storage itself, so there's

really nothing unusual. It's just additional information.

If you took the entire patent and left out the phrase,

you wouldn't change its meaning.
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Q. Now, you mentioned if virtual local storage is a

limitation, you've mentioned it in the slide for a reason.

What is that reason?

A. The reason is that should you decide that it is a

limitation, then it's my job to show you whether it is or is

not present in the Adaptec product.

Q. Okay. Let's move to the next slide, Mr. Stephens. What

are we seeing in 531?

A. We have the other functions we're adding to the list. We

have the access controls straight out, and we have the new

list, covers all of the mapping, LUN access using native

low—level block protocols and reference to virtual local

storage should not be a limitation.

Q. What's the next step in your analysis?

A. Check box No. 2.

Is that what we're seeing in 531?

Yes.

Next is the router hardware?

A. Yes, router hardware 2.

Q. Could you give a brief explanation of hardware again? I

think we've got it.

A. Well, it's the physical box. It's the little green card

that's been moving around the room. It has the green card

carries the chips and wires that are embedded in there, and

that's hardware as opposed to the programs that people write
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‘that run inside of the processor.

Q. Okay. What are we seeing in 533, Mr. Stephens?

A. Well, there are four pieces of hardware that you have to

deal with in the patent. They're all four right here in the

upper left—hand corner of the claims. The first one is that

there's a buffer provides memory space. And on the Adaptec

Coronado product, the testimony and the picture shows the word

"cache," 16 megabytes and the testimony has been provided that

that is the buffer for the Adaptec product.

Q. What is the next piece of hardware we're going to look at?

A. The Fibre Channel controller.

Q. Okay. Is that what we're seeing in 534?

A. Right. See it in the green color here, Emerald, the name

of the chip. The companies use these code names for their

chips. So Emerald was the name Adaptec assigned to that

particular chip while they were developing it. And this is

the Fibre Channel controller.

Q. What's next, Mr. Stephens?

A. The next is the SCSI controller.

Q. Okay. And is that what we're seeing in 535?

A. Three different places on the patent claims, you see the

SCSI controller, this chip called Excalibur internally, but

the AIC 7895 is its commercial name, was made by Adaptec to

attach SCSI devices with their cable.

Q. Explain to us why on the leftshand column the bottom
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purple square looks a little bulkier than the top square.

A. This one.

Q. Yeah. Why is that?

A. Well, this one says you have to have a controller, and

this one tells you what has to be in the controller, the

second step. So if you look at this chip, you get this claim.

If you look at this one, you have to look inside of it to see

what's inside of the controller itself.

Q. And are the inside there?

A. Yes.

Q. What about the middle purple one on the right?

A. This one here says that something like that chip must be

capable or that function must be capable of pulling data from

the buffer this way, and putting it on the SCSI bus, and must

be able to push data into the buffer that it receives off off

Q. And is that present in the chip you've identified on the

right?

A. Yes, it is.

Q. Okay. Is that same situation true for the green squares?

Yeah, we have --

Q. With respect to the Fibre Channel controller?

A
Yeah, we have the large green space for Fibre Channel

here. Again, it says there must be a way to operate correctly

on the Fibre Channel side of the protocol unit. There's a

FIFO in here and there's a DMA engine in there, and all of
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those are present in that Emerald chip.

Q. Mr. Stephens, what's the last piece of hardware we're

going to look at?

A. The last piece is the supervisor unit.

Q. And is that what we're seeing in the next line, 536?

A. We've seen this before. Supervising unit is this AMD 586

chip slide, and plus this programming runs the router itself.

Q. What does AMD stand for?

A. Advanced Micro Devices.

Is that here in Austin?

At least part of it.

Q. So what's the next step, Mr. Stephens?

A Well, there's only four elements here, so it's time to

check off box No. 3.

Q. Okay. What are we seeing in 537, briefly?‘

A. Well, this just shows the four pieces altogether.

Q. Okay.

A. .The buffer, the Fibre Channel controller, the SCSI

controller and the supervising unit all accumulating on the

chart.

Q. Is the box checking next?

Yes. I'm sorry, yes.

And is that in 538?

Right. That's Claims 1 to 6 and 10.

Okay. Now, explain to the jury what the last section in
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your table is.

A. Well, these -— this part here doesn't deal with the outer

itself. It deals with things that are attached to the router.

And so, it covers the workstations or the computers that we've

heard about, and it covers the disk drives that we've seen on

the right-hand side --

Q. Okay.

A. —— of the product.

Q. What are we seeing in 539?

A. Well, this picture, we've labeled, then, as workstations,

but certainly there's evidence to show that this device could

work with multiple workstations. On the right—hand side, the

SCSI bus cable, you have the different hard drives.

Q. All right. And tell the jury what we're seeing in 540.

A. Well, we filled in all of the references to workstations

and hard disk drives and shown that if you look at all of

them, these are called by the Adaptec product itself.

Q. Okay. What's the next step?

A. The last box.

Q. Okay. Is that what's in 541?

A. Yes, it is.

Q. Okay. Let's look at 542. Can you explain to the jury --

excuse me, 544. Actually, before you explain that, Mr.

Stephens, okay, what is a reset?

A. I'm going to go back here. On the original SCSI bus,
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parallel bus, it's on the right—hand side of the product, it

was a signal that was sent out to essentially restart the

devices on that cable.

Q. Okay.

A. With Fibre Channel, the equivalent function comes along on

the Fibre Channel itself and has the same effect as if you had

that signal on the SCSI buses.

Q. What does it mean to reset the Adaptec Coronado product?

A. It essentially asks each device to start over as if it had

just been taken out of the box, just to power up and to begin.

again with no history.

Q. Does that have any effect on the information on the table

that you showed on the slides?

A. With the Adaptec?

Q. Yes.

Yes, it would.‘

Okay. And what does it do?

A. It would clear the table.

Q. Okay. Now, what does a power cycle mean with respect to

the Adaptec Coronado product itself?

A. A power cycle if the power turned on and operated, you

turn it off and then, turn it back on is the power cycle.

Q. Would that alter the information on the table?

A. Yes, it would. .

Q. And what would it do?
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A. It would clear the reservations we've just been talking

'about.

Q. Okay. Now, do either one of those events, a reset if --

as you've described it or power cycle, clearing the tables,

does that have any effect on your analysis of whether the

claims are invalid in view of Adaptec?

A. It does not.

Q. Why not?

A. Because in the patent itself, you may or may not retain

the information of cross power cycles and resets.

Q. Have you prepared a slide that shows that?

A. Yes.

Q. Is that what we're seeing in D—544?

A. This is a section of the patent itself. This is column 6

of the patent down here in the corner is a paragraph which has

been expanded here, and there's lots of things that can happen

here, but one of them, the one that's important here is that

this configuration information can be retained, not must be

retained, and power cycle.

Q. What does the configuration in that sentence refer to?

That includes the mapping tables and the reservations.A

Q. Okay. What are we seeing in your conclusion slide, D-542?

A
It's my opinion that with the work that I've just shown

you, in summary, that the prior art Adaptec product has all

the claim elements that are in that 972 patent.
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Q. And what does that mean?

A. It means in this case that the Adaptec Coronado product

anticipates or already has had in its fiber and being

everything that was in the patent,

Q. I see. Okay. Now, before we move on, Mr. Stephens, let

me ask you, are there any other —— you could step back up just

for a second. I may wind up having you move around a little

bit. Are there any other pieces of art that you considered

that do access controls besides the Adaptec product?

A. Yes, I mentioned we do the SCSI LUN mapping feature and

the access authorization feature of the 771 patent.

Q. Okay. Now, let's address the LUN mapping first. Have you

prepared slides that will assist the jury in understanding

your analysis with respect to SCSI LUN mapping?

A. Yes, I have.

Q. Okay. Step back down, if you would, please, sir. Okay.

Mr. Stephens, what are we seeing in this first slide, 601?

A. This is the title slide for the second part, the scsI LUN

mapping feature.

Q. Okay. Now, what are we going to.see in the SCSI LUN

mapping slides? What system have you presented?

A. The SCSI LUN mapping is a feature of the SCSI standards,

SCC standard, in particular, and this one —- we're going to

show how it operates or would operate in an environment with

multiple workstations again and multiple SCSI devices.
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Q. Now, are you saying that you know that this system we're

about to see actually physically ekisted in the prior art?

A. No, it did not exist as a physical device that you could

buy yourself. It is described in the SCSI standards as a tool

that one could put in a device if you wanted to. So it's

fully described.

Q. Okay. And so, that being the case, why are we going to

see it in this next group of slides?

A. well, there's some question about the reserve management

that I just talked about and whether or not reserve management

constitutes access controls. And should you decide that

reserve management is not access controls, I want to show you

another feature that was available at the time to do the same

thing that does provide access controls.

Q. Okay. Let's see the first slide, Mr. Stephens. Explain

what —- oh, no, that's right. D—602.

A. Right. Again, we have the Very similar picture, three

'workstations on Fibre Channel, we have three devices, but we

have four partitions, this device has been divided into two

partitions or two parts. And in this particular case,.we have

a map just for host red or for workstation red. And that

table exists this device, and unit 1 as he thinks about it is

map two, disk drive one.

And when he talks about device 2, the mapping is-going

to take you to this device 3 over here. So I call it 1, you
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call it 1, I call it 2, you call it 3. And mapping is

handled, again, like I said, this mapping is maintained and

remembered by the device itself.

Q. Okay. Mr. Stephens, if you'll give me just one second.

Okay. What are we going to see in the next few

slides?

A. Well, we're going to look at a map maintained for blue and

we‘re going to look for a map maintained for three, and we're

going to look at all of them, all three together.

Q. Is 602 the blue map?

A. Yes, blue is the workstation has his own map in his device

and his 1 is this device is 1. His 2 as he thinks about it is

really this piece of story over here, again, the mapping,

independent of whatever red had.

Q. All right. Mr. Stephens, tell the jury what's in 604?

A. Green, third one here is No. 1, his No. 1 here, but his

No. 2.as he thinks about it is map 2, device 2B.

Q. Have you prepared slides -- a slide that pulls this all

together and shows the net result?

A. Yes, I have.

Q. Is that what we see in 605?

A. Yes, it is. Green has access to 1 globally and 2B, blue

has access to l and 2A. And red has access to l and 3.

Q. In this situation, Mr. Stephens, can red get access to 2A

or 2B?
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No, it cannot.

In this situation, can blue get access to 2B or 3?

No.

What about green? Can he get access to 3 or 2A?

Cannot.

Q. Okay.‘ Mr. Stephens, what did the SCSI standards teach you

about how these maps can be set up?

A. First_of all, there's a map per host, as we just saw,

three pictures. Second of all, these maps can be saved in

what's called nonvolatile storage. The easiest way to think

of it is it can be saved in such a way that after a reset or a

power cycle, the map is still available.

Q. And is it possible in that situation —— well, first of

all, can they be set up —— can the maps be set up so that the

workstations are prevented from altering them?

A. Yes, that, too.

Q. Is it possible to set the maps up so that one map is

associated with a particular workstation?

MR. ALLCOCK: Objection, your Honor. Relevance as to

what's possible.

MR. GARRETT: I'm presenting this to make our case

about why SCSI LUN and mapping is in Mr. Stephens’ opinion

access control. And for the purpose of the record, the SCSI

standard and Mr. Stephens’ opinion do teach these permutations

that I'm discussing, so this is not a hypothetical situation
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in that sense.

In other words, the standard would say he could do it

this way or this way.

THE COURT: I'll let you cross him on it. Overrule

the objection. You may answer.

A. Please restate.

Q. (BY MR. GARRETT) I don't remember. Does the SCSI standard

teach setting up the maps up in a way that would prevent

workstations —- actually, excuse me, setting the maps up in a

way that would allow one map to be associated with a given

workstation?

A. Yes, they do.

Q. Okay. And in the situation that we talked about just

before, which is the maps are set up to be saved over power

cycles?

A. Yes, sir.

Q. Let me step forward. Did the SCSI standards teach setting

the map up —— maps up so that workstations cannot alter them?

A. Yes, it does.

Q. In that sense, do the SCSI standards teach setting up the

maps via an administrator?

A. Yes, it does.

Q. Okay. Could you tell us what we're going to see in the

next slide, Mr. Stephens, if you recall?

A. I do recall.
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Q. Okay.

A. Now I recall.

Q. Okay. Tell us what we're seeing in D—607.l.

A.
Again, we have a table here and we have six items

part of the LUN mapping feature that you have one map

workstation, we just saw that. You have each map can be

assigned to access different storage. We saw that in the

demonstration. That the maps can be saved over power cycles

and resets.

That there is denial of access to storage that's not

on your map. Just can't get there from here. That the

workstations cannot alter their maps. They can be set up so

they can't alter the maps. And that the maps can be altered

by an administrator.

Q: Mr. Stephens, explain the significance of pointing out

these features in SCSI LUN mapping.

A. Well, I believe it was last week, Mr. Bianchi was a

witness, and he was asked these six questions about the device

mapping feature that Crossroads calls Catamaran, Catamaran

device mapping feature, and he answered "Yes" to each one of

these that you can have one map per workstation, that each map

can assign, that each map can be saved, there is denial of

access, that the workstations can alter, and that the maps can

be altered by —- cannot alter -- I'm sorry, and that the maps

can be done, and he says that was access controls.
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So the Catamaran device mapping feature was claimed to

be access controls. It has exactly these same six features.

Q. Mr. Stephens, you mentioned a moment ago that the reason

we were looking at these slides had to do with a question

about whether reserve management is access control?

A. That's correct.

Q. Do you have any opinions about whether you can combine

SCSI LUN mapping with another piece of prior art?

A. It's my understanding that if you have one piece of prior

art that has most of the claims and you have a second piece of

prior art that has the rest of the claims, that you can

combine the two together to Cover all of the claims.

Q. And have you done that in your analysis?

A. Yes, I have.

Q. And what other piece of prior art is that?

A. We have the SCSI LUN mapping, and we go back to the

Adaptec Coronado product.

Q. Okay. Is that what we're seeing in D-621?

A. Yes. It's my opinion that the Adaptec Coronado product

has access controls in it already, but if you decide

otherwise, then the access control feature is not here. That

covers every claim in the invention. And so, if you -- that

would be everything covered except that. If you add the LUN

mapping feature, then you, in fact, have a complete

description of exactly what's in the 972 patent.
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Q. when you say you have an exact description of what's in

the 972 patent, can you explain to the jury how that relates,

if at all, to validity?

A. Well, each of the claims would be covered by either this

or that, and so you can check off all 14 claims.

Q. In what flavor of validity is that, Mr. Stephens?

A. Before we had anticipation. In this case, it's called

obviousness. It's obvious that if you put these two together,

then it would meet —— the combination would provide all of the

elements of the claim.

Q. Okay. Could you explain what you considered in arriving

at that conclusion of obviousness?

A. There's four components, I believe, in patent law for

this. One is you have to cover the scope and content of the

prior art itself. You have to cover the differences between

the prior art and the 972 patent in this case. You have to

cover the motivation that one would have to put the two

together as a combination.

And then, the last step is that you have to look at

secondary considerations, lots of words.

Q. Mr. Stephens, for this combination, can you explain what

the scope and content of the prior art was?

A. The scope and the content of the prior art were these two

preexisting pieces of information, Adaptec Coronado and the

SCSI LUN mapping.
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Can you explain what the differences are between the prior

and claims of the 972 patent are for this combination?

A. Well, as we said, my claim that this by itself is prior

art and meets all the claims, but if the reserve management is

not considered access controls, then this does not meet it at

all. But if you add the SCSI LUN mapping feature, which is an

identical function to the access controls, then the

combination of each two has all of the elements.

Q. What was the motivation that you spoke of_for this

combination, Mr. Stephens?

A. Well, principal issue here is data security. It's the

biggest item. And certainly, this provides increased level of

security for the system because of the way it denied access.

Q. And this is what for the record?

A. SCSI LUN.mapping feature.

Q. Okay.

A. And, in addition, the SCSI standard has a full description

of this. So if you take engineers and programmers —— and we

use the phrase here -- skilled in the art, okay, not just

anybody, but those skilled in these particular topics that you

would have reason to believe that they could understand and

implement the combination of these two. And then, after you

implemented it, you would have reason to believe that they

would be successful with that product.

Q; You mentioned secondary consideration. What secondary
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considerations were you speaking of with respect to those

combinations?

A. Secondary considerations, the patent itself, Crossroads

has not achieved commercial success with the patent itself.

And second, from Mr. Russell's deposition and testimony, it's

clear that this did not meet any long-felt need, the 972

patent.

Q. Okay. _Now, I believe you mentioned.earlier that there was

another feature in the prior art that you felt met access

controls?

A. Yes.

Q. What is that?

A. That's the -- what's called the access authorization

feature of the 771 patent.

Q. Now, have you prepared some slides that analyze the 771

patent?

A. Yes, I have.

Q. Okay. And is this the first.slide?

A. Yes.

Q. What are we going to see in the next group, Mr. Stephens?

A. We're going to look at another patent, different patent

familiarly called the 771 patent that has something called an

access authorization feature, and it also allows partitioning

of a disk drive 2A and 2B like we had a minute ago. It allows

you to partition those discs.
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Q. Okay. Do you have an opinion about whether the 771 patent

has an impact on the validity of the Crossroads patent?

A. Yes.

Q. And could you explain to the jury what that opinion is?

A. The 771 patent anticipates claims -— I believe it's 1 to 4

and 7 to 14, all but two of them, all but 5 and 6 of the 972

patent.

Q. Now, you mentioned Claims 5 and 6 are not in that group.

A. That's correct.

Q. What about Claims 5 and 6? Does the 771 patent impact

Claims 5 and 6?

A. Well, if it were to be —— if it were to totally

invalidate, you'd have to have 5 and 6.

Q. I see. Is there anything that you consider combinable

with the 77I patent to arrive at 5 and 6?

A. Yes.

Q. And what is that?

The Crossroads 1996 Comdex display.

Is that part of your -- what portion of your slide sheet?

Yeah, toward the end.

Okay. Let's look at the first slide, Mr. Stephens. What

we seeing?

A. This is the cover page of the 771 patent up here. Here's

the title of it, data storage apparatus with improved security

process and partition allocation. Sounds familiar. And here
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we have the abstract which is this little paragraph right here

which is a very nice summary of the features of this patent.

Q. I'd like for you to expand on that just a bit. Could you

explain why you included the abstract in this slide D—613?

A. It's very clear in a couple of cases in the text in here

exactly what they're trying to do with this improved security.

Q. I see. bid you point those out in the next couple of

features in the slide?

A. Yes, I need to explain further.

Q. Could you explain what this first feature is?

A. Enables access to authorization solely to specific host

devices. That's just what we've been talking about. A host

can get exclusive access to one —— a piece of storage. So

that's -- on the very first line, it starts talking about that

particular feature of this patent.

Q. Okay. What are we seeing in the next section here?

A. Down here at the bottom, there's some other discussion,

but the question is if you have access, when can a command be

executed? And in this case, it says if you're not authorized,

you can't get access to that piece of storage.

Q. And is that what's shown in the blow-up there?

A. Command is interpreted and executed only after access is

authorized. Very clear.

Q. Is this what you're saying is access controls, Mr.

Stephens?
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A. This and other things, yes.

Q. Okay. What are we seeing in the next slide, Mr. Stephens?

D—l64.1?

A. Adaptec product we have to look at the hardware elements

that are in there. We did that before. And this figure comes

right.out of the patent itself as the way you would implement

this. And, again, we have a Fibre Channel controller and a

SCSI controller, we have the buffer here, we have the CPU or

the processor, supervisor unit, if you will, it's in here.

And then, it also is clear that you can attach

workstations on the Fibre Channel side and disk to disk arrays

‘to the SCSI controller at the bottom. These figures are

amazingly similar to the Adaptec.

Q. What is a disc array, Mr. Stephens?

A. Disk array is a collection of usually two or more disks

that operate as a group, and you can allocate space on them

for what was needed. You can subpartition, partition the

space on those disks for what you need.

Q. What are we seeing in the next slide?

A. This is out of'the very first part, summary of the

invention. You can —- I think it's readable. So that each

host can be treated differently. That's nice. So that the

example access authorization can be assigned solely to

specific hosts and, furthermore, that you can actually do the

access to different partitions on there.
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This is exactly access to devices or subsets of

devices as defined in the 972 patent.

Q. And what are we seeing in the next slide, Mr. Stephens,

D—616?

A. We're back to this abstract again, and this is the rule

that once a piece of storage is allocated that it can only be

—— commands to that storage can be executed only if you're

authorized. This is a total block. You either can or you

cannot.‘

Q. All right. What I would like you to do next for me, Mr.

‘Stephens, is to come around here and check off for the jury

the claims that you believe are anticipated by the 771 patent.

A. Okay. Can I circle them? Is that all right?

Q. You may circle them.

A. No. 1, right here, No. 2, configuration, 3, Fibre Channel

devices, 4, the router, 5 and 6, we've discussed, it showed it

in the storage network, access controls includes allocation of

‘subsets, we just saw that, SCSI devices or hard disks, we saw

that, storage network again. 11, method, the method claims

providing storage on remote devices to the host. Maintaining

the configuration is in there quite clearly, Fibre Channel

devices comprise workstations and hard disks.

Q. Could you say those numbers for the record, Mr. Stephens?

A. 1 through 4 inclusive and 7 through 14 inclusive.

Q. Okay. Now, explain which of the two -— could you check
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off the claims that you believe are rendered obvious by the

771 patent?

A. Well, in the combination?

Q. Yes, in combination.

A. All right. When you combine the 771 patent with

Crossroads‘ own 1996 Comdex display, then the two that are

missing, 5 and 6, the combination the Crossroads product fails

in»5 and 6 because it's clear they had the Fibre Channel

protocol unit in that chip, they had the FIFO in that chip,

they had the DMA, and down here on the SCSI controller, they

had the SCSI protocol unit, the buffer, internal buffer inside

the chip itself, and another DMA unit. All those are present

in the --

Q. Okay. Thank you, Mr. Stephens. Do you have the slide

that shows that combination that you just spoke of?

A. Yes, I do.

Q. Okay. Is this that slide?

A. Yes. Take the 771, which covers 1 to 4 and 7 to 14, and

you add to that the Comdex chart, the Crossroads hardware from

1996 which shows the protocol unit, the FIFO, the interface,

protocol unit, the buffer, and the interface out of their own

documentation. I

Q. Now, Mr. Stephens, why —— excuse me. For this

combination, what did you consider in arriving at your

conclusion of obviousness?
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A. The same four factors that we talked about for the Adaptec

and the SCSI LUN.

Q. What was the scoping content for the prior art for this

combination?

A. For this combination, we took the 771 patent by itself

plus the Crossroads hardware.

Q. Okay. And what were the differences between the prior art

and the 972 patent claims with respect to this combination?

A. As we saw here, this anticipates all but two of the claims

over here, and this one provides -- this one‘s 5 and this

one‘s 6. So when you put the two together, you get -- you

cover all the claims.

Q. Okay. What are the last two factors you considered?

A. Motivation.

Q. Okay.

A. And secondary considerations.

Q. Could you explain to the jury what the motivation is for"

this combination?‘

A. Again, motivation is that the 771 patent is missing, these

two blue boxes down here, it doesn't cover them, so the

motivation is to f— even though it has Fibre Channel

controllers and SCSI controllers, it doesn't have the internal

details of them. So the motivation is to use another piece of

prior art, in this case, Crossroads demonstration, to get the

other two elements, 5 and 6, two claims, I'm sorry.
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Q. Can you explain the secondary considerations that you took

into account for this combination?

A. Well, we just covered them before, but the lack of

commercial success and that it didn't —— that the patent

didn't feel any long—felt need.

Q. Okay. Mr. Stephens, were there any other combinations

that you made involving a 771 patent in your analysis?

A. Yes, there is.

Q. Can you explain what that is briefly?

A. We go back to the Adaptec Coronado product and the 771

itself as the basis.

Q. And why did you consider that combination?

A. Well, as I said earlier, it's my opinion that this meets

all of the —— and anticipates the 972 patent all by itself.

IQ. Mr. Stephens, could you tell for the record what you're

pointing to when you say "this"?

A. This is the Coronado hardware diagram.

Q. ‘Okay. And --

A. So this, in my mind, represents the whole product. I

point to it now, it's the whole product. So you have -— I

believe that the reserve management is access controls, but if

you decided it's not, then this would not work.

So if you add that to the access controls that's in

here, this is an element -- access controls is an element of

every claim in this patent in the 972 patent, then when you
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add the access controls here, you now get the combination

again that covers everything that's in here.

Q. And could you explain to the jury in what fashion it

covers everything as you mentioned?

A. That the Adaptec Coronado product absent of access

controls plus this, it's obvious that the combination of them

meets —- has all of the elements of the 972 patent.

Q. And does that affect the validity of the patent claims of

y the 972 patent?

A. Yes.

In what sense?

It makes them invalid.

What flavor of invalidity?

Obviousness in this case.

Q. Thank you. Now, in arriving at that conclusion of

obviousness, can you explain to the jury what the factors you

considered were?

A. Well, we have the same four factors that we have before,

we spoke in content differences, motivation and secondary

considerations.

Q. Okay. Let's just briefly walk through those. What was

the scope and content for this combination?

A. In this case, we have the Adaptec Coronado product without

reserve management being present, and the access authorization

features of the 771 patent.
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Q. And what are the differences for this combination?

A. Well, if you exclude reserve management here as access

controls, then this would not work what you're trying to do so

if you add in the access authorization features, then you have

all the claims back.

Q. Okay.‘ And could you explain the motivation for this

combination?

A. Again, we have the data security issue that we're trying

to deal with in here, and so certainly, we need to have

improved security and this does provide that. In addition,

this patent is very clear on how to perform these actions that

teaches very nicely how to do this access authorization. So

if you take, again, one skilled in the art and give them these

two and you have every reason to believe that one could

implement it and, two, that the resulting product could be

successful.

Q. Now, Mr. Stephens, for the last point, what was the --

what were the secondary considerations that you considered for

this combination?

A. Well, we have the same ones we did the first time. That's

the —- that the Crossroads patent has had no commercial

success, and that the -— it didn't meet any long-felt need.

Q. Let's step back for a minute. Could you cut the slide

show. And step back up to the stand, if you would, Mr.

Stephens. Thank you.
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When we talked about SCSI LUN mapping, what SCSI

standards did you consider in arriving at your conclusions?

A. SCSI LUN mapping?

Q. Yes.

A. Okay. The description of it initially is the SCSI three

controller commands set called SCC, you'll see it in different

places. That references and calls out and includes by

reference the SCSI three primary commands standard, and that

one includes a document called the SCSI three architecture

model.

Q. Okay. I'm briefly searching for those, and I'm handing

you what's been marked Defendant's Exhibit 87. Is that what

you referred to as the SCSI architecture model standard?

A. Yes, this is the base document from_which all of the SCSI

three products are collected.

Q. Could you read for the jury what the date on that document

is?

A. November 27th, 1995.

Q. Okay. Thank you. Now, I believe you also mentioned the

SCC standard; is that right?

A. That's correct.

Q. Okay. I'm handing you what's been marked as Defendant's

Exhibit 88. Could you identify that for the jury?

A. Yes, this is the controller commands document.

Q. And what is the date on that?
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A. 3 September 1996.

Q. Okay. Thank you. Finally, I believe you mentioned PCS.

I'm handing you what's been marked Defendant's Exhibit 89.

Could you identify that for the jury, please?

A. Yes. This is the SCSI three primary commands standard.

Q. Is that what you're referring to earlier?

Yes, it is.

What's the date on this document?

13 November 1996.

So that's all before December 31st, 1996?

Oh, yes.

Q. Okay. Mr. Stephens, could you summarize for the jury, as

best you can, your opinions on invalidity?

A. -Yes. We've looked at several pieces of information today

that I think bear on the invalidity of the 972 patent. The’

first is the Adaptec Coronado product itself, which I

described to you at first. It's my opinion it has all

elements of the 972 patent in it.

And, therefore, in the language that we use in

it anticipates. Everything is there and it predates.

previously invented. Second, we looked at the Adaptec

Coronado product with the LUN mapping feature, and the

reason we looked at that is if you decide to preserve

management in the Adaptec Coronado product and does not access

controls, then we need access controls to get there.
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And so, the Adaptec Coronado product plus the SCSI LUN

mapping, it's obvious if you combine the two that you get

exactly the same limitations. The third one is the 771 patent

we looked at, and the 771 by itself as we show on the chart,

covers Claims 1 to 4 and 7 to 14 by itself.

Q. Okay.

A. Absent 5 and 6. If you then take the combination of the

771, absent five and six, and-you combine it with Crossroads‘

own 1996 display, Comdex, then you get Claims 5 and 6. And

so, the combination, 771 anticipates all twelve of them and

the Crossroads product gives you 5 and 6, the combination

gives you 5 and 6.

Q. Okay.

A. Let's see. Fourth one is Adaptec plus the 771. So if

you, again, assume -— maybe it's the last one. If you assume

that the Adaptec Coronado product with its reserve management

does not access controls, then you can take the 771 instead of

LUN mapping, and'the combination there gets you all of the

claim elements of the 972 patent.

Q. Thank you. Now, having that in the bulk of our -- of your

presentation out of the way, did you analyze the issue of

infringement?

A. Yes, I did.

Q. Okay. Did you -— what products did you consider --

THE COURT: I'm going to give the jury a break.
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Fifteen minutes, members of the jury, 15 minutes.

(Jury not present.)

THE COURT: All right. Fifteen minutes.

(Recess.)

MR. ALLCOCK: Excuse me, your Honor. Before the jury

comes back in, I think they've opened the door for me to ask

this witness a question about Pathlight settlement, I mean as

testified that the patent has no commercial success, and I

think that's opened the door.

THE COURT: About as wide as it can be opened.

MR. ALLCOCK: That's what I thought.

THE COURT: Bring the jury.

(Jury present.)

THE COURT: You're still under oath, sir.

THE WITNESS: Yes, sir.

Q. (BY MR. GARRETT) Mr. Stephens, step down for a minute.

Come around here where the jury can see you.

Do you see what I'm pointing to right here?

A. Yes.

Q. What are these documents right here?

A. In the case of -- this is the 972 patent, these are second

code references cited, and these happen to be a list of U.S.

patents that were considered by the Patent Office when looking

at this patent.

‘Q. Is the Adaptec Coronado product up here?
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No, it's not.

This is Crossroads’ 1996 Comdex display up here?

No, it's not.

What about the 771 patent?

No, it's not.

Q. Thanks. You can step back up. Thank you. Mr. Stephens,

I'm handing you D-181. Have you ever seen that before?

A. I've seen parts of this, but I don't recognize the front

part.

Q. So you don't recognize what this letter is?

A. No.

Q. I've flagged a document here. Could you read that for the

jury?

A. This document says the SPARC storage array architecture

technical white paper.

Q. Could you thumb through the documents immediately behind

that and tell me if you see any of them?

A. There's some documents here, additional documents for the

SPARC storage array.

Q. Did you consider the SPARC storage array in your

invalidity analysis?

MR. ALLCOCK: Objection, your Honor. Beyond the scope

of his deposition.

MR. GARRETT: Your Honor, it's not beyond the scope of

‘anything. He included an analysis of this Sun SPARC storage
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array in his expert report. I could show the Court, if you'd

like.

THE COURT: All right. The objection's overruled

based on the representation of counsel.

MR. GARRETT: Okay.

Q. (BY MR. GARRETT) Mr. Stephens, did you consider the Sun

SPARC storage array in your validity analysis in this case?

A. Yes, that was one of the ten or 11 pieces of prior art

that I did consider.

Q. Did you come to any conclusions about the validity of the

claims in light of the Sun SPARC storage array?

A. The SPARC storage array could be considered prior art for

the 972 patent.

Q. And did you go ahead and determine whether or not any of

the claims were valid in View of that system?

A. We went through all 14 claims, looking for different

documentation to support each one of those things just like we

did for the Adaptec Coronado product.

Q, And what was your conclusion?

MR. ALLCOCK: Objection, your Honor. Lacks

foundation.

MR. GARRETT: Your Honor, I think we've established

that he did consider this piece of prior art in his analysis

in this case, and I'm asking him what his conclusion was.

THE COURT: What is the lack of foundation?
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MR. ALLCOCK: He hasn't shown the basis for the

"arrival at his opinion. There may be some piece of paper

somewhere that says something about it, but I haven't heard

any testimony from this witness in this court.

THE COURT: I haven't either, but I assume we will.

Objection overruled.

A. It's my opinion that the SPARC storage array anticipates

the 972 patent.

Q. KBY MR. GARRETT) Okay. What documents did you consider in

arriving at that conclusion?

A. There was some sales literature, there was a users guide,

there was a -- I think we just saw it, that technical white

paper that I just --

Q. Did some of the documents that you just saw, were they

considered by you in your analysis?

A. Yes, they were.

Q. Okay. Thank you. Mr. Stephens, jumping ahead to

infringement.

A. ‘Yes.

Q. You said that you considered that issue; is that right?

A. Yes, I did.

Q. Okay. What did you —- which products did you consider

that issue for?

A. Well, if you consider that the 8526, RAID product and the

FS-2620 storage router.
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Did you test those products?

Yes, I did.

Okay. Is this the box that you tested?

That's the hardware box.

Okay. Did you use this box for both tests?

Yes.

Q. Okay. Can you explain briefly to the jury what the test

setup was?

A." We had two PCs running Windows MT, one of the workstations

had two host adapter cards called System Right and

documentation, and the other system was a T workstation with

one host adapter card in it. Those three cards were attached

to a Fibre Channel arbitrated with hub and the storage router

was attached, also, to that hub so that there were four

devices on that hub, forming a loop, and then, the router

itself had one cable to a disk enclosure that had four disk

drives in it.

Q. Now, based on your testing, did you come to any conclusion

whether Chaparral's products infringed any claims of the 972

patent?

A. That they did not infringe either literally or doctrine of

equivalents.

Q. Okay. Have Chaparral's products, have any of them been

recently modified to your knowledge?

A. Yes.
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Q. Could you -- what did that modification entail?

A. It's my understanding that the 4- there was a mode of

operation that allows you to turn the controller to none, and

the modification was to make it so that that particular

feature could no longer be activated.

Q. Now, could you describe for the jury how the products

operated before the modification?

A. In case Chaparral, when they manufactured the product,

they manufactured the product what I will call the default

mode. And in default mode, the controller LUN was always

active, and you could use it for sending the CAPI commands and

pass—through commands for the RAID devices.

And the second mode in there allowed the controller to

be turned off.

Q. Talk about the default mode for a minute. You mentioned

the CAPI command. What could a user do using the CAPI

command?

A. "The CAPI commands allowed you, at least the ones that

affected access controls would allow you to alter the

permissions for who had access to which device or piece of

device.

Q. Did you actually test the CAPI commands?

A. Yes, I did.

Q. Okay. Now, tell me about the pass-through commands you

mentioned. How did they operate in the default mode that you
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spoke of?

A. When the controller LUN is on and you have a RAID product

at which, in any case, was the A8526, documentation says that

if you form a command and send it to the controller, which is

always present in that mode, then that particular command

that's embedded in it, pass-through will be passed through the

storage device behind the controller, which in the picture we

showed up here earlier would mean that the command

unconditionally, regardless of what's called the LUN zoning,

-would go to the back side of the device, whether it was zoned

or not.

Q. Okay. Now, you mention there's a default mode. Is there

another mode for Chaparral's products?

A. Yes. In the original products, you could set -— the

customer, after he would receive the product, could set it to

an altered mode that would, in fact, defeat that controller,

turn it off so it couldn't be used.

Q. And does that mean that CAPI commands would go through?

A. No, they would not in that case.

Q. What about the pass-through commands that you talk about

with the RAID devices? Would they go through?

A. No, they would not.

Q. Okay. Could you describe how Chaparral‘s products operate

after the recent modification?

A. After the modification, since the cohtroller LUN cannot be‘
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turned off, the CAPI commands always work in the pass-through

commands for the RAID products always worked.

Q. Okay. Now, did your analysis, does it apply to just those

products?

A. No. It was my understanding that these -- what I was

supplied with was representative of the 8526, was

representative of all the RAID products, that Chaparral

products and the FS-2620 was representative of all of their

storage products.

Q. Now, do you have an opinion about whether or not

Chaparral's original products infringe?

A. No, the original products did not infringe either

literally or the doctrine of equivalents.

Q. What about the altered products? Do they infringe in your

opinion?

A. No, they do not, the same reason.

Q. Did you prepare some slides that illustrate your analysis

of that issue?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. Let's look at slide D—623. If you'll step down and

tell us what we're seeing in the slide, Mr. Stephens.

A. In the original products before the change, the mode

called default mode is the mode that the product would be in

when you pulled it out of the box. So in that case, the CAPI

commands which are always in the router were active because
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the controller LUN was active.

And so, if the host sent a CAPI command to the router

itself, it could alter the access permissions and get itself

access so that after the CAPI command is issued, then the host

could gain access or was allowed access to the storage that he

was not allowed to have access to before.

Q. Have you prepared a slide that relates to the modified

.products?

A. Well, before that, the reset command for SCSI has the same

effect. It will alter the permission so that you could get

storage you weren't able to get to before then. So the reset,

reset the permission, CAPI commands can reset permissions.

Q. Okay. Have you prepared analysis of the modified products

in slide form?

A. Yes.

Q. Is that what we're seeing in 624?.

A. Right. Since there's no opportunity in the modified

product to ever turn off the controller LUN, the picture is

identical. The CAPI command can be used to gain access to a

device, and you can follow that with as many commands as you

want after you've issued the CAPI command;

Same thing is true with reset when you issue the reset

or the reset function, then you can gain access to the SCSI

device until it's reserved again, some point in time.

Q. ‘You mentioned the passsthrough commands a minute ago.
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Have you prepared a slide that shows how the pass—through

operates?

A. Yes, I have.

Q. Is that what we're seeing in D-626?

A. Right. This applies only to the RAID products like the

AD-526, and when the controller LUN is active, then the

pass—through commands through the storage controller and they

.go right back to the back end of the device over onto the

storage devices themselves.

Q. Okay. What about have you prepared a slide that shows how

the pass-through operates for the modified products?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. Is that what we're seeing in 627?

A. Yes. Since you can't disable the controller LUN, the

picture's exactly the same only in this mode. It's always the

case that the pass-through commands will go to the storage.

Q. Okay. Thank you, Mr. Stephens. You could step back_up.

Now, Mr. Stephens, you mentioned that the products in your

opinion do not literally infringe. Can you explain why to the

‘jury? First of all, for the original products.

A. If you assume that reserve management was not access

controls, which we've tried to make that assumption a couple

of times, if you make that assumption or if you decide that

that's not access controls, then the CAPI commands, since they

always get through, cannot constitute access controls
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either --

Q. Okay.

A. -— in that case.

Q. Now, what about for the modified products? What is your

analysis with respect to literal infringement of those

products?

A. For the modified products since the controller LUN can

never be turned off, the same is true, okay.

Q. Now, could you explain how you arrived at the conclusion

that there's no infringement under the doctrine of

equivalents?

A. Well, again, if the reserve management does not access

controls, then the CAPI commands which operate much like the

resets that I showed you are not access controls either, the

device does not have access control showed; and in any way,

shape or form, you can can't construe in any way, shape or

form that the device has access controls in that instance.

Q. Okay. Mr. Stephens, have you considered the issue of

whether there are any non—infringing alternatives that are

available to Chaparral?

A. If you assume that the patent is valid, then we had to

consider whether or not we would —— there would be

alternatives.

Q. How many of those alternatives did you consider?

A. Total of seven.
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Q. How many are you ready to talk about today?

A. Three.

Q. Okay. Can you tell me what these three are?

A. First one is to remove LUN zoning altogether from the

array and RAID products -— or router products, the second one

is to modify the controller LUN so they could never be

disabled, which Mr. Permut has testified about, and the third

one is to allow certain informational commands to be processed

by the logical units, even though theylre zoned.

Informational commands tell you about the device, hut they

don't alter or allow you to read or alter the files on that

device.

Q. Now, is it your -- what is your opinion with respect to

whether these three alternatives infringe?

A.‘ These three cannot infringe.

Q. Okay. Did you prepare any slides that will assist the

jury in understanding what these three alternatives are?

A. Yes, we do.

Q. Okay. Let's take a look at those. Looking at D—629, what

is this slide? I

A. This is the alternative where you would just remove the

LUN zoning altogether from the product and just leave it with

reserve management.

Q. Can you explain to the jury what it would have taken for

Chaparral to achieve this alternative?
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A. I had a discussion with Mr. Permut who was here this

morning, and he indicated that for each family, Chaparral has

common code based. And so, there are families of products and

so for each family of product, he said that they will take

change of one line of code to remove the LUN zoning.

So I looked at the source code that was provided to me

as part of the process. So I went and looked at the source

code, and, in fact, for each of these families, if you change

exactly the one line of code he indicated, LUN zoning

disappears after it's compiled.

Q. And how long would it take for Chaparral to do this in

your opinion?

A. Mr. Permut's estimate was that it would take one day per

family, which I think there's five families, and one week per

product, and there's eight products.

Q. Do you concur with Mr. Permut's analysis?

A. Yes, based on his success with the second modification.

Q. Okay. Let's turn to that second modification. Is that

what we're seeing in D—630?

A. Right. This one is not allowing the controller LUN to be

turned off.

Q. And is this the modified product that we —— that you

talked about earlier today?

A. Yes. This is the one that Mr. Permut also testified.

Q. Okay. What about the third alternative? Is that what
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we're seeing in 631?

A. Yes. This one says that even though a logical unit is

zoned for the purposes of excessive -- having access to the

storage, you can't read or write the storage itself. You can

successfully with this modification send read and write -- I

mean, send informational commands, four or five of them, to

the logical unit and it will respond.

Q. What would it take to achieve this alternative for

Chaparral?

A. Again, I talked to Mr. Permut, and he said that it would

take about one week per family. There's five families. And

it would take about four weeks per product. There's eight

products to test those.

Q. And do you concur with Mr. Permut's estimates?

A. Yes, I looked at the source code again and the product

itself, and I believe those are reasonable estimates.

Q. Do you have an opinion about how these three alternatives

would fare in the marketplace? K

A. Yes. If you take any one of the three and apply it to the

product, it still serves its useful purposes connecting Fibre

Channel hosts to the SCSI devices on the back side. Second,

it does not alter the performance of the device. These

particular changes don't change the speed of the box actually

works. It wouldn't slow it down in any way. There's one

IHOIG.
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Q. Do you have any opinion about how it would affect the

manageability of the access?-

A. The -- since the whole purpose of these different types of

controls is to decide which host can control which piece of

storage, if you make these modifications, you're still left

with a product that can reasonably manage the storage devices.

Q. Okay. Thank you, Mr. Stephens. Let's talk about the last

issue here.

As part of your analysis in this case, did you

consider or did you study anything relating to what certain

Crossroads individuals knew about during the pendency of the

972 patent application?

A. Yes, I did.

Q. Okay. What did this analysis entail?

A. Reading testimony and mostly depositions and looking at

information that was available that the -— in my estimation,

the Patent Office should have known about.

Q.‘ Okay. What specific pieces of information are you

speaking of?

A.‘ There are two that we're talking about here, one is the --

I mentioned it today is the Crossroads 1996 display at Comdex,

and the second one, what's been referred to a couple of times,

the HP Mux.

Q. Okay. Now, did you come to a conclusion about whether

that information should have been transmitted to the Patent
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MR. ALLCOCK: Objection, your Honor. That's beyond

the scope of this witness’ expertise.

THE COURT: I sustain the objection.

Q. (BY MR. GARRETT) Mr. Stephens, did you come to a

conclusion about whether any of this information is material

as you understand it?

MR. ALLCOCK: Same objection, your Honor.

MR. GARRETT: Your Honor, may we approach?

THE COURT: He's already testified to that at least

five times.

MR . GARRETT: Okay .

MR. GARRETT: Would the Court allow me to permit him

to explain exactly why he considered it?

THE COURT: Well, as far as I'm concerned, you should

have used your time. You could do anything you wish. It's

these other folks that may or may not object.

MR. GARRETT: I guess we'll see what happens.

Q. (BY MR. GARRETT) Have you prepared any slides that reflect

why you consider this information material?

Yes, I have.

Okay.

MR. ALLCOCK: Your Honor, this area is not appropriate

this witness‘ expertise.

MR. GARRETT: Your Honor, they've been on notice of‘
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this area since his rebuttal expert report. It involves an

analysis of what the Patent Office looked at and what they

didn't know about and how --

THE COURT: Well, now, you don't need to make a jury

argument as to what ought to be there. Y'all come up.

(At the Bench, on the record.)

THE COURT: His rebuttal expert witness report.

MR. GARRETT: Oh, expert -— for the record, I'd like

to be clear, it was in his initial expert report.

THE COURT: And his initial expert report said what?

That these items should have been in there, and therefore,

you're getting into inequitable arguments.

MR. GARRETT: No. Actually, it just said these items

are material and the reasons why they're material are A and B.

MR. BAHLER: Second of all, he's going to talk about

THE COURT: Of course he can't talk about that. And

.his specialty is that no one can patent anything. It just

depends on how you phrase your questions, if there's notice

that he thought that these were material, then they should

have been, then there's ways to get there. And I'm not going

to write out the questions for you. I'm just going to handle

the objections as they come.

MR. GARRETT: Thank you, your Honor.

Q. (BY MR. GARRETT) Okay. Mr. Stephens, with respect to the
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Comdex '96 display by Crossroads.

A. Yes.

Q. What claims is that relevant to in the 972 patent in your

opinion?

A. As I discussed earlier today, it's Claims 5 and 6.

Q. Okay. And why is it relevant to Claims 5 and 6?

A. ‘Because it discloses the internal workings of or, at

least, three of the pieces that are the internal workings of

the Fibre Channel controller and the SCSI controller.

Q. Were those internal workings disclosed by any of the

pieces of art that the Patent Office had seen?

A. They were not.

Q. What about the HP Mux? Why —— what claims, if any, is it

relevant to?

A. The HP Mux is also relevant to Claims 5 and 6.

Q. Okay. And why?

A. Well, it had the commercially available HP Tachyon chip,

which you've heard about, and the SCSI controller, and the

information availability about that discloses those same three

components for each one, protocol unit, the buffer, the FIFO

and the DMA.

Q. Okay. Thank you, Mr. Stephens. No further questions at

this time.

CROSS—EXAMINATION
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BY MR. ALLCOCK:

Q. Good afternoon, Mr. Stephens.

A. Good afternoon, Mr. Allcock.

Q. We've met before?

A. Yes, sir.

Q. Let me show you page 7-12 of Exhibit 230.. This is the

K3412 and K7413 Users Guide that talks.about LUN mapping. Do

you see that —— I mean, LUN zoning. Do you see that?

A. Yes, I do. i

Q. Now, what this says is that one storage array can only be

accessed by host 2. Another storage array can only be

accessed by host 1, and then, this third storage array can be

accessed by 2 and 3. Do you see that?

.A. Yes, in the third paragraph.

Q. Now, the product does work that way, doesn't it?

A. Yes, it does.

Q. Okay. So all this stuff about pass-through and CAPI

doesn't change the fact that the product has LUN zoning in it,

and if operated according to that mode, it operates as shown

in 7-12?

A. To the extent you don't issue any CAPI commands to alter,

yes.

Q. Now, this CAPI thing, let me show you a page from Appendix

A of your expert report that refers to this CAPI stuff. And

the way you got that is you got a password from the Fulbright
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law firm so that you could get in and download this CAPI

software development kit; is that right?

A. I was not the owner of the products, but Chaparral allows

any authorized owner/user to gain a log—in or password.

Q. Right, but you couldn't get it without the password that

they gave you?

A. No. I'm not an owner, I didn't buy it.

THE COURT: We're going to get through a lot quicker,

Mr. Stephens. I have a hunch you've been on the stand before.

Listen to the question, just answer the question.

THE WITNESS: Yes, sir.

Q. (BY MR. ALLCOCK) So that what you did is you had to get

these two things, and then, you had to compile the software;

is that right?

A. Yes.

Q. And then, you had to use that software to modify the

device, the device that you were working on; is that right?

A. That's correct. .

Q. Now, you did do some testing of this device before you

made any modifications to it, and I'll show you here a test

configuration that you performed that shows system right given

exclusive access to array at LUN 1. Do you see that?

A. That's correct.

Q. And so, what you did was you configured the system so that

you had a right computer and a left computer, and here, the
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right computer was given exclusive access to one of the

arrays?

A. Yes, for a period of time.

Q. Right. And then, when you tried to access it with the

left array, as opposed to the right array, you got this big

error message; is that correct?

A. That's correct.

Q. So then, the product operated according to page 7-12 that

we saw a few moments ago in your testing?

A. Yes.

Q. Now, this CAPI thing is optional; you don't need to use

it?

A. It's shipped with the product. The customer does not have

to use the application.

Q. Right. In fact, what you said in your deposition is you

have to apply for it if you buy the product, you don't

necessarily want or need that function, so it's optional.

Would you agree with that? A
A. That's correct.

Q. Now, with respect to the 771 patent, that's one of the

pieces of prior art you relied on?

A. Yes.

Q. How many total did you rely on?

A. Excuse me?

Q. How many total of pieces of prior art did you rely on? Is
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it like eight or nine or something?

A. I think I said ten or eleven different things in my expert

report.

Q. Yeah. Now, one thing about the 771 patent, did you

consider the filing date of it August 18th of 1997? Did that

answer your analysis whatsoever?

A. No.

Q. So if the -- if Mr. Hoese and Mr. Russell invented their

invention some three or four months before this, would that

have an impact on your testimony or you just don't know?

A. You said if, and so, if they did, then this is still —— I

was told to consider this as prior art and that would be

someone else's expertise to decide whether it was or not.

Q. Right. But if, in fact, Mr. Hoese and Russell invented

before that date this doesn't constitute prior art; is that

right?

A. No. We don't know when this was invented either.

Q. Okay. You didn't look into that, though?

A. No, I did not.

Q. This is the only date you have to go by, August 18th,

1997?

A. I was told to consider it was prior art, yeah.

Q. Now, you —— just one moment, your Honor. Now, you were

shown on your direct examination this document. It is

Plaintiff's Exhibit 32, and I think it's Defendant's Exhibit
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161, if I'm not mistaken, and you looked at it and you said

that you didn't really recognize it.

A. I didn't. Still don't.

Q. And so, this is —— you were in the courtroom when Mr.

Zinger testified?

A. I was not.

Q. You were not. You've been in the courtroom most of the

time, haven't you? Last week or so?

A. I came a little late this morning, and I was out part of

this morning.

Q. Did somebody tell you not to stay in here during Mr.‘

Zinger's testimony?

A. No, sir.

Q. You just didn't happen to?

A. That's right.

Q. Okay. Well, the rest of us saw the testimony in this

letter that according to him, these reserve release commands

that you relied upon don't constitute access controls?

MR. GARRETT: Objection, your Honor. I'm not sure

where this is going, but Mr. Stephens’ direct testimony about

this exhibit-related solely to the attachments that had to do

with the Sun SPARC storage array. He's testified that he's

never seen the letter itself. And my examination did not

consist of any questions in that regards.

THE‘. COURT: Well, that objection is overruled. You
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may proceed.

Q. (BY MR. ALLCOCK) Right. And so, you were never shown the

Zinger letter that concludes contrary to your conclusion that

reserve release is not access controls. You've never seen

this before in your life?

A. No, I have not.

Q. Now, you testified, at some length, to this LUN mapping

stuff, and I'm going to put up Defendant's Exhibit 602. Now,

you -- 602 bears a remarkable resemblance to 602 of the

patent. Is there any drawing in these LUN -- SCSI LUN

standards that looks like this picture?

A. -No, there's not. That's a description.

Q. So what we're looking at here is not a drawing that is

actually in some piece of prior art, it's your recreation of

the text of that standard; isn't that right?

A. I believe that's what I said earlier.

Q. Okay. And no device, to your knowledge, was ever built

that used this SCSI LUN standard to operate according to this

picture; is that right?

A. I know of no implementation, that's correct.

Q. Okay. Now, there are a couple of documents that you were

shown. I think they were Defendant's 87 and 88 that are the

SCSI LUN standard?

A. In the SCC standard.

Q. Yeah. The words access controls appear not once in any of
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those documents; is that right?

A. The phrase itself does not, that's correct.

Q. Now, let me show you Exhibit 516. This is the Adaptec

Coronado product. This, again, is your drawing?

A. Yes, yes.

Q. Do you have any screen shots that show your operation of

this device and show the features that showed in your Power

Point slide?

A. No. This device to my understanding is —— does not exist

at this point in time.

Q. And it didn't exist in 1996, it was only a piece of paper

then, right?‘

A. It had descriptions of documentation and was shown, I

believe there was a hardware —— piece of hardware shown, at

least.

Q. Wasn't shown in 1996, wasn't it?

A. I don't remember exactly when it was shown.

Q. Wasn't shown in 1997 either, was it?

A. I have no knowledge..

Q. And you have not actually obtained one of those. There

was one sitting in the courtroom. Did you actually try to

operate that device to show that it operates according to the

972 patent?

A. No, I did not.

V‘Q. And this drawing -— there's no drawing in any of the
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Adaptec documents that look like this 56C, is there?

A. No. This is an example of how --

Q. Right. If you look at D—6l, what you did is you took this

and recreated it so that it looked like figure 3 of the

patent; is that right?

A. I added workstations to the FCAL side, and I added SCSI

devices to the ultra SCSI side as was described in their

documentation.

Q. Now, the words access control doesn't appear anywhere in

any of these Adaptec documents; is that right?

A. That's again true. The phrase does not appear.

Q. And Adaptec uses this reserve release feature in order to

do what you say is access controls; is that right?

A. That's correct.

Q. Now, were you shown the answers to interrogatories that

Chaparral gave in this case concerning what their

interpretation was, the Chaparral —— the parties‘

interpretation was of access —— of reserve release?

A. I don't remember specifically, no.‘

Q. Okay. Let me show you page 12 of Exhibit 168. Well,

first, let me show the first page. And for the record, your

Honor, these are the Chaparral answers to interrogatories,

responses 6 through 13, and if we go to page 12, which is

answer 14.

Have you ever seen this document?
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A. No, I have not.

Q. So the lawyers have never shown you this?

A. I was kept in an independent position to make a decision

without all the other material.

Q. Now, you understand that the Adaptec Coronado product led

into the Chaparral products, you understand that?

A. Yes, I believe it's a foundation.

Q. Right. And the LUN zoning wasn't even started to be

'worked on at Chaparral until 1999; is that right?

A. No, it wasn't in the -- what they acquired from Adaptec.

I'm not sure.

Q. Right. So they had to -— they came up with something

different at Chaparral?

A. Yes.

Q. Now, you rendered some opinions on obviousness. So

looking at D—631, for this alternative, it would be one week

per family for five families for design and four weeks per

product for eight products for the testing?

A. I believe that's what I understood from Mr. Permut, yes.

Q. Okay. Now, you testified a lot about obviousness,

combining different references. Isn't almost every invention

a combination of old elements?

A. Not always.

Q. Sometimes it is?

A. Potentially, yes.
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Q. Right. And here, what you were doing was combining

various pieces of prior art and saying that if you kind of put

them all together, it renders the patent invalid. That was

the substance of your obviousness testing?

A. It's my understanding that the patent law allows one to do

that.

Q. Right. And part of your opinion was that the 972 patent

was not commercially successful?

A. That's correct.

Q. Now, you're aware that Pathlight paid $15 million for

damages and a license to that patent. You don't think that's

commercially successful?

A. I do not.

Q. I have no more questions of the witness, your Honor.

RE-DIRE.CT EXAMINATION

BY MR. GARRETT:

Q. Just a couple of brief follow—up questions, your Honor.

Mr. Stephens, do you have to have a physical device to

have a piece of prior art?

A. It's my understanding that if you have a complete

description or in the case we discussed a combination that

fully describes it, you do not have to have the physical

device to make it prior art.

Q. Now, Mr. Allcock talked about —- see if I can pull it up

on the Elmo. He asked you a question of the 7413 Users Guides
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about how LUN zoning operates. Does it operate to deny access

when it comes out of the box?

A. No. Out of the box, it —— all devices are accessible to

all hosts.

Q. So is that the default mode that you talked about?

A. That's the default mode, yes.

Now, he mentioned that with LUN zoning, you can have array

accessible only by host one, right?

I believe that's correct.

Can you do that using reserve management?

Yes, you can.

No further questions.

MR. ALLCOCK: I have no further questions of the

witness, your Honor.

THE_COURT: You may step down, sir.

THE WITNESS: Yes, sir.

THE COURT: Call your next witness.

MR. ALBRIGHT: Your Honor, can I have one minute to

confer with counsel? I may have an objection and I may not,

and I prefer to take it up in advance if I do.

THE COURT: You may.

MR. DELLETT: Chaparral calls Dr. Ken

THE COURT: Be sworn, please, sir.

(Witness was sworn.)

THE COURT: Have a seat, sir.
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THE WITNESS: Thank you.

THE COURT: Tell us your full name and spell your

THE WITNESS: My name is Kenneth Samuel Flam,

F-L-A-M—M.

KENNETH S. FLAMM, called by the Defendant, duly sworn.

DIRECT EXAMINATION

BY MR. DELLETT:

Q. Would you please tell the jury what you do for a living?

A. I'm a professor. I teach at the University of Texas at

Austin.

Q. What do you teach?

A. I teach economics. In particular, I specialize in the

economics of high-tech industry, in general, in the computer

communications and computer chip industries, in particular.

Q. Are you presently affiliated with any other academic or

research institution?

A. I'm a Senior Fellow at the Brookings Institution in

Washington, D.C.

Q. Who else have you worked for?

A. I was an official in the Department of Defense from 1993

to 1995. I was in charge of what is known as dual use

technology policy, that is, programs that the Department of

Defense has, essentially, in gest technology that has both

commercial and in military applications like computer,
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computer chip, communication systems. And I was in charge of

international programs, negotiation of international

technology programs by the Department of Defense.

Q. While you were there, did you have any involvement in

patent licensing?

A. I supervised individuals who represented the Department of

Defense in licensing negotiations involving foreign countries.

Q. What is your --

I A. And foreign companies, I'm sorry.

Q. What is your education?

A. I have a Ph.D. in economics from MIT and an AB with honors

in economics from Stanford University.

Q. Have you published anything on the economics of computer

technology?

A. I've published five books on the subject, on computer

chips communication systems and the economics of those

industries, and I've published 30 plus, maybe 32 articles on

the subject, as well.

Q. Have you also been on the boards of any publications

regarding the computer industry?

A. I've been on the editorial board of the journal known as

the Economics Innovation and New Technology. I‘ve.also served

on steering committees of the National Academy of Sciences

that have done reports on that subject.

Q. Have you consulted for computer manufacturers?
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A. Yes, I've consulted for computer manufacturers including

IBM, Digital Equipment, Fujitsu and AT & T.

Q. Have you also consulted for the Federal Government

concerning computer technology?

A. Yes, I've served as a consultant to the U.S. Congress's

Office of Technology Assessment. I've consulted, as well, for

the —— I've made presentations and consulted for the U.S.

Department of Defense, the Central Intelligence Agency, U.S.

International Trade Commission. That's what immediately comes

to mind.

Q. Have you testified before about computer technology?

A. I testified, I believe, four times before congressional

committees and subcommittees on the subject.

Q. Have you done any economic studies recently concerning

computer technology?

A. I'm currently working on a couple of studies at the

University of Texas. One of them is we're working with the

local consortium of semiconductor manufactures known as

Semitech,.as some of you may have heard of, and we're looking

at the impact of new innovations and changes in technology on

cost and manufacturing and selling computer chips.

I've also been working with National Academy of

Sciences on a study of the impact of Semitech on -- Semitech R

& D, research and development in the industry, and there's a

couple of other activities, but I won't go into great details.
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Q. Let me show you what's been marked as Defendant's Exhibit

233. What is that document?

A. It looks like my vitae.

Q. What do you mean by your vitae?

A. My curriculum vitae, my resume. It's a list of,

basically, my publications, what I've done, where I've been,

what I'm working on.

Q. Chaparral offers Dr. Flamm as an expert in economics in

computer technology.

MR. ALBRIGHT: Your Honor, with that restriction, he's

only going to offer economic testimony, we have no objection.

THE COURT: Proceed.

Q. (BY MR. DELLETT) What have you done in this case?

A. I have examined and arrived at an opinion on what a

reasonable royalty would be for the 972 patent.

Q. Does that mean that you have reached any conclusion

regarding-validity or infringement?

A. For the purposes of a reasonable royalty calculation, I'm

required to assume that the patent is valid and infringed.

Q. Does that mean that you've reached any conclusion in that

regard? ‘

A. No. I mean, I have personal opinions, but that's not what

I was asked to provide.

Q. All right. Have you analyzed reasonable royalties before

in other cases?
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A. Yes, I have.

Q. Now, why did you use what's called a reasonable royalty?

A. Crossroads has not claimed that it has lost sales to

Chaparral in this case.

Q. What type of information did you use in coming to your

opinion?

A. A variety of sources of information. I looked at,

literally, boxes of documents that were produced by both sides

in this litigation. I've read deposition testimony from

witnesses on both sides as much as we've heard read in court

today. I've conducted my own independent research. I

actually went out and looked at markets and products that were

sold in the markets.

And I have relied on my experience basically studying

this industry, working on it for the last 20 years.

Q. Did you rely on anybody that you talked to?

A. Yes. I also talked to individuals at Chaparral, in

particular, Al Permut and Tom Lavan, I explored a number of

issues with them. And I also talked to Gary Stephens, our

technical expert who you just heard testify.

Q. And what methodology did you use in reaching your opinion

as to the amount of a reasonable royalty?

A. I relied on what is considered a standard methodology in

this area, and that is to look at what are known as the

Georgia Pacific factors, the 15 Georgia Pacific factors.
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Q. Let's take a look at that. If you would, your Honor, may

Dr. Flamm step down, please?

THE COURT: He may.

THE WITNESS: Thank you.

Q. (BY MR. DELLETT) Now, is this list the same list of the

Georgia Pacific factors that Mr. Regan testified for on behalf

of -— about on behalf of Crossroads?

A. Well, I wasn't —— I read the Court testimony, but I wasn't

in court, but I would speculate based on the logo that it most

likely is.

Q. Did you review the testimony of Mr. Regan?

A. Yes, I did.

Q. And is it your recollection he testified about certain of

those factors?

A. Yes. I believe he focused on -- and let me just consult

my list of the Georgia Pacific factors here. I think he

focused on No. 4, licensing and marketing policy, No. 5, what

you call as a commercial relationship, and No. 8, the

profitability of the product made number the patent. Those

were the things he focused on.

Q. Do you agree with Mr. Regan's conclusions about those
factors?

A. No, I don't.

Q. Okay. Did you come up with the same reasonable royalty

that Mr. Regan came up with?
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A. No, I didn't.

Q. 'Why is that?

A. Primarily because I believe a number of other factors

which he did not analyze or consider, at least in his

testimony before the Court, are of some substantial importance

and substantially alter his conclusions.

Q. And would you briefly tell the jury which of those factors

are and then, we'll go into those individually, okay?

A. It's always the mapping between numbers and factors is

always a little confusing, so I'll consult my notes if that's

okay. This is my report.

Q. Sure.

A. I think No. 1 is something that is significant, No. 5 is

another factor that was important, No. 8, No. 9, No. 10, No.

11, 12, factor 13 and, finally, factor 15 are all of

significance.

Q. Now, Mr. Regan testified about an agreement called the CP

4200 agreement?

A. Yes, he did.

Q. And is that what you see on the screen?

A. I actually don't see anything on the screen. Sorry.

Q. Is that the first page of the HP agreement that you

understand Mr. Regan testified about?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. And did you look at that agreement?
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A. Yes, I did.

Q1 Now, based on your review of this agreement and testimony,

did Crossroads actually receive any royalties from HP for the

972 patent?

A. No, they didn't. The 972 patent was not contained --

contained in the agreement. It was not part of this

agreement.

Q. If HP didn't get the 972 patent, what did they get?

A. They essentially received technology for the CP 4200, not

just patent licensing rights but other technology, as well.

And additional to that, it's clear to look through this that

it does not specifically license the 972 patent.

Q. Okay. Well, let's -— is there a page in this agreement

that specifies what they did get?

A. Yeah, somewhere. I'm hoping you can pull it up for me.

Q. All right. Let me see if I can get there.

A. Well, there's the fees they paid for what they got.

Q. What do these amounts listed in the CP 4200 agreement have

to do with the 972 patent?

‘A. Well, actually, none of them were for the 972 patent

because, as we've heard, I believe, in deposition —- both

deposition testimony and testimony in this court, the CP 4200

did not actually make use of the technologies in the 972

patent.

Q. Now, in your opinion, would the hypothetical negotiation
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for the 972 patent require Crossroads to provide source code

or binary code to Chaparral?

A. No. The only thing —- the only part of this agreement

that is really a royalty for the technologies which, as we've

already remarked, do not include the 972 patent, but the

royalties are specified in this part of the agreement. And

this is actually payments for other stuff. Some of those

payments of which were optional, as we've heard in testimony

before this court.

Q. Okay. How does what HP got in the CP 4200 agreement

compare to a hypothetical license of the 972 patent?

A. how does it compare?

Q. Yes.

A. Well, presumably, if they had a hypothetical license for

the 972 patent, it would be a license for the bare patent, it

would not be a license for all this other stuff, binary source

code, assistance with hardware design. Those are transfers of

concrete pieces of technology that are not what is

contemplated in the Georgia Pacific factors when we talk about

hypothetical negotiation.

It's a pure patent license, and normally a pure patent

license, there's no requirement that you need to get actual

transfers of technology in terms of source code or anything

else.

Q. Okay. And is it your understanding that Mr. Regan said
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that this agreement had a 17 percent royalty rate? Did you

read his testimony? 0

A. I read his testimony.

Q. And do you agree with that?

No, I don't.

Q. Why not?

A Because if you look at the royalty piece of this licensing

agreement here, what was actually paid on —— for the right to

use the technologies and as opposed to actual delivery of

pieces of technology, like source code and binaries and

hardware design information, which is not what you get

normally with a bare patent license, if you just look at the

royalties, you take these royalty numbers and you divide by

the typical price of HP's version of this hardware, you get a

number that looks more like two to four percent, not 17

percent.

Q. Okay. And is it possible that Crossroads had source code

in the CP 4200 for access controls as of the date of the

hypothetical negotiation?

A. Again, it's my understanding that we're talking about a

hypothetical negotiation that would have occurred on the eve

of first infringement would have been probably in the December

2000, January 2001 time frame, and at that point, it's my

understanding they weren't even shipping a product which

included the access controls that are'now being alleged to be
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involved in this patent.

Q. You're referring to Crossroads there?

A. Yes. Oh, I'm sorry. You asked me about Chaparral.

Q. I'm asking about Crossroads. Was Crossroads CP 4200

product source code, did that include access controls?

A. No, it did not.

Q. Okay. Now, what is the next factor that was on your list?

I believe you mentioned No, 5.

A. I'm sorry. I'll have to go back and consult my list. I

guess the next thing that I thought was worth the specific

discussion as being quite significant was No. 5.

Q. Okay.

A. The commercial relationship between the licensor and the

licensee.

Q. And what did you conclude on that factor?

A. Well, I conclude -— I looked carefully at the product, in

addition, products that were being sold by Chaparral that

included the feature that's alleged to infringe. And it's

clear, if you look at those numbers, that most of the product

that Chaparral sells does not compete with Crossroads in the

marketplace.

Q. And did you prepare a slide concerning your analysis of

that factor?

A. Yes, I did, which hopefully you can put up for me.

Nothing's happening here. Sorry.
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‘There you go. Okay. What does that mean?

Crossroads doesn't sell RAID products.

How did you come to that conclusion?

Because Crossroads doesn't sell RAID products.

What did you do to verify that?

A. I went out and investigated what Crossroads sold. I

looked at their web site, their product lists, depositions of

their own information on products they sold, and itls clear

they don't sell RAID products.

Q. And what is the next point there?

A. If you look at RAID products, there are essentially 90

percent of Chaparral's products with LUN zoning. If you go

out and do the calculations on a unit basis, this calculation

actually refers to 2001 since they were alleged to start

selling infringing products. Ninety percent of what they had

been selling which contains LUN zoning is RAID products which

do not compete with Crossroads. 1

Q. -And did you do that analysis yourself?

Yes, I did.A.

Q. Now, were Chaparral and Crossroads competitors on routers?.

A. Sometimes they competed for router sales, but as you can

see, the vast majority of their sales with LUN zoning were not

routers, they were RAID products.

Q. And have you prepared any slides showing the extent to

which they competed on routers?
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A. Well, I have a -— I believe I have a slide. Why don't you

just put the next slide up if it's there. Yes. As —— this is

just another version of the same slide, and it basically shows

that of the products with LUN zoning that were alleged to

infringe when only ten percent of them —- 73 routers for the

period for which I had data in July, only ten percent of the

allegedly infringing products, these 73 routers.

Q. How did this conclusion impact your analysis as to a

reasonable royalty?

A. Well, since most of Crossroads -- rather, I'm sorry, since

most of Chaparral sales were a product which were not even

competing with Crossroads‘ products, it seemed to me that that

was likely to put downward pressure on my royalty rate that

would be negotiated between the two in a hypothetical

negotiation, most of this was going to products that did not

compete directly with Crossroads.

Q. Now, my list indicates that the next one you've 7- next

Georgia Pacific factor you mentioned was No. 0.

A. Yes, I'm sorry. Let me follow along here. Yes, the p‘

profitability of the products being sold by in this case both

—— actually, in this case, Chaparral.

Q. And what did you do to analyze that factor?

A. Well, I looked at the net profits that both of these

companies were making on sales of storage router products.

Q. And you mentioned net profit. Why did you use net profit
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rather than some other term?

A. If you look —- because let's just be clear on the

difference between gross profit and net profit. Gross profit

does not take out a number of absolutely essential types of

expenses if you're selling in a high-tech industry. In

particular, any cost for research and development is not taken

out of gross profit. And to stay alive, to compete in the

industry, you have to spend large sums in research and

development.

It's simply impossible to stay in the business and not

spend large sums in research and developing on continuing new

products. Secondly, sales are a significant expense.

Typically, when firms do their accounting in this particular

case, they don't net out sales expenses before they calculate

the gross profit.

And finally, general sort of administrative overhead

type expenses which are incurred —- increase as you expand

your business, those aren't netted out as gross profit either.

To actually make money and make a profit and return dollars to

your shareholders, you have to take these expenses into

account because they're very real parts of staying in business

in this industry.

If you look at gross profit, it doesn't take that into

account. Net profit does. It's what you have left over at

the end of the day, after you pay all these necessary expenses
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to continue maintaining yourself in this high technology

business."

Q. And how should that impact your analysis impact a

reasonable royalty for that factor?

A. The bottom line is if you're not making any money in the

business, you can't afford to pay a royalty. In some sense,

the amount you could possibly -- the upper bound on what you

could pay on a royalty is going to be impacted by how much you

have left over at the end of the day.

MR. ALBRIGHT: Your Honor, may we approach for a

second?

THE COURT: You may.

(At the Bench, on the record.)

MR. ALBRIGHT: Your Honor, this witness —— under the

Right Eye case and other case law, you don't have to make a

profit, and that was a misstatement of the law Dr; Flamm just

offered to make the statement in the manner that he did.

THE COURT: He's not instructing about the law. He

just said if you don't make a profit, you can't afford to pay

a royalty. It's factual.

MR. ALBRIGHT: Your Honor, that's not what the law

THE COURT: I understand that and I'll instruct them

on the law if we have that. It's just his opinion to get to a

net profit because if you have a loss, he's saying from a
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factual standpoint, doesn't make any sense. I understand what

the law is.

MR. ALBRIGHT: Okay.

THE COURT: The jury's going to find the facts, and

that's something that they can take into consideration.

MR. ALBRIGHT: Yes, sir.

Q. (BY MR. DELLETT) Could you just very briefly summarize

your conclusion on factor No. 8?

A. My conclusion on factor 8 is both companies are basically

losing money over this period, and therefore, when you

calculate the net profit and, therefore, that would tend to

lower the royalty that could be paid by Chaparral.

Q. Okay. And what is the 9th Pacific Georgia factor that you

have analyzed?

A. Factor 9 is the utility and adyantage of patent property

over old modes and devices, if any, that have been used for

working out similar results. That's the full explanation.

Q. In analyzing this factor, did you rely on someone else?

A. _Yes. Another way of putting this is you look at what the

possible non-infringing ways of making or selling products

would be and you compare what you could make in terms of

profitability from using the non-infringing product with what

you can make using the infringing product, and that difference

should impact how much you're willing to pay to use the

technology that you're alleged to infringe.
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Q. Would you tell the jury who, if anyone, you relied on in

reaching your conclusions on that factor?

A. Yes. I primarily talked to Gary Stephens and relied on

him. And if you heard briefly about I think in his testimony

on a nature of alternatives that would not be infringing. I

also talked to Al Permut, Tom Lavan at Chaparral and their

engineering departments to get some information.

Q. with respect to Mr. Stephens, what are you relying on

about —- the alternative that he testified about concerning

modification of LUN zoning to allow control by every host?

A. What am I relying on?

Q. With respect to that particular alternative.

A. I'm relying on his analysis of it being noninfringing.

I'm also relying on his analysis of the fact that it would be

an acceptable law for acceptable performance and, therefore,

be acceptable in the marketplace.

Q. Now, with respect to that alternative, modification of LUN

zoning to allow a control by every host, what are you relying

on that you heard from Mr. Permut?

A. I heard directly from Mr. Permut on some of -— on the

types of expenses, the resources that were required to make

the modifications that were described in real life, and

essentially, I believe Mr. Stephens and, for that matter, Mr.

Permut repeated some of that information today in their

testimony in court.
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Q. And to what extent did you rely on Mr. Permut concerning

whether that alternative has been sold?

A. I relied on Mr. Permut for information on —— that that

alternative has been sold. Again, I do believe you heard that

in court today. That was my primary source.

Q. If Mr. Permut and Mr. Stephens are correct about their

testimony with respect to that alternative, how would that

impact your opinion on amount of reasonable royalty?

A. You can do a calculation of the resources required to

affect those modifications. In fact, I've done such a

calculation. You basically take those expenses required to

make the modification and then, divide it by Chaparral‘s

‘annualized sales of these products, that should essentially

give you what Chaparral would be willing to pay in terms of a

reasonable royalty in order to avoid requirement to modify

their products.

Q. Okay. And have you prepared a slide on that?

A. Yes, I-have, and I'm --

Okay. And is this a slide that you referred to?

There should be more on it.

Q. Okay. What does the first part of the slide indicate?

A
It essentially —- I essentially looked at the estimated

cost of LUN zoning permitting any host to alter LUN zones.

This is the first modification. This is the actual

modification that was carried out at the end of July, early
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August that you heard described in court.

Q. What was your conclusion?

A. Looking at the information I gathered, the modification

cost approximately $51,000 —— actually, it cost $51,000, and

that works out to be 1.8 percent of Chaparral's annualized

2001 sales of the accused RAID and router products. So

$51,000 works out to 1.8 percent of their annualired sales of

this year.

Q. And how would that impact the negotiation for a reasonable

royalty?

A. Well, if you're at a hypothetical negotiation, what we

have are the two parties sitting down to discuss how much they

would be willing to pay in order to use the technology, and

Chaparral's position would be that if it didn't license

Crossroads, it could simply modify the products that were not

infringing and use that modified alternative to sell in the

marketplace.

That modified alternative would cost them $51,000 or

1.8 percent of sales, so it would not agree to a royalty of

greater than 1.8 percent in that case.

Q. And did you also rely on Mr. Stephens regarding another

alternative?

A. Yes, I did.

Q. And what is that alternative?

VA. The other alternative was alteration of LUN zoning to
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permit pass—through of informative SCSI commands, that is,

certain of the informative SCSI commands that you've heard

about -- and I know it's a lot of jargon, but basically,

things like the inquiry command, let's just stick with inquiry

command. There's a long list of them, but you could allow

those informative SCSI commands to pass through.

Q. What did you rely on from Mr. Stephens?

A. I relied on both his opinion on the fact that it would not

infringe, and I also relied on his opinion of what the cost

would be to make these modifications.

Q. Did you rely on anything else from Mr. Stephens concerning

what of that would be acceptably performing? 4

A. Yes. I also asked him, inquired as to whether this would

offer acceptable performance in the workplace.

Q. Okay. If Mr. Stephens is correct, how would this

alternative impact a reasonable royalty negotiation?

A. Well, this would be another potential alternative that

they could bring to the negotiating table with Crossroads when

our reasonable royalty was being discussed, and they could

calculate the cost of this -- I'm sorry.

MR. ALBRIGHT: Your Honor, may we approach?

(At the Bench, on the record.)

MR. ALBRIGHT: Your Honor, I have no problem what he's

testifying, the slide says $85,000 of the cost. If we have

Mr. Allcock confirm with Mr. —— that this is the amount it
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would take —- he's relying entirely on Mr. Stephens. If you

go through the amount of time Mr. Stephens testified here in

trial today it would take, it's substantially more than

$85,000.

THE COURT: Can you show that in cross-examination?

MR. ALBRIGHT: Your Honor, I just don't believe it's

appropriate to show the demonstrative. But if you're --

THE COURT: Just make your objections out there. You

can make your objections about what the law would be, I'll

give an instruction. Make your objection. These calculations

can be out there.

Q. (BY MR. DELLETT) Did you perform any analysis of how this

estimated cost would impact a reasonable royalty negotiation?

A. Yes, I did. This would be another alternative at the

negotiating table.

Q. And is that what your conclusion r-

A. That, in fact, was my conclusion that if instead of the

first alternative they instead elected to use this

noninfringing alternative, the cost to Chaparral would be

$85,000, which would work out to 2.9 percent of Chaparra1's

annualized 2001 sales of accused RAID and router products.

Q. And would that impact a hypothetical negotiation in your

opinion?

A. Yes, it would. This is another alternative that Chaparral

could bring to the bargaining table and say, look, we're not
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going to pay more than this because this is another

alternative that we could —- would like to use instead of

signing a license agreement with you,_and this is a

non-infringing alternative.

o. Now, what if Mr. Stephens and Mr. Permut are wrong about

the two alternatives you just mentioned?

A. There is a third alternative, actually, there's more than

a third alternative, but, in particular, there's a third
alternative which is particularly noteworthy and which was

mentioned by Mr. Stephens in his testimony, and that is simply

removing LUN zoning from the products or not putting it in in

the first place.

Q. And did you rely on Mr. Stephens and Mr. Permut for your

conclusions on that?

A. Yes, Idid.

Q. And did you do any independent study yourself on the

viability of that alternative?

A. Yes, I did.

Q. And what did you find?

A. I looked at the impact of removing LUN zoning on —- you

want me to describe that?

Q. Now, what kind of research did you do with respect to

sales of products that did not have LUN zoning?

A. Okay. What I did, I took actual data, invoice data for

Chaparral products, RAID, router products sold in-2001, and in
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some cases, those products were sold before and after LUN

zoning was added; and I performed on what's called an

econometric analysis of these invoice data on sales to analyze

what the impact of LUN zoning was on the price that Chaparral

received for its products.

Q. Before we get into that, is it correct that Chaparral

.still sells products that do not have LUN zoning?

A. Yes, Chaparral sells products that —— continues to sell

products that do not have LUN zoning. The FS-1310 router, for

example, to this day, doesn't have LUN zoning.

Q. How about Crossroads? Does Crossroads have such products?

A. In fact, all of Crossroads‘ products, according to the

information that's been discussed in this court, essentially

until very recently, were sold without the kind of

functionality that Crossroads accuses Chaparral of infringing

on the 972 patent.

Q. Now, as far these products that would have LUN zoning

removed or never have it put in in the first place, did you

rely on Mr. Stephens for the cost?

A. Yes, I did. Mr. Stephens gave me information which

indicated the cost would be less than the two alternatives

I've already described. So that would lie below the two

higher cost numbers I just developed for you.

Q. How would that information impact a hypothetical

negotiation?
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A. Crossroads would know and Chaparral would know that they

always had the option of simply removing the LUN zoning if an

agreement was not reached.

Q. Now, do you have any understanding as to at the time of

this hypothetical negotiation in December 2000 or January

2001, was Crossroads still alleging that the 1310 infringed?

A. At the time of the hypothetical negotiation?

Q. Yes.

A. Yeah. It turns out that at the time -- as far as -- I

mean, my knowledge of this, based on the materials I've read

and what testimony I've heard in court, is that it wasn't

really until the spring of 2001, early 2001 that Chaparral

learned that Crossroads was not alleging that the reserve and

release feature, which is in its products and which is also in

Chaparral's non-LUN zoning products, did not infringe.

So they didn't learn of that, really, until early

2001, but for the purposes of a hypothetical negotiation, I

have to take that information, which we now know and was

actually known later and project it back and assume that we

knew it at the time that the hypothetical negotiation.

Q. Now, you talked about three alternatives. Why did you

select those three from the universe of alternatives that Mr.

Stephens briefly mentioned?

A. Because I thought those were the conservative choices.

Q. What do you mean by conservative?
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A. What I mean by conservative is cautious based on things

that Chaparral really did, or things that were like stuff that

Chaparral really did, or in real life, similar to things that

Chaparral did with its product.

Q. And then, your conclusion on factor 9 is what?

A. Factor 9, I'm sorry, I always have to —— my conclusion on

factor 9 is essentially that looking-at non-infringing

alternatives that would have been available to Chaparral that

a reasonable range would be from 1.8 to 2.9 percent. That is

a cautious, conservative approach looked at what Chaparral is

actually doing would conclude that Chaparral could avoid

paying a license for this assumed valid technology in the 972

patent and instead, spent with between 1.8 to 2.9 of its sales

to modify its products so that's going to be, essentially, up

or down Chaparral would be willing to pay.

Q. What is the next factor you listed, I believe, factor 10,

what does that mean?

A. Yes, I always have to look. The nature of invention, the

benefits to its uses to its users, I'm sorry.

Q. What does that factor actually say?. Is that paraphrased

quite accurate?

A. That's actually not quite right. The actual factor reads

—— that's why I was kind of looking. The actual factor reads

the nature of the patent invention, the character of the

‘commercial embodiment of it as owned and introduced by the
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licensor and the benefits to those who have used the

invention. That's the actual language in the Georgia Pacific

factor.

Q. As of the hypothetical negotiation date, did Crossroads

actually have —— patent owner actually have commercial

embodiment?

A. No. Let's go back. Remember the hypothetical negotiation

would have been December 2000, January 2001, and Crossroads

had not yet shipped any commercial embodiment of these

products and -— no.

Q. All right. Now, has Chaparral ~— what fraction of

Chaparral's products have used LUN zoning, approximately?

don't want a number.

A. You don't want a number?

‘Q. Do you have an estimate?

A. Actually, most of their products don't use LUN zoning.

Q. Okay. Now, to what extent would that factor have any

impact on a reasonable royalty rate?

A. ‘That would tend to lower it, as well.

Q. Okay. What is factor No. 11?

A. Factor 11, which is listed here as value of use, again,

that's not exactly -- that's close, but it's not exactly what

Georgia Pacific says. Georgia Pacific says the extent to

which the infringer has made use of the invention and any

evidence probative of the value of that use.
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Q. Did you do an econometric analysis to reach a conclusion

on that factor?

A. Yes, I did, I did an econometric analysis.

Q. Okay. And what in -— is that a type of analysis that you

have done before?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. Briefly, can you tell us what the equation means

there?

A. "Okay. Well, the equation's not actually on the screen

yet.

Q. What is this about?

A. Let me sort of enplain what the idea is. The idea is you

have a number of things going on. First of all, to begin

with, I took this data. I had data on almost 500 invoices for

router and RAID products sold by Chaparral in the period from

January through mid-July of 200l.

And there are a number of things that could influence

- the price of these RAID and routers. There might be a general

tendency for the market to go up and down for RAID and router

products for prices of those products. Chaparral might have

special relationships with particular customers that

influenced the price paid by a particular customer vis—a—Vis

the price paid by another customer.

And there might be quantity discounts if you bought

large numbers of router or RAID products. The purpose of this
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econometric analysis is to isolate the impact of adding LUN

zoning from those other potential things that affect prices in

the price of RAID and router products received by Chaparral.

Q. Let's go down to your conclusion here.

A. Okay.

Q. All the way to the bottom of the slide. “What was your

_ conclusion of this?

‘A. The conclusion was if you look at the numbers that

essentially LUN zoning had no discernible impact on the price

that Chaparral actually received for the RAID and router

products. I

Q. And does this slide depict the equation that you used as

well as the numerical results of your analysis?

A. Yes, it does. Obviously, there were more descriptive

statistics associated with these numerical results, but

basically, remember the factors, the things I was talking

about controlling for, in addition to the thing I was

isolating the impact of LUN zoning, are these other

coefficients reflect the impact of those.

We've estimated this statistical using actual data on

invoice prices, and we used what's called a weighted least

square technique, which actually improves the accuracy of the

result and these were the results.

Q. Okay. And how did this conclusion, in your opinion,

affect a reasonable royalty rate?
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A. We know that LUN zoning basically had no discernible

impact, as remarked a moment ago, and that would indicate that

the royalty rate would be relatively low because it has not

enabled Chaparral to charge higher prices for its products.

Q. What is the next factor that you listed? I believe it

was --

A. Let's see. Where did we leave off? 12, I think, is the

next one.

Q. And what does that factor refer to?

A. That's the factor refers to whether or not there's any

usual standard customary split of revenues or profits from the

use of an invention between the inventor and the person who's

licensing it.

Q. Have you become familiar with customer royalty rates in

‘the computer industry?

A. I have read in the course of my 20 years, or whatever,

‘I've read many, many licensing agreements. I've read

hundreds, literally hundreds of licensing agreements in the

computer industry, so I have a pretty good idea of the ranges

for royalty rates.

Q. And have you also seen surveys of royalty rates in the

computer industry?

A. Yes. There are also survey results that are published,

surveys of studies of royalty rates in the computer industry.

Q. And based on your personal experience and your review of
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license agreements and your surveys that you've seen, what --

A. Can I adjust one more thing?

Q. Sure.

A. Of course, which is I also looked at actual licensing

agreements, the several that we've talked about in this

particular case.

Q. Based on those things, what are typical royalty rates for

patents relating to computer technology?

A. Large percentage of royalties are actually under two

percent in the computer industry, and the vast majority of

royalties are under five percent. It's relatively rare. It's

actually quite rare to have a royalty rate that's above five

percent if you look in either published tabulations in the

royalty industry or if you look —— or based on my experience

reading these actual licensing agreements.

Q. Okay. Now, let's move ahead to factor No. 15. You

already mentioned factor -- on factor 13; is that right?

A. Yes, I think I mentioned that both Chaparral and customary

—— sorry, both Chaparral and Crossroads are basically not

making money.

Q. Okay. And did that change for Chaparral with the

introduction of LUN zoning?

A. A good point. That situation did not change after

Chaparral. They were losing money before. They're still

losing money, which, of course, means that they can't afford
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to pay a lot.

MR. ALBRIGHT: Your Honor, I would object, as we

discussed earlier at the bench, it's inappropriate --

inappropriate standard for this witness to give the jury. And

I would ask the Court for an instruction with respect to the

effect it profits or whether a company can make profits ought

to have on the outcome.

THE COURT: Well, the objection is ——

MR. ALBRIGHT: Your Honor, the objection is that Dr.

Flamm is just --

THE COURT: The objection is granted to the degree

that I'll instruct the jury that whether or not a company

makes a profit does not determine whether or not that company

should pay a royalty, or does pay a royalty, or is paying a

royalty. And you may proceed."

Q. (BY MR. DELLETT) Now, finally, you mentioned briefly -- I

believe you listed factor 15. Did you see any information in

your analysis in this case on factor No. 15 that you

considered to be significant?

A. Factor No. 15?

Q. Yes.

A. Okay. Yes. This is the outcome of the hypothetical

negotiation. And, in particular, both sides of this

negotiation would know that LUN zoning -- you've heard

testimony at this trial -- actually was not considered a
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particularly important factor in driving sales.

You've heard, I believe, Mr. Walker talk about that.

But Crossroads executives have also testified at deposition --

MR. ALBRIGHT: Your Honor, Chaparral has introduced no

deposition testimony from anyone from Crossroads that supports

the statement that Dr. Flamm just made. Had they attempted to

do so, we would have objected that it was opinion testimony.

THE COURT: Your objection is that there's no

evidence.

MR. ALBRIGHT: Yes, sir. No foundation.

THE COURT: Correct. There's no evidence in this

record they testified to that statement. You may rephrase

your question.

Q. (BY MR. DELLETT) You in your analysis relied at all on any

deposition testimony that you have read concerning whether or

not Crossroads believes LUN zoning is important not to put in

its products?

MR. ALBRIGHT: Your Honor, I believe the only evidence

he could consider is the evidence that the jury's heard in the

courtroom with respect to testimony, and there's been none

with respect to this issue.

THE COURT: Do you have any additional questions to

ask this witness?

MR. DELLETT: I have one more question.

Q. (BY MR. DELLETT) Based on your analysis, what is your
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opinion as to the amount of a reasonable royalty?

A. It would be 2.5 percent, consistent with all the factors

I've discussed today.

Q. And is this the slide that shows your conclusion?

A. Yes. If you took —— take the sales of products with LUN

zoning that are alleged to infringe in a period through July

of this year for which they were available when I made this

calculation, and you multiply it times reasonable royalty rate

of 2.5 percent, you take that 1.5 million dollars, basically

multiply it by 2.5 percent, and use all the significant

digits, you get a figure of about $38,474 would be the total

reasonable royalty.

Q. No further questions. Thank you.

THE COURT: Members of the jury, I'm going to let you

go home. If you'll be back at our regular time of 8:25.

Please remember our instructions to you and be careful going

home.

(Jury not present.)

THE COURT: When Dr. Flamm is through, how many more?

MR. BAHLER: Last witness, your Honor.

THE COURT: You intend to rest?

MR. ALLCOCK: Your Honor, we have a very short

rebuttal case, maybe a half hour with Dr. Hodges and ten

minutes or so with --

THE COURT: We're going to finish up the testimony in
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the morning in all probability. That's what I needed to

figure out.

Okay. Mr. Dellett, when I asked you if you had any

more questions, I expected you to ask the witness if they --

the witness relies on information along those lines. ‘I didn't

have enough foundation for that objection to be able to rule.

All right. 8:25. m

(firoceedings adjourned.)
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COURT: Counsel, anything before we bring in the

MR. BAHLER: Nothing from defendant.

MR. ALBRIGHT: No, sir.

THE COURT: All right. Bring them in.

(Jury present.)

THE COURT: Members of the jury, as you left last

night until this morning, has anyone attempted to talk to you

about this case?

THE JURORS: No.

THE COURT: Have you talked to anybody about the case?

THE JURORS: No.

THE COURT: And have you learned anything at all about

the case outside the presence of each one another and this

courtroom?

THE JURORS: No.

THE COURT: All right. Show negative responses to all

questions by all jurors. Thank you. And I believe the

witness is yours, Mr. Albright.

MR. ALBRIGHT: Yes, sir. Thank you, sir.

THE COURT: Mr. Smith, you're still under oath, sir.

RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION

BY MR. ALBRIGHT:

Q. Mr. Smith, during the course of Mr. Bahler's

cross—examination, you saw a number of products that were
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generally from the 1996 time period or, at least, designed for

products. Do you recall him asking you questions about that?

A. Yes.

Q. Throughout the myriad of different companies‘ projected

products, did anything that we saw yesterday have any software

in it?

A. There were just hardware diagrams.

Q. Explain to the jury, if you would, please, sir, what you

mean by the fact they were hardware diagrams as opposed to

having software.

A. The different blocks that were shown on the diagrams

represented hardware chips that were used and connected

together.

Q. In anything that Mr. Bahler showed the jury yesterday and

asked you about, would there have been anything in any of

those products or conceptions of products that would have

allowed access control to take place?

A. I don't believe so.

Q. And why wouldn't any of them have been able to provide for

access control?

A. They didn't show the software would have been running.

Q. Okay. Not only that show software, did it even have the

capability of having software?

A. My understanding they did not.

Q. Do you recall when it was that the two Jeffs, Jeff Russell
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and Geoff Hoese, invented the concept of access controls?

A. As I remember, it was the spring of '97.

Q. If I could have Exhibit D—140, please. Mr. Smith,

yesterday, Mr. Bahler showed Exhibit D—140 to the jury and

asked you questions about it. These are your handwritten

notes, correct, sir?

A. Yes.

Q. And I got the impression as I was listening to his

questions that he was asking you about a-product that you had

actually seen at Adaptec, is that correct, was back in this

time period when you were looking at stuff at Adaptec, was

there actually a product there?

A. As I recall, I only saw presentation.

Q. And would you tell the jury you only saw a presentation of

what was at Adaptec, what do you mean, sir?

A. A set of slides that we looked at yesterday to represent

what they hoped to have someday.

Q. So there was nothing finished at Adaptec during this time

period?

A. That's correct, as I recall.

Q. And there certainly wasn't anything like the jury could

see there where there's actually a box or anything like that

that you were able to look at?

A. That's how I remember, yes.

Q. This is a slide presentation sort of what we're looking at
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now?

A. correér.

Q. Okay. Whatever it was that you were looking at in terms

of that slide presentation, was there anything in anything

that Adaptec showed you that had the kind of software in it

that could provide for access controls?

A. I don't recall that.

Q. And was there any software at all in what you were looking

at at Adaptec?

A. There were two descriptions of it, as I remember.

Q. Do you recall whether there was ever an actual Coronado

product at Adaptec, Coronado product that got finished in '96

or '97?

A. I don't recall that either.

Q. Mr. Bahler also talked to you about the Mux product. Do

you recall that yesterday, multiplexer?

A. Yes.

.Q. Was there a finished Mux product that was ready to be sold

in 1996?

A. There was not.

Q. What was there in 1996 that could be called a Mux?

A. Prototypes and pre—betas.

Q. Well, I'm not certain the jury's familiar with the term

pre-beta. What is a beta unit in your industry?

A.~ A-device that would be able to be sold.to the general
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public. would not have either some of the features in it or

some of the certifications under the FCC Rules of Products and

what their emissions can be.

Q. Okay. So by beta unit, you're saying something that's not

for sale?

A. Not sellable.

Q. Not sellable. And when we talk about the Mux product, you

describe those as a pre beta. What does that mean?

A. That they were devices that didn't have the latest

hardware, as I remember, what would eventually be sold.

Q. These Mux products that you received from Hewlett Packard,

can you ever pay for them?

A. The first 15 or so we did not.

Q. What did you do with those first 15?

A. We used them to test functionality and then, we returned

them.

Q. So you didn't buy them and you didn't keep them?

A. That's correct.

Q. And just so the jury understands, when you received those

first 15, was that in 1997?

A. I believe it was early '97.

Q. Okay. Let's finish up with the Mux product so the jury

understands. Could any of the Mux product perform access

controls?

A. As I understand them, no.
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Q. And why would they not be able to perform access controls?

A. I believe they were pretty much hardware from the Fibre

Channel side to the SCSI side.

Q. The software wasn't there?

A. The software wasn't there to do functions like access

controls, as I remember.

Q. Mr. Smith, I've put up on the screen for the jury D—158.

You were asked a question about this. Mr. Smith, we're

looking at D-158, and there's a particular portion of it. If

you would look at the third paragraph down, please, sir, it

references a no charge PO?

A. Yes.

Q. Should reflect the $17,000 price. Would you tell the jury

what an evaluation PO is, please, sir?

A. It's a document that allows potential customers who-want

to evaluate or look at a product that is not sellable to be

able to receive it, look at it, I believe, for 60 days and

then, return it back to the original designer of the product;

Q. Was there anyone back in this time period that was going

to pay you all $17,000?

A. No. That was really a fictional price put on for standard

practice in the industry.

Q. I just want to make sure the jury understands because

you've talked a couple of times about fictional prices. Why

does a company like Crossroads when they send out these type
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of evaluation units, why you put a fictional price on it?

A. It's just industry standard practice in the OEM

relationship where you're selling to another party at some

point to put that -- to strap a price to it.

Q. What are you expecting to do to pay that money or send the

money back?

A. Our expectation is we would receive all of that product

back.

Q. And in this case, do you recall whether or not you

received them back?

A. I don't recall whether we ever sent it to them, but as I

recall, we did receive all of our betas back.

Q. Chaparral is in, roughly, the same business as you all,

correct?

A. Yes.

Q. Router industry? Do you expect that they would have the

same practice of sending out evaluation or beta units?

A. I would expect that.

Q. Same type that are not for sale, they're just evaluation

units?

A. I would have that expectation.

Q. And, for example, these products, were they under an MDA

when you send them out?

A. Very typically, yes. In fact, I don't recall any of them

not being under a non—disclosure agreement.
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Q. And what does a non—disclosure agreement provide?

A} It's typically an agreement between two parties possibly

more where they agree not to disclose to any other party what

the product is, or the intellectual property, or the concepts

that are being communicated are, and just to disclose those

between the two parties.

Q. So somebody has an MDA on it when it_goes out to the

persons receiving it, is that a product that's been sold to

them? I

A. Typically not. It's just under evaluation.

Q. I'm going to shift to —— just a quick discussion yesterday

you were asked about Clariion?

A. Yes.

Q. Do you recall that? And Mr. Bahler asked you questions

about whether or not Crossroads had made sales of products to

Clariion in 1996, do you recall that, sir?

A. Uh-huh.

Q. Was there a finished product in 1996 that Crossroads could

have sold to Clariion?

A. No.

In 1997, did you sell a product to Clariion?

I don't recall ever selling anything to Clariion.

Do you recall when Crossroads‘ first sale of a router was?

I do; it was in August of 1997 to Compaq.

And how can you be certain that Crossroads-didn‘t.sell a
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product until August of 1997?

A. The reason I remember is because it came up during our

filing of registration in 1999 where we filed with the

Securities and Exchange Commission to go public. We had to

write and tell the public when was our first sale. We wrote

August of 1997.

Q. And is that a pretty important document that you file with

Securities and Exchange commission?

A; Very important, yes.

Q. Is it important to be truthful in that document?

A. It is, yes.

Q. Finally, we discussed yesterday, at some length, what was

called the Verrazano project. And Mr. Bahler put up —- and

I'm not going to try it again just so we can get finished here

—- put up basically a diagram that had some Tachyon chip and‘

some other parts.

Remember him highlighting them for the jury and

pointing out what was contained in the diagram?
A. Yes.

Q. Again, so the jury understands, were we looking at

hardware features or software features?

A. That was hardware block diagram.

Q. Was there any software anywhere in that diagram?

There was not.

Could Mr. Bahler have highlighted anything in that diagram
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that would have shown any software function at all?

A. No.

Q. Could he go through or could anyone go through the

Verrazano documents from 1996 and find anything in them that

discussed access controls?

A. I don't believe so.

Q. And could you find anything in the -— indicated the

software that would provide for access controls?

A. I don't believe so.

Q. With respect to the difference between —— and I'm going to

close with this —— but with respect to the difference between

the hardware and software features, in your basic

understanding, how does one develop as between the hardware

and the software development of these type of projects or

these type of routers?

A. We think of the hardware and software being at some levels

two distinct elements that work together. In fact, we talk to

our customers about how our software kind of works with our

hardware. I could even draw it if it made sense to do that.

Q. Judge, would he be permitted to walk over to the board?

THE COURT: He's permitted.

A. So when we talk to our customers, since I have a fairly

high level of understanding what we do, not too detailed, this

is how I try to communicate to our customers how our hardware

and our software work together. We:think of it as essentially
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kind of a pyramid where here at the low layers, we have

hardware.

And we talked about those things yesterday being the

Fibre Channel, chip, the SCSI chip, and the microprocessor.

Those are things that we put together to build our products.

They're the hardware elements of our product. Running on the

microprocessor software that runs in the microprocessor, we

have software here. That essentially configures and defines

how the unit is to run.

And we actually have some --

Q. (BY MR. ALBRIGHT) I was just going to

A. We actually have some patents here we have been granted in

this space and some intellectual property that we have

uniquely discovered. And on top of that, we have additional

software that uses those services to provide even more

valuable functions, and I believe in what I tell my customers

is that access control and other features that we are able to

lift at this layer. We also have patents at this layer.

Q. So when you're describing for the jury what —— what Mr.

Bahler yesterday was asking you questions about what was in

the Verrazano project, what was he talking about in terms of

what's on that pyramid?

A. The block diagrams, they represent how the hardware

interconnected.

Q.. And was the software performed the access control that you
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have at the top of the pyramid, was that even conceived in

1996?

A. It was not and it's not contemplated in the diagram

either.

Q.- Pass the witness.

RE—CROSS EXAMINATION

BY MR. BAHLER:

Q. Mr. Smith, we talked yesterday about the technology

‘demonstration at Comdex '96, right?

A.‘ Yes.

Q. Now, that had Fibre Channel hosts connected on the Fibre

Channel side, right?

A. It did.

Q. And it had SCSI storage devices connected on the SCSI

‘side, right?

A. Yes, it did.

Q. And there were requests for data being transferred from

‘Fibre Channel hosts through the 4100 prototype product to the

SCSI storage devices, right?

A. Yes, at our technology demonstration.g

Q. And there was data in the form of images you were showing

at the slide show, right?

A. That's correct.

Q. Data was being transferred from the SCSI storage devices

back through the 4100 prototype to the Fibre Channel host,
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right?

A. Yes, correct.

Q. And that all required software, didn't it, sir?

Yes, it did.

So the prototype had software, right?

A. It did.

Q. The only thing that Mr. Albright asked you that was

' missing was access control, right?

A. That's what he asked, yes.

Q. The $17,000 that you were offering the Hewlett Packard Mux

to EMC, how did you arrive at that number, sir, $17,000?

A. I don't recall specifically how we got there.

Q. That's what you were paying Hewlett Packard for the units,

right?.

A. I don't recall that.

Q. You mentioned that you had sold the first 4100 unit to

Compaq in August of '97, right?

A. Yes.

Q. In fact, you'd sold a 4400 unit to Compaq in 1996, right?

A. I don't recall, sir, doing that.

Q. Let me show you what's been marked as Defendant's Exhibit

172, and, first of all, Mr. Smith, this is called a Crossroads

purchase order log, right, sir?

A. That's the title, yes.

Q. ‘And it's dated —— it was updated July 21, 1997, right,
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sir?

A. That's correct.

Q. Okay. And on that purchase order log, there's some

entries for Compaq, right, just so we're clear what we're

talking about. I have the banner, the column headings over on

top of these Compaq entries. Now, this records a purchase

order received from Compaq in December 9th, 1996, right, sir?

A. Appears to be, yes.

And it was for a CP 4400, right?

Correct.

And the price was $17,000, right?

Yes, and to the right it says evaluation period.

That's right. And if it met with their approval, they

could keep it for $17,000, right?

A. Again, industry practice to return the evaluation PO

products.

Q. Well, the second of those wasn't ever returned, was it?

A. I don't know.

Q. Well, let's look at the whole line here. All right.

That's a little hard to read, I suppose. Well, let's look at

the -— let's look at this part here. Let me call up this part

right here in more detail. It says need to follow up in that

column?

A. It does.

Q. That means as of August or July 1997, Compaq hadn't
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returned that product, right?

A. I don't know.

Q. Pass the witness.

THE COURT: Any further questions?

MR. ALBRIGHT: No, sir.

THE COURT: You may step down, Mr. Smith. You may

call your nent witness.

MR. ALBRIGHT: Your Honor, we have an amazingly brief

deposition transcript that --‘

THE COURT: Members of the jury, a deposition

transcript is a product paper like the little book where a

witness has been sworn before a Court Reporter and the lawyers
have asked them questions, however, as the case may be, and

then, the testimony is read into the record.

You will consider this testimony just like any other

sworn testimony that you hear during the trial.

MR. ALBRIGHT: Your Honor, I only have two questions.

Would you prefer I just read the question and_answer?

THE COURT: However you wish.

MR. ALBRIGHT: Okay. The witness, your Honor, was the

CFO of Chaparral, qentleman named Ted Neman, and the question

posed was: "What is an evaluation?" His answer: "It's a

unit that's sent out to a customer for the purposes of

evaluation to work in a particular configuration to see if the

customer would want to buy a particular product."
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Question: "Is that a product that Chaparral considers

it has sold?" The answer was "No."

THE COURT: Any testimony you wish to --

MR. DELLETT: Next question was: "And why not?"

Answer: "Because sometimes those units are returned. At the

time that they are sent out, we do not recognize revenue on

those. A customer might possibly purchase that after an

evaluation unit process, or the customer may send it back,

depending on if it works for their specific needs."

Question: "The adjusted revenue follows the same

process that you just told us about, correct?V Answer: "Not

-— initially, the evaluation unit is not counted as revenue.

If the customer elects to purchase it, then it —— then they

are billed, and it's recognized for revenue."

THE COURT: Any further testimony?

MR. ALBRIGHT: No, sir.

THE COURT: All right. You may call your next

witness.

MR. ALBRIGHT: Our next witness will be John

Middleton.

A THE COURT: Come forward, please. This is Mrs. Sims.

She's going to administer an oath to you, sir.

(Witness was sworn.)

THE COURT: Walk around this column and have a seat,

please. ,Tell us your full name and spell your last, please.
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THE WITNESS: My name is John Rob Middleton,

M-I-D-D-L-E-T-O-N.

JOHN R. MIDDLETON, called by the Plaintiff, duly sworn.

DIRECT EXAMINATION

BY MR. ALBRIGHT:

Q. Mr. Middleton, would you introduce yourself to the jury,

please?

A. Yes, my name is John Middleton.

Q. And tell the jury why it is that you're here. When did

you go to work for Crossroads?

' A. I was —— I went to work for Crossroads in February of

1997, and was a vice—president of engineering for a good deal

of that time, between February of '97 and January of 2001.

Q. You had the good fortune to retire in 2001?

A: Yes.

Q. Okay. When you were at Crossroads and you were working as

an engineer, we've heard the discussion in this courtroom

about the fact that there was hardware and that there's

software. Are you a hardware guy or a software guy?

A. My background is a hardware engineer.

Q. And would you tell the jury what that means, please, sir?

A. Hardware engineers design the circuit boards and

electronics that comprise computer products and software, on

the other hand, is the code that runs on the hardware.

Q, And so, with respect to the issue that is primary in this
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case with respect to the access control, is that something

that as a hardware engineer, you were particularly familiar

with or is that something that's more available to the

software engineer?

A. It's more of a software feature.

Q. with the caveat that you are a hardware engineer, not a

software engineer when you're at Crossroads and now, what was

your understanding of what was meant by the term LUN

management?

A. LUN management refers to a mechanism for allowing hosts to

access devices or parts of devices, or to not access --

restrict access to devices or parts of devices.

Q. And since I never really heard the word "host" till I

started on this case, could you let the jury know in more

simple terms what a host is?

A. Sure. It would be a computer that acts as a server that

accesses the data on the storage system.

"Q. The jury's heard that the access control feature that

we've talked about or are talking about has not been in the

Crossroads products. Are you familiar with a product that has

recently come out from Crossroads?

A. I'm somewhat familiar with that product.

Q. Okay. And that would be the Catamaran product, right?

Yes.

To your knowledge up to January of 2001, was the process
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at Crossroads, was the intent to put access -— the access

control feature into that product?

A. Yes, it was.

MR. BAHLER: Objection. Leading.

THE COURT: It is leading. Don't lead.

MR. ALBRIGHT: Yes, sir.

"Q. (BY MR. ALBRIGHT) why was Crossroads developing a new

product that included LUN management for access control?

A. In general, we were developing a new router platform for

the company, and in developing, we felt access to LUN

management, rather, was a valuable feature that would enhance

the value of the product.

Q. Had any customers shown interest in having LUN management?

A. Yes, we had a lot of customer interest in that feature.

Q. Okay. Would you tell the jury, please, we've been talking

about LUN management. Would you tell the jury what LUN stands

for?

A. LUN is logical unit number.

Q. Okay. And that being said, would you tell the jury what a

logical unit number is?

A. If you think of a storage device like a —— it can be

divided into a number of sections, and you can assign --

that's the physical device. You can divide the physical

device into logical units that appear to a computer as

physical units, but they're actually not at the physical
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level. So it's a way to divide a physical device into smaller

units.‘

Q. Okay. The jury heard during opening argument that

Crossroads for several years has marked its products with the

972 patent. Do you know why Crossroads —— let me ask you

this, first.

‘What responsibility did you, John Middleton, have for

putting a label on Crossroads products a year or two ago that

indicated that it was protected by the 972 patent?

A. As the head of the engineering department, it was

ultimately my decision to put that label on Crossroads‘

products.

Q. And would you explain to the jury why it is that you

decided to put a label on the router product that Crossroads

was selling that had the 972 patent on it?

A. The 972 patent was one of the first patents that

Crossroads was awarded. We were proud of the patents, proud

of the product and wanted to mark the products'appropriately

with the patent information.

Q. Did you personally ever do any analysis of any Crossroads

router product to determine if access control actually was in

the product?

A. Not a detailed analysis, no.

Q. Any kind of non—detailed analysis?

A. Yes, I did a general-assessment._
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Q. Okay. And what kind —— when you say "general assessment,"

what did you do?

A. I spoke with other engineers at Crossroads.

Q. Okay. And one of those engineers you spoke to was Geoff

Hoese, who's one of the inventors, right?

A. Yes, I did speak to Geoff.

Q. And what did Mr. Hoese tell you to do with respect to

putting this label on the product?

A. He encouraged me to have someone besides himself make that

determination.

Q. So he gave you no advice?

A. Not about whether I should label the product, just about

how I should proceed with determining how to label the

product.

Q. Did you talk to anybody else?

I did speak to other people, yes.

Anyone in particular that you remember?

‘I can recall Mr. Wanamaker.

Who is Mr. Wanamaker?

He was one of the senior engineers at Crossroads.

When you say that you spoke with Mr. Wanamaker, did you go

to Mr. Wanamaker, for example, and say, I'm thinking about

putting this label on the product? Is that a good idea? Is

the patent in the product? Or what type of conversation was

it?
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A. It was just a general conversation about whether the

patent was contained in the product, not about labeling,

specifically.

Q. Did Mr. Wanamaker, as far as you know, ever perform an

analysis himself of whether or not the Crossroads routers had

the access control feature that's in the --

A. Not to my knowledge.

Q. And you recall, so the jury understands, did he

affirmatively tell you the patent was in the products or did

he not tell you it wasn't? Tell the jury what it was,

basically, he told you.

A. Basically, he never gave me any information that made me

doubt that the patent was in the product.

Okay. Mr. Middleton, you're a hardware engineer, correct?

Yes.

What do you know about patent law?

A. Not a lot.

Q. Were you aware when you put this label on the product,

’ were you aware of the consequences of what would occur if youi

put it on the product and the product did not have the

patented feature in it?

A. No, I was not.

Q. Were you aware of what would happen if you sent out a

product and it didn't have a label on it?

A. 3N0.
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Q. Why did you put a label at all on the router product?

A. We felt like -- my understanding was that the product

contained a patent, it was proper to mark the product

accordingly.

Q. Okay. Mr. Bahler, during opening argument, stated that

because Crossroads put the label on it and because there was a

feature called reserve release in the router_that Crossroads

‘ was telling the world that that's what was patented.

Do you know at the time that you put the label on it

even whether or not the Crossroads product had that feature,

had the reserve release feature?

A. No, I don't.

Q. So when you decided to have the label put on it, were you

making a statement to the world as to whether or not you had a

belief whether this reserve release feature was what was

covered by the patent?

A. No, I was not.

Q. And as we sit here today, do you have opinion as to

whether reserve release is what's covered the patent?

A. Yes. I don't believe reserve release ' what's covered by

the patent.

Q. But that's something that you've come long after the

labeling issue, right?

A. Right.

Q. In other words, you just didn't consider"
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No, I didn't.

Your Honor, may we approach for a second?

THE COURT: Okay.

(At the Bench, on the record.)

MR. ALBRIGHT: The only thing I have left to do with

this witness, your Honor, is I wanted to have him identify for

purposes of admission some documents that Chaparral is opposed

to. Basically, these documents are documents that he'll

testify that he prepared.

Before submitting them, the relevance of them, the
relevance of them is that they go to the issue of when the

patent was conceived, which the defendant has put at issue

here and yesterday, their argument about the conception

argument, and these documents are relevant to that issue and

this is the gentleman that prepared them.

THE 0OURT: Well, can you give me a hint as to the

number of the document?

.MR} BAHLER: Why don't you give me the number?

MR. ALBRIGHT: sorry. 264, 267, 268.

MR. BAHLER: May I be heard?

COURT: Yes, sir.

MR. BAHLER: The relevance objection is that the

conception is a very unique patent law invention. It requires

not only a description of what's —— what the invention is --

- THE COURT:' Right;
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MR. BAHLER: -- but also requires the communication to

another.

THE COURT: Right.

MR. BAHLER: It also has to be prepared by the

inventors. I mean, conception by this gentleman is not --

these documents are basically not relevant to that issue if

that's what they're being offered for. They're simply not

relevant to that issue.

THE COURT: Well, this is an alleged invention that

was patented, was actually prepared by the witness, shows two

gentlemen, Hoese and Russell, in their employment with the

‘company, and I would think that any document that would tend

to show from that company would be relevant. So I would have

overruled the relevance objection.

MR. BAHLER: Thank you, your Honor.

MR. ALBRIGHT: Do you have any other objection?

MR. BAHLER: No.

MR. ALBRIGHT: Your Honor, I move for the admission of

264, Plaintiff's 264, 267 and 268.

THE COURT: Well, they haven't been identified for the

MR. ALBRIGHT: May I approach, your Honor?

THE COURT: You don't need —- lawyers don't need my

permission to move in a courtroom. Members of the jury, many

judges require that. But I've got a bad back and after 30
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years, I wanted to move around the courtroom, and I didn't

‘like some little, old fat judge telling me I couldn't do it.

But I don't have that rule.

All right.

MR. ALBRIGHT: Thank you, sir.

Q. (BY MR. ALBRIGHT) Mr. Middleton, if you would identify for

the record what exhibit -— Plaintiff's Exhibit 264 is, please,

sir.

A. 264 is the Verrazano enclosure specification.

And would you identify Exhibit 267, please, sir?

267 is a CP 4X00 product specification.

THE COURT: CP what?

THE WITNESS: CP 4X00 product specification.

Q. (BY MR. ALBRIGHT) Would you identify what Plaintiff's

Exhibit 268 is, please, sir?

A. 268 is the Verrazano hardware architecture document.

Q. And what was your involvement with these three documents?

A. I wrote portions of these documents.

Q. Do you know if they were basically documents that were

created at or about the same time back in the time period as

to what they're dated?

A. These are in the -- '97, first half of '97.

Q. But they're true and correct copies of what you worked on?

Yes.

I move for their admission, your Honor;
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MR. BAHLER: No objection.

THE COURT: 264, 67 and 268 are admitted.

MR. ALBRIGHT: Judge, we pass the witness.

MR. BAHLER: Your Honor, if I could correct, there was

an objection, but you've already ruled on that.

THE COURT: I ruled on the relevance.

MR. BAHLER: For what it's worth.

THE COURT: So the record will speak for itself.

CROSS-EXAMINATION‘

BY MR. BAHLER:

Q. Mr. Middleton, I've handed you what's been marked into

evidence as Defendant's Exhibit 123. I'll get it up on the

board. First page is up on the board. That's actually a

collection of exhibits, right, sir, or a collection of

drawings?

A. Yes, sir.

Q. All right, sir. And those are drawings of various

versions of the label that was applied to the 4100 and 4200

products, right?

A. These are labels that were applied to different versions

of the 4100 and 4200 product.

Q. Okay. Please turn to page 6 of that document. And this

is a label for the 4100, 4200 product, right, one of the

labels that were applied to those products, right?

-A. Yes, sir.
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Q. Okay. And on that label was included the statement that

product was protected by U.S. Patent Number 972, that's the

patent in this case, right, sir?

A. Yes, it is.

Q. And if I understand your testimony, it was your decision

to add that patent number to that patent label, right, sir?

A. Yes, sir, it was.

Q. And after that, the label was actually applied to those

products, right?

A. Yes.

Q. Now, you mentioned several people that you talked to. You

talked to Mr. Hoese.l He's one of the inventors before you

made the decision to apply that label, correct, sir?

A. Could you repeat that?

Q. You talked to‘Mr. Hoese before you made the decision to

apply that label, correct, sir?

Yes, I spoke to him before.

And he didn't tell you not to put that patent number on

product, did he, sir?

No, he didn't.

And you talked to Mr. Wanamaker you mentioned, right, sir?

A. Yes.

Q. Mr. Wanamaker was a very special individual within

Crossroads, correct?

A. He was a senior.engineer.
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And, in fact, he was a member and active participant in

Standard Setting Committee for the SCSI standards, right?
Yes.

And you knew that, right?

Yes.

And that's why you went to him, right?

A. Yes, it was.

Q. And he -- and based upon the conversation you had with

him, you decided and based upon the conversation you had with

him and based upon the conversation you had with Mr. Hoese,

you decided that the invention was in the 4100 and 4200

products, right?

A. I would say it was not based on Mr. Hoese's —— the

conversation with Mr. Hoese.

Q. Okay. At least it was based upon -- well, at least after

the conversation with Mr. Hoese and Mr. Wanamaker, you added

that paint label?

A. Yes.’

Q. And the label was actually applied to the 4100 and 4200

products, correct, sir?

A. Yes, patent labels were applied.

Q. Okay. And this was about January or so of the year 2000,

right, sir?

A. I don't know that the ~— exactly the labels were applied.

Q. Well, this one, in particular, is dated April 3rd, 2000,
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right?

A. Yes. The reason —— yes, that's true.

Q. So that's a little bit later, but if you back up -— if you

look in the package there, I don't have to display it, but if

you look in the package there, when you look at that date

which is the revision history, some go back into '99, some

even go back in —— or some are 2000, right, sir?

A. _That's true.

Q. All right. So that label was in April 2000, in fact,

other labels with the 972 patent number were created once

before that, right, sir?

A. Right. That's when the labels were created.

Q. All right. And those labels were, in fact, applied to the

Crossroads products, right?

A. I believe they were.

Q. All right. Now, you left Crossroads in January 2000.

Well, first of all, back when you were deciding to put the

label on the product, was Crossroads thinking about suing

Chaparral?

A. I can't answer for -7

Q. were you aware of any intention on behalf of Crossroads to

sue Chaparral at that tine?

A. No, I'm not.

‘Q. Now, you left Crossroads in January 2001, right, sir?

A. Yes.
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Q. Up until the time you left in January 2001, had anybody

"ever expressed to you that within Crossroads that they thought

the patent number should not be applied to the Crossroads

products in accordance with the labels in Exhibit 123?

A. No, no one had given me that.

Q. Just so we're clear here, you were the director of

engineering; to begin with, and vice—president of engineering,

those jobs started in the fall of 1998, right?

A. I believe so, yes.

Q. And as director of engineering first and as vice-president

of engineering, you are in charge of all hardware and software

development within Crossroads, right?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. And that continued all the way until the time you

left in January 2001, right, sir?

A. Yes.

Q. All right, sir. During any of that —- during any of the

time you were at Crossroads —— and you started there in

January '97, right, sir?

- A. That's true.

Q. During any of that time, did Crossroads ever have in-house

a Chaparral product?

A. We did have a Chaparral product.

Q. Do you know what product that was, sir?

A. I don't know, though.
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Q. Was that at all unusual in this industry?

"A. No. It's fairly typical.

Q. So the fact that there's nothing sinister about the fact

that Crossroads had a Chaparral product in its house?

A. I don't believe so.

Q. Right? And, in fact, there would be nothing sinister, as

far as you're concerned, with Chaparral having a Crossroads

product in its house either, right?

A. No, I don't believe 50.

Q. Pass the witness.

RE—DIRECT EXAMINATION

BY MR. ALBRIGHT:

Q. Mr. Middleton, how old a man are you?

A. Pardon me?

Q. What's your age?

A. I'm 43.

Q. Forty—three. As a 43-year-old man,-are you familiar with

the concept known as making a mistake?

A. Yes.

Q. I know it takes on some high importance in a courtroom

like this than there are small issues like the labeling seem

like they're a major importance?

THE COURT: Mr. Albright, do you have any questions,

MR. ALBRIGHT:-‘Yes, sir. I apologize.
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Q. (BY MR. ALBRIGHT) Describe for the jury, if you would,

please, sir, what percentage of your time at Crossroads you

spent worrying about what label to put on its products.

A. I'd say very small percentage of time.

Q. That's all I have, your Honor.

THE COURT: Any further questions of this witness?

MR. BAHLER: No, your Honor.

THE COURT: You may step down. Thank you. May this

witness be excused, counsel?

MR. ALBRIGHT: Yes, sir.

THE COURT: You may be excused. You may call your

next witness.

MR. ALBRIGHT: Your Honor, we want to call Mr. Brian

Bianchi, B—I—A—N—C—H-I.

THE COURT: If you'd come forward, please. This is

Mrs. Sims. She's going to administer an oath to you, sir.

(Witness was sworn.)

THE COURT: You need to walk around this column and

have a seat up here in the blue chair. And if you would,

please, sir, tell us your full name and spell your last.

THE WITNESS: First name is Brian. My last name is

Bianchi, B—I—A-N—C—H—I.

BRIAN BIANCHI, called by the Plaintiff, duly sworn.
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DIRECT EXAMINATION

BY MR. ALBRIGHT:

Q. Mr. Bianchi, would you introduce yourself to the jury,

please?

A. My name is Brian Bianchi, Director of Software at

Crossroads Systems.

Q. You met Mr. Middleton, who is a hardware engineer, and

you're a software engineer?

A. That is correct.

Q. From your perspective, would you tell the jury what the

difference is from your role as a software engineer and that

of the hardware engineers?

A. My role is to really work on the —— to manage the firmware

process and the firmware that runs on the router and controls

the function of the router on the software perspective.

Q. There's a new product that's been released recently by

Crossroads, correct?

A- That is correct.

Q. Would you tell the jury what the name of the new product

is?

A. The new product is called Catamaran. It's also known as a

Crossroads 8000 router.

Q. Does the new product that was just released for sale, does

the new product have the LUN management feature as it's known

as access control?
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A. Yes, it does.

Q. Are you generally familiar with what are known as SCSl

reserve commands as well as what's known as LUN mapping?

A. Generally, yes.

Q. Could you perform the LUN management or called access

control, could you perform that what is now in the Catamaran

through what are known as a function called SCSI reserve

release command?

A. No, you cannot.

Q. And are the SCSI reserve release commands, what has been

historically in the router products at Crossroads sold?

A. Yes, it is.

Q. Could you perform LUN management, the LUN management or

access control feature that's now in the Catamaran through

what's known as LUN, or logical unit number, mapping as you

understand? .

A. Not as I understand it, no.

Q. Pass the witness, your Honor.

CROSS-EXAMINATION

BY MR. GARRETT:

Q. Good morning, Mr. Bianchi.

A. Good morning.

Q. My name is Mark Garrett. I represent Fulbright in this

case. I believe we've met before?

A. Yes, we have.
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Q. I just have a couple of questions about the Catamaran

product that you mentioned and, also, the LUN mapping that you

talked about. My first question is, what did you mean by LUN

mapping?

A. What is implemented in Catamaran is the ability to

restrict certain hosts from seeing the devices behind the
router.-

Q. So when you referred to LUN mapping, were you referring to

what the Catamaran does or some other_concept?

A. To what the Catamaran does.

Q. Okay. And so, are you saying that the Catamaran does not

do access control as you understand it? ~

A. I did not say that.

Q. Okay. But I think you said that —- maybe I was hearing

something differently, but you said LUN mapping does not do

what you understand Catamaran can do, right?

A. The terms are —- I'm getting confused on the terms between

what you asked and what Mr. Albright asked.

Q. Okay. Am I right or am I --

A. The LUN ~- the SCSI LUN mapping commands that are part of

the standard are implemented in Catamaran, as well. And that,

I do not believe, based on my knowledge, can be -- can

implement the LUN management to use that term that is

implemented in Catamaran.

Q. So you're familiar, right now, with SCSI LUN mapping; is
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that right?

A. On the surface, yes, I am.

Q. Okay. And you're sure it's not what Catamaran does to

achieve what's called LUN management, right?

A. Based on my understanding in the standard, yes.

Q. Now, we talked a little bit -— you and I —— I took your

deposition outside this courtroom sometime ago, right?

A. That is correct.

Q. And I think we talked about your understanding of SCSI LUN

mapping at that time?

A. Correct.

Q. Do you remember that?

A. Yes, I do.

Q. Now, at that time, it was my understanding that you didn't

know whether the Catamaran product actually had SCSI LUN

mapping; is that right?

A. I believe that is correct, yes.

Q. And you moreover testified, I believe, that you didn't

know whether —— you didn't really understand SCSI LUN mapping.

Is that fair to say?

A. From what I remember my answer was, I'm not an expert in

that area, so I couldn't go into details that you were asking

about functionality.

Q. Right. But I did specifically ask you whether or not SCSI

LUN mapping was in Catamaran, right?»
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A. I don't remember whether you asked me that or not.

Q; I apologize for the pause here,-Mr. Bianchi. You just

kind of threw me off just a touch. Now, while I'm looking for

this, I believe Mr. Middleton earlier today —— and you weren't

in the courtroom, I understand that, when he testified, but he

discussed the fact that the Catamaran product can actually

control access between sections of devices. Is that your

understanding?

A. The Catamaran unit can control access to SCSI disk arrays,

for example, yes.

Q. Right. But it actually does it on a device—by—device

basis, right? Disk drive-by-disk drive and not portion of the

disk drive by a portion of the disk drive?

A. It is done at the LUN level, yes.

Q. Okay. We talked about LUN mapping pages, SCSI LUN mapping

pages during your deposition, and I believe I asked you if the

Catamaran device -— excuse me, the Catamaran device mapping

that's what actually performs the LUN management; is that

right?

A. Could you repeat the question?

Q. Sure. I don't mean to get you confused. The Catamaran

product has a feature called Catamaran device mapping, right?

A. Correct.

Q. Okay. And that's what's responsible for what's known as

LUN management, right?
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A. Correct.

Q. Okay. Now, I asked you during the deposition if the

Catamaran device mapping in any way complies with the SEC

standard. And you understand that the SEC standard, all these

acronyms is actually a SCSI standard, right?

A. That is correct.

Q. Like the SCSI LUN mapping that we've been discussing?

A. (Moving head up and down.)

Q. If the Catamaran device mapping complies in any way with

the SEC standard suggested implementation of its LUN

mapping --

MR. ALBRIGHT: Your Honor, I would ask he ask a full

question as opposed to paraphrasing out of a deposition. I

believe it's appropriate to ask a question, and if he wants to

impeach him or cross him with that answer, that's fine. But

he's‘paraphrasing the question, and I want to make certain Mr.

Bianchi --

THE COURT: Is that an objection?

MR. ALBRIGHT: Yes, sir.

THE COURT: Restate your question.

Q. (BY MR. GARRETT) Yes, your Honor. Mr. Bianchi, does the

Catamaran products device mapping feature implement the SEC

standards suggested implementation of SCSI LUN mapping?

A. I guess I'm getting them as two separate things. There's

a device mapping which is part of the router we're calling LUN
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management. And there's a SCSI standard which is LUN mapping,

which is different than the device mapping that we're

referring to.

Q. So is the latter within a former?

A. My understanding is that they're independent.

Q. Okay. Does the Catamaran product actually have SCSI LUN

mapping in it?

A. To the best of my knowledge, it implements that portion of

the standard, yes.

Q. Now, let me ask you about the Catamaran device mapping.

First of all, is it true that there is only one active map

associated with a computer at a given time using Catamaran's

device map?

A. A given host has one map through the device, correct.

Q. "And each device map that can be assigned with a different

host, it can assign access to different storage; is that

right?

A. Could you repeat the question?

Q. Sure. As I understand it, using device mapping, you can

have a computer and there can be a map within a Catamaran

product that actually has a list in a sense of storage devices

to which that Computer gets to talk, right?

A. That is correct.

Q. And those lists, the information those maps can be set up

any way that somebody wants to set them up; is that right?
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A. Those maps are configured, yes.

Q. And so, the maps can have -— they could hasically assign

access for a given computer to any different storage

combination --

A. That is correct.

Q. -- is that right? It's also my understanding that the

maps can be saved across power cycles and resets; is that

right?

A. That is correct.

Q. And this is the Catamaran device that we're talking about,

right?

A. Correct.

Q. Now, is it true that if a computer isn't mapped to a

particular storage device, if that storage device is not on

his map within the Catamaran device mapping, he doesn't get to

talk to that storage device; is that right?

A. That is correct.

Q. So there's no command that the computer can issue that

will actually get through to a storage device that's not on

his map, right?

A. That is correct.

Q. Is it also true that computers, they can't change their

maps in Catamaran device mapping to change who they get access

to, what storage devices?

A. The host cannot directly change the map.
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Q. And finally, the Catamaran device maps, they can be

altered by an operator or administrator; is that right?

A. That is correct.

Q. Thank you. Pass the witness.

MR. ALBRIGHT: No more questions.

THE COURT: You may step down, sir. Call your next

witness.

MR. ALBRIGHT: Your Honor, may we approach?

THE COURT: Sure.

(At the Bench, on the record.)

MR. ALBRIGHT: Your Honor, the next witness would be a

gentleman named Russ Bleakley, B-L-E-A—K—L—E—Y, and he would

be present by deposition, your Honor. .

THE COURT: Okay.

MR. ALBRIGHT: And Mr. Bleakley is a former, first,

Crossroads and then, Chaparral employee who will testify about

certain issues, and defendant is going to object. I don't

know really what to say. If you want to read the section Mr.

Bahler's going to object to.

MR. BAHLER: Do you have them marked?

MR. ALBRIGHT: We do.

THE COURT: Why don't you tell me generally, then I'll

read it.

MR. BAHLER: Your Honor, this is Mr. Bleakley, first

of all, is not an employee of Chaparral any longer, so he
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wasn't a speaking agent, he wasn't speaking on our behalf. He

wasn't the 36 witnesses, is not in any way a party admission,

number one.

THE COURT: So at the time of the deposition, he

wasn't either of your client?

MR. BAHLER: Exactly, your Honor. And, in addition,

the statements that he made were —- this is just

black-and-white color television business. They said what do

you think about LUN zoning or LUN whatever it was." And he

said, well, it's like a color TV set. If you don't have it,

it's like a black—and—white TV set.

And, your Honor, this man is not qualified to render

that opinion. In addition, that's an opinion testimony by a

lay witness, and this is objectionable because it's opinion

testimony. "Secondly, your Honor, during --

THE COURT: Wait, opinion by a lay ~— has he been

designated as an expert witness?

MR. BAHLER: No, your Honor.

THE COURT: All right.

MR. BAHLER: In addition, your Honor, I don't have the

transcript with me, but the portion of the transcript that we

had counter—designated he admits he doesn't know anything

about LUN zoning. So he admitted that he doesn't even have a

basis to make that statement.

If you'd permit me to get the transcript from —-.
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THE COURT: It's probably a good idea. Members of the

jury, I'm going to give you a morning break. You'll have time

to stretch, go out, see if it's raining. Don't run away. Be

ready to come back.

(Jury not present.)

MR. ALBRIGHT: Mr. Bleakley had no ability to offer

these opinions --

THE COURT: Well, if he was so able and he wanted to

give an opinion, why wasn't he listed as an expert witness?

MR. ALBRIGHT: Your Honor, I think it's a perfectly

acceptable lay opinion of a person like Mr. Bleakley.

THE COURT: There are no lay opinions anymore.

They've changed the Rules of Evidence. You cannot give an

opinion anymore. And you read the notes behind the new rules,

and that was the whole point. You bring in an accountant to

get the professional nuts and bolts, and then, you ask them,

was this a well-managed company, you know, they used to allow

them to do that.

But all the bright stars and their wisdom have said

you're not going to do that anymore. If he's going to give an

opinion, test him out through Daubert.

MR. ALBRIGHT: Your Honor, it's not —- Mr. Bleakley is

a person who had to deal with a customer who they had promised

they would sell the LUN zoning to, and he had to deal with a

customer about having to take out the LUN zoning. And,
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basically, the questions were of what was the importance from

"his perspective in his job of the hUN zoning.

THE COURT: And that's not an opinion?

MR. ALBRIGHT: Your Honor, it's going to be his

testimony as to why customers --

THE COURT: I'm not saying his opinion may not be

admissible, but if he's not listed as an expert and tested as

an expert, he can't give an opinion anymore. Let me read this

because I'm not sure I understand at all what y'all are

talking about.

MR. BAHLER: Your Honor, when you're finished reading,

I found that portion of the deposition that I'd like to read

to you.

THE COURT: All right.

MR. BAHLER: May I be heard, your Honor?

THE COURT: You may.

MR. BAHLER: Just so we're clear, the portion that

we're objecting to is from page 47, line 15 through page 48,

line 15, all right? Is that where y'all are reading?

THE COURT: I have been -- I don't know. Mine has

MR. BAHLER: The objection we have specifically is to

page 47, line 15 to page --

THE COURT: You're looking at pages, and I'm

apparently looking at minutes.
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BAHLER: Is this a video?

COURT: Okay. I've got a page. Go ahead now.

BAHLER: Page 47, line 15 through page 48, line

the objection part.

COURT: All right.

BAHLER: All right.

COURT: Your first objection?

MR. BAHLER: This is opinion testimony.

THE COURT: Well, I understand, but, I mean, I've got

some other things marked before that.

MR. BAHLER: This is the only objection we have to

this whole deposition. >

THE COURT: Okay. Page 47. All right.

MR. BAHLER: 47, line 15 to 48, line 15. And this is

where he analogizes LUN zoning to this color TV,

black—and-white TV business, okay? On page 53, beginning at

line 9, and the following questions and answers were

propounded.

THE COURT: Well, before you're ready to read page SO,

as I understand it, you're objecting to the question. So

given the direction that SAN products are —— that's S—A-N --

products are headed in the LUN zoning feature as a feature

that will only —— that type of feature, not LUN zoning itself

necessarily, but that type of partitioning feature is

something that will only increase in value.
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And there's an objection and the answer is yes.

Question, why is that? Objection. Question, for the same

reasons you just talked about. Further objections. Answer,

yes, as I think, yes, you need certain features as the

technology evolves. If you don't have them, then you've got a

black—and—white television and nobody wants it.

And the question, help me out there. What do you

mean? I mean, you have a black—and—white TV. Does that mean

other people have color TVs so no one wants a black—and—white

TV? Answer, right. Stereo on their television. Question,

that's the kind of feature LUN zoning is in your opinion?

Answer, yes, I think it's a preferred feature in a serious

storage network, yes.

All right. Now you can read it into the record your

basis for the objection.

MR. BAHLER: The basis for the objection is that

entire line of questioning seeks to elicit opinions. This is

a lay witness, not an expert witness. He's never been

designated as an expert, and he admitted so in his

cross-examination the following series of questions and

answers.

Question, are you familiar -— this is page 53

beginning line 9. Question, are you familiar with the

technical details of the LUN zoning feature? Answer, no.

you familiar with any of the code associated with the LUN
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zoning feature? Answer, no. Are you familiar with the

function -— pardon? iAre you familiar with the functionality

features? And it says functionality feature but what was said

was LUN zoning feature.

Question, Mr. Albright. Objection, leading. Answer,

no. And, again, I have never used it in a router, and to this

day at MacData, which is his present employer, I don't need to

use the LUN zoning feature in any of the product that was

there.

So this gentleman has no experience with this stuff at

all. He doesn't know anything about it. He was just --

THE 0OURT: Well, he's a salesman. I've read,

starting on page 4, all the way through to where you have

objected, and he's full of opinions as all salesmen are, but

none of them are admissible in my judgment, none, zero. I

wouldn't let any of the testimony of this gentleman in, but I

will sustain the objection to the opinion of black-and—white

color TVs.

If you'll hand that back to Mr. Albright. You may

make whatever record you want by bill, Mr. Albright. If

you're going to have opinions given, you've got to put them

down as an expert so that they can be tested. This person's

testing, he couldn't even get through a filter. All right.‘

Take five minutes.

.(Recess.)
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THE COURT: All right. For the state of the record, I

only have one objection to the testimony and that objection is

sustained. Now, are you going to read the rest of it?

MR. ALBRIGHT: Not at this time, your Honor. We're

going to -— it causes some shifts --

THE COURT: That's fine. However you want to try it.

But on deposition, counsel, I appreciate getting it a little

in advance so that if I can-read the transcript, it's helpful;

But sometimes you're just going to have to go ahead and start

reading the deposition and then, make your objections as we

go, because there are some facts in the testimony of this

gentleman Bleakley 4- what an appropriate name —— from the

standpoint of facts.

He sold, he had trouble with his customers when none

was removed, but, you know, he can't testify they removed it

because of the lawsuit. He can't testify to all of these

opinions. But the fact of what happened, what he told the

company wouldn't be admissible.

And I could handle that on a question-and—answer basis

if -- but if you have a substantive issue, you better notify

me so that I can -—

MR. ALBRIGHT: Your Honor, would you like a Copy of

the deposition so you could follow along if it won't be

objected?

THE COURT: Are you going to do another deposition
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MR. ALBRIIGI-IT: Yes, sir.

-THE COURT: No. Just give me a heads up when you are

going to do that. All right. Bring the jury in.

(Jury present.)

THE COURT: Members of the jury, it occurred to me

when I took the break that I probably in my general remarks to

you at the beginning of the trial, I didn't talk to you about

bench conferences, and I need to do that.

The lawyers have the right to ask to approach, warn me

that there may be a train around the next turn that I need to

think about, but they're required to do that under the ethics

of the profession and representing their clients. And there's

only two ways for me to do that: One is for me to make you go

into the room and wait there and come out. Now, that may be

good exercise for you, but you'd be coming back and forth.

So we can do it up here. The Court Reporter has a

little microphone where she can hear everything and gets it on‘

the record. If you were thinking that Lily had mental

telepathy, it's not true, she's got electronics and so we can

save you time. That's what we're doing, but don't think

they're trying to hide anything. They're just trying to make

this as easy on you as possible and that's the reason we do

it. You may call your next witness.

MR. ALLCOCK: _Thank you, your Honor. We would call to
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the stand Geoff Hoese.

THE COURT: If you'll be sworn, please, sir.

(Witness was sworn.)

THE COURT: Come around this little column and have a

seat, please, sir. And you need to tell us your full name and

spell your last.

THE WITNESS: Geoffry Brian Hoese, H—O—E—S—E.

GEOFFRY B. HOESE, called by the Plaintiff, duly sworn.

DIRECT EXAMINATION

BY MR. ALLCOCK:

Where do you live, Mr. Hoese?

I live in Austin.

How long have you lived in Austin?

About 13 years.

Have you ever worked for a company named Crossroads?

Yes.

Q. Over what time period did you work for the company named

Crossroads?

A. From the end of May 1996 through October of 2000.

Q.‘ Let me hand you a notebook that has Exhibits 1, 4, 5 and 7

in it, and ask you to look at Exhibit 1. And, your Honor, I'm

putting the front page of Exhibit 1 on the screen for the

record.

THE COURT: Are these admitted already?

MR. ALLCOCK; yes, all except for 7. _There, I
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believe, could be an objection to 7.

MR. BAHLER: There is.

THE COURT: All right.

(BY MR. ALLCOCK) What is Exhibit 1?

It's a front page of U.S. patent.

Are you the Geoff Hoese whose name appears on that patent?

I am.

Who else is on there?

Jeffrey Russell.

Two of you worked together on this?

Yes, we did.

Q. Could you tell the ladies and gentlemen of the jury just

briefly, basically, what you did on this invention and what

Mr. Russell did on the invention?

A. Well, we collaborated quite a bit on it in large part.

Mr. Russell was doing a good bit of the hardware design

involved, and I did a lot of the software, other architectural

pieces. Over the large part, there was a fair amount of

collaboration.

THE COURT: Now, you have a very soft voice, and these

two folks over there can't any more hear you than they can

know that the sun is out. 50 speak up under the microphone.

THE WITNESS: I will.

Q. (BY MR. ALLCOCK) Maybe you could get the mic a little

closer to you.
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A. Do I need to repeat that?

Q. You can put that down. We'll get back to that in a

minute. What did you do? What was your job when you first

started at Crossroads in May of 1996?

A. When I first started at Crossroads, I was mainly involved

in trying to find areas to do products to provide connectivity

between Fibre Channel devices and storage devices.

Q. Did you have any experience in that kind of work before

you came to Crossroads?

A. Well, I had a fair amount of storage experience at

different companies and, also, working in networking industry

and development roles of previous companies and management

roles.

Q. Could you give the ladies and gentlemen of the jury a

little bit of an idea of the kinds of companies you worked for

and the kinds of things you did prior to Crossroads?

A. Immediately before coming to Crossroads, I managed the

network device driver development group at Compaq. Had spent

a couple of years there through their acquisition of Thomas

Conrad Corporation, where I did the same thing, managed the

development group, and was involved in development of device

drivers and software runs the network, adapters.

Q. Let me stop you right there. A device driver, is that

software?

A. Yes, it is;
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Q. And what does it do?

A. It interfaces the operating system to the external storage

devices or network devices as the case may be.

Q. And you said you ran a group?

A. Yes, I managed the group who did the-development of those

device drivers.

Q. Okay. What did you do before that, sir?

A. I was with IBM in a variety of roles, mainly involved in

development of storage and networking software.

Q. Okay. And did you work in this storage area anywhere

before that?

A. Dell Computer Corporation prior to that, was involved in

various aspects of storage RAID devices, RAID controllers,

developing —— as a software developer, developing those sorts

of products.

Q. Okay. You're going to have to keep your voice

is your educational background?

A. I was a philosophy major in school.‘ I did not complete a

degree.

Q5 Where did you go to school?

A. University of Southwestern Louisiana, which is

University of Louisiana, Lafayette, and briefly at

Louisiana State University.

Q. You say you were a philosophy major. When did you first

‘start writing software?
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A. I wrote my first software when I was in high school in the

mid—to—late '70s.

Q. How many other patents are issued to you other than the

972 patent, which is Exhibit 1?

A. I have five patents.

Q. What do you do now?

A. I worked in a technical advisory role_as just a —- kind of

a consulting arrangement with start—up here in town. I have

some other involvement with other start-ups and am looking at

other roles that I may do in the future.

Q. Why did you leave Crossroads?

A. I spent a number of years there, you know, four years or

more working really hard, developing products, development

company, had a lot of time and effort I put into it and was

ready to take a break and look for something new to do.

Q. Okay. Can you explain your invention of the 972 patent

invention in your own words, sir?

A. The invention provides a method for connecting computers

to storage devices, providing that connectivity, the ability

to map storage between different devices, providing virtual

local storage and security management capabilities for those

devices.

Q. Well, what was the state—of—the-art at the time that you

came up with your invention? How were people doing that sort

of thing?
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A. Primarily through the use of network servers.

Q. Okay} Let me place before you Exhibit 537 and some --

it's a demonstrative that has not been objected to, your

Honor. Would this help in explaining what the

state-of-the-art was when you came up with your invention?

A. Sure. This diagram shows a network server connecting

multiple computers to multiple storage devices.

Q. Okay. I notice on the left, it's Fibre Channel. What is

that?

A. Fibre Channel is a serial transport medium, can carry

various protocols, storage data, network data at a high speed

interconnection between computers.

Q. And I notice it says S-C-S-1. Is that SCSI on the other

side? I

A. That's correct.

Q. What is that?

A. SCSI is the —- a bus interconnect to connect storage

devices together, connecting storage devices to hosts, to

computers.

Q. And is that different than Fibre Channel?

A. Yes, it is.

Q. Now, what was the problem with the setup shown on Exhibit

537 as you saw it?

A. Well, the main problem is the network server is expensive

‘to maintain, it has various bottlenecks in transferring data
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between these things, has to go through a lot of effort to

translate the data requests, get the data from one side to the

other.

Q. Okay. Let me show you Exhibit 567 again -- wrong one.

Exhibit 567 again, unobjected to demonstrative. What is this

bottleneck that you're talking about?

A. Well, what this shows is a network request coming from the

left side, all the computers would be hooked up here, putting

all these data requests into a network server; The network

server has to process those from higher level network

protocols to a more intrinsic method.

It has to translate them through a file system to

represent the data on the storage medium, then it has to send

those requests out after it's translated in the file system to

the storage devices to get the data, bring that data back, and

go through a reverse process of rebuilding those network

protocols to send the data back out. So that takes a lot of

time._

Q. So how did your invention improve on this basic situation?

A. Well, using the invention in this role, you basically have

the computers on the one side speaking their native low—level

block protocols that they Communicate with to storage devices,

routing those through a storage router, and connecting those

devices to the actual storage without having to do the

translation from the -- through the network protocols or
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translation through the file system.

Q. You mentioned a storage router. What is a router?

A. Router is the device that interconnects multiple

interfaces and sends that data according to mapping tables, to

different devices.

Q. And how is that different than a server?

A. Well, a server primarily can -- provides connection point

for multiple computers and represents the data locally. The

device is locally rather than passing that data directly

through, and so, it provides that interconnect point in such a

fashion that'thé -- it manages all those connections.

It manages the data as it appears there on the

computer, and it has to -- it has a file system that it has to

layer above the storage devices. It has the network

protocols, so it does a lot of protocol translation. So it's

providing the protocol translation between the similar devices

as well as the data representation through the file system

thatis different.

Q. Okay. Let me show you Exhibit 545, graphics Exhibit 545.

And using that, can you explain the basic difference between a

router and a server?

A. Well, here we have all the computers, again, on the other

side connected by Fibre Channel to the router. The storage

devices on the right-hand side. When these computers, want to

talk to data, they're speaking -— they're seeing those devices
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as storage devices directly.

They're not -— they're having to talk the same

protocol, they're not having to go through a different

protocol translation to talk to these devices. They're also

seeing that data represented directly. They're not seeing it

represented through a file system.

So-when computer A wants to talk to device A and get

that data, he is reading and writing that data directly to

that device through the router, and the router handles the

interconnect to that device, but it doesn't have to do any

protocol translations or file system translations.

Q. So in the case of a router, there isn't that pileup that

occurs, it just kind of passes directly through; is that

right?

A. Correct.

Q. Now, is this your whole invention here?

No, it is not.

Q. What more did you do?

A
Well, the invention incorporates virtual local storage and

access controls that_provide for the capability for the router

to virtually map the different storage devices to different

computing devices so that access can be controlled, visibility

of devices can be controlled differently for different

computers.

Q. What do you mean by access controls?
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A. Access controls in this sense, really, are the ability to

see a device to know whether it's there, to read, write or

modify data on that device to perform manipulation on that

device by a computer.

Q. What do you mean by virtual local storage?

A. Virtual local storage refers to in that the computers are

connected to the storage devices, and seeing that represented

in their native protocol, they see those devices. And through

the mapping and access control, they can see different devices

as though they are the devices that are local to the computer.

You have your hard drive in your computer, your‘

computer sees it as drive C, for example, the -- you know,

that your local drive, with the access controls in the router,

we can map the different drives to the different computers so

that they appear to be as that local storage differently to

the different computers.

Q. So then, with your invention that computer A would look at

that remote storage A and see it just as if it was in the box?

A. Yes.

Q. Let me show you exhibit —- graphics Exhibit 580. And

perhaps you could come down and explain to the ladies and

gentlemen of the jury, in more detail, this concept of access

controls.

A. Okay. What we have here are two computers and three

storage devices} These two computers are talking to the
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router, seeing the storage through the router, this map

through the router. In this case, drive A can see drives one

and drive three. He can't see drive two access control and

map so that this drive doesn't exist as far as A's concerned,

doesn't know it's there, can't see it, can't read or write to

it, doesn't know it exists.

Drive B, on the other hand, sees one and two, but not

three. So from drive A's perspective, this might be the C

drive, this might be the D drive.

Q. I think you said one and two. Did you mean to say one and

three?

A. Yes, I did. Ifm sorry. One and three.

Q. For the record.

A. Drive B, on the other hand, would see this as a C drive

and this as the D drive. So they'd have common access to this

one drive, but this computer went to see X. The data,

wouldn't know the drive was there, wouldn't know the data was

there whatsoever.

Q. Okay. Stay right there. Let me place before you Exhibit

590, which is figure 3 of the patent with some color applied.

Could you explain your invention with respect to Exhibit 590?

A. Very similar drawing in concept, a little more schematic,

you know, technical drawing in that sense, but it shows

multiple computers connected to multiple storage. It

additionally shows that its storage device can have some_
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subsection of storage. It can also leave out. So we can have

a storage device that is global to all these computers.

We can have restrictions such that only one or some

number of computers can have access to that storage. And we

can parse it out differently for different computers and

within the subsections of the storage device in the computers.

Q. We've heard the term LUN. What is a LUN?

A. A LUN is a term for a logical unit, which is the smallest

addressable unit in the storage device.

Q. Can you —— does this LUN concept have anything to do with

access controls?

A. Well, it is the base unit of access control that can be

allocated. So when a computer wants to talk to a storage

device, it can talk to a disk drive or that disk drive could

have multiple logical units within it, and those logical units

can be addressed separately. So the access control can apply

to the different logical units, or it can apply to the whole

storage device itself.

Q. So you -e and, again, this is for the record —— you

pointed to that kind of tower 62. Are there any LUNs in that

tower 62?

A. Right. The different elements A, B, C and D, listed in

62, represent the logical units in a single storage device.

Q. I see. And is there any other LUN shown on there?

AL Well, the global data represented in 60 and 64 in the
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storage device as a whole is addressed as a logical unit.

It's not demonstrated here that that's broken out because of

the intent of the drawing was to show that you could address

it both by the logical units or by the whole thing.

Q. You can have a seat. So what's the basic advantage of

this over what came before?

. A. Well, primarily, it's faster. It provides the —- a

similar set of capabilities that the network server will

provide without a lot of the overplay. So it's easier to

manage, in some respects. It's just better performance. It's

faster, cheaper.

Q- When did you invent this?

A. In March of '97.

Q. Can you turn to Exhibit 7. What is Exhibit 7?

A. Exhibit 7 is a concept document that I faxed to our patent

attorney at the time.

MR. BAHLER: Objection, your Honor. This is an

exhibit that is not yet in evidence.

THE COURT: He's just describing it. He hadn't

moved --

MR. BAHLER: He's getting into it a little bit more.

He's talking about the contents.

MR. ALLCOCK: I'm just going to ask foundational

questions.

THE COURT: All right.
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Q. (BY MR. ALLCOCK) So the cover is a fax page; is that

right?

A. That's correct.

And is that in your handwriting?

Yes, it is.

And it's to who?

To Anthony Peterman, who was a patent attorney working for

‘us at Crossroads.
And it's from who?

From myself.

Okay. And it's got his fax number on it?

Yes, it does. A

And it's got your phone number on it?

Yes, it does.

And it's -- what's the date on the document?

5L2ae97.

So did you fax this to Mr. Peterman on or about that day?

A. Yes, I did.

Q. And then, pages -4 the next two pages of the document,
what are those?

A. Those are descriptions and drawings of the invention and

some of the state-of-the-art before the invention.

Q. And did you create those in your own hand?

A. Yes, I did.

Q. And was this done in the ordinary course of your business‘
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at Crossroads?

A. Yes.

Q. Offer Exhibit 7 in evidence, your Honor.

MR. BAHLER: Your Honor, may I ask one question on

Voir dire?

THE COURT: You may.

VOIR DIRE EXAMINATION

BY MR. BAHLER:

Q. Mr. Hoese, does the fax machine at Crossroads put little

date lines at the top of faxes so you can tell when they're

faxed?

A. I believe most fax machines do that on the sent copy of

the fax, you know, on the recipient side, yeah.

Q. All right. And this is all in your handwriting, right?

A. Yes.

You prepared this whole thing?

What it's typed with.

And you prepared this whole thing?

Yes, I did.

Did you fax it personally to Mr. Peterman?

I believe I did, yes.

MR. BAHLER: Your Honor, we have a relevance

objection. May we approach?

THE COURT: You may.

(At the Bench, on the record.)
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MR. BAHLER: Your Honor, this is the conception

document. Conception requires not only that it be produced in

writing, but it be communicated to somebody else, and that

requires corroboration, also. Simply inventor testimony is

insufficient to make this document relevant for any purpose.

He's testified that he personally did it. That's not

good enough. That's not corroboration in accordance with the

law. And this document cannot possibly stand as a conception

document under any interpretation of the law, and therefore,

it's irrelevant to any issue in this case.

THE COURT: Well, that would be absurd law if that was‘

the law. Recipient could die, could never die. This witness'

credibility is in issue, but not the admissibility. So it is

admitted without -— overruled.

MR. BAHLER: Thank you, your Honor.

DIRECT EXAMINATION (Resumed)

BY MR. ALLCOCK:

Q. So referring, first, to the first page of the exhibit,

that's just a fax cover sheet that shows that you faxed it to

Peterman?

A. Yes.

Q. And he was the patent lawyer you were working with?

A. Correct.

Q. Okay. Then, on the next page, what is that generally

describing? I'm not going to go through it line—by7line.
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What is that generally describing?

A. The text basically describes state of what was available

at that point in time, what the -- the context of the problem

being addressed and the essentials of the concept, the

invention as a concept here, describes essentially what the

invention would do.

Q. Okay. I see down on the bottom, there's a block diagram.

Is that similar to one of the graphics that we looked at

earlier today?

A. It would be. It basically shows workstations connected

through a network server to storage devices.

Q. Okay. So you have four workstations and three remote

storage devices?

A. Correct.

Q.‘ Is that black bar going through the middle, that's a Fibre

Channel?

A. It could be Fibre Channel, it could be an Ethernet

network, It's basically some network, a local area network

interconnecting the computers together.

Q. Okay. ‘Now, looking at the next page, there are two

pictures on the next page. What is the top picture?

A. The top picture shows a storage router as opposed to the

network server interconnecting computers to storage devices.

Q. Okay. Now, does this show your invention?

A. No; it doesn't.
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Q. Is this similar to a graphic that we saw earlier today?

A. Sure. That's -- it's similar in that -— it's dissimilar

in that it shows by direction connections. It shows clients

on both sides of the storage router and storage on both sides

of the routers, but similar in that, it shows workstations

connected through the storage router to storage devices.

Q. So you have workstations and a storage router but no

access controls?

A. Correct.

Q. Okay. Now, the —— and why did you put this figure in

there? Why did you put drawing 2 in there?

A. It shows the state-of—the-art at the time.

Q. Okay: And now, finally to figure 3, which bears a

remarkable resemblance to figure 3 of the patent, what is that

depicting?

A. That depicts the invention which is the storage router

interconnecting the devices and incorporating these access

controls routing_the virtual local storage.

Q. Now, I notice on the bottom, it says concept by Geoff

Hoese, March 22, 1997, first draft, May 15, 1997. Do you see

that?

A. Yes, I do.

Q. Did you write that?

A. Yes, I did.

Q. What does that mean?_
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A.- I had the idea, you know, the consolidated concept of

integrating these access controls with a storage router to

provide this type of alternative to the network server. It

occurred to me, came to me on the 22nd, it was a -- I

recognized it as a good enough idea that I immediately started

working on putting the concept together further and expressing

it --

Q. So it was a big moment?

Yeah.A

Q. And so then, it took you a little while to write it up?

A Yes.

Q. Okay. Could you look at Exhibits 4 and 5? What is

Exhibit 4?

A. Exhibit 4 is a presentation, a set of slides giving an

"overview of Verrazano Fibre Channel-to—SCSI bridge concept.

Q. Who prepared these?-

A. I believe I did for the most part.

And approximately when were they prepared?

They're dated 6-19-96. ‘It's probably accurate.

Q. Generally what do they show?

A They show a Fibre Channel—to—SCSI bridge which provides

the basic connectivity between storage and host computers.

Doesn't necessarily provide for any kind of routing or access

control.

Q. Okay. You hadn't come up with that idea yet?
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A. Correct.

Q. And then, if you look at Exhibit 5 —- look at page 2 of

Ekhibit 5. What does that show?

A. Exhibit 5 is a document describing, again, the Verrazano

bridge characteristics, the -- it's an architecture document

that describes some of the characteristics we would look for

in designing a bridge product of this sort.

Q. And so, you were working on all aspects of this router in

this '96-'97 time frame; is that fair to say?

A. Yes, it is.

MR. BAHLER:' Leading.

THE COURT: It is.

Q. (BY MR. ALLCOCK) What else were you working on other than

the access control feature in the '96-'97 time frame?

A. I was working on designing routers and bridges in detail

storage routers.

Q. You can put that down. We're going to switch topics. Did

any Crossroads product that was in place when you were at

Crossroads use the 972 invention?

A. No, it did not.

MR. BAHLER: Objection. Foundation.

(Last question read back.)

THE COURT: The objection's overruled.

No, it did not.

Q. (BY MR. ALLCOCK) Why not?
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A. We were a small, busy, growing company, trying to develop

these products. This was a more advanced feature of ~— that

would be added into the product line, so we were getting our

core set of features in place, developing, you know, the core

essentials of the bridge router products, and so, we didn't

have necessarily the bandwidth to go do everything that we
wanted to do.

'Q. Bandwidth means manpower?-

A. Correct.

Q. And was there intent to put it in the product?

A. I think there -- I would have liked it in the product.

There was a general desire to get it there, but as far as/

there being a broad overall intent, I'm not sure what that

really means.

Q. Did the Crossroads products ~— how many other patents do

you have?

A. Five.

Q. Now, were you aware that any Crossroads products were

marked with this 972 patent number?

A. I became aware of that in the course of the depositions,

right.

Q. Did you know it while you worked there?

A. No, I did not.

Q. Was that right? Did the products have your invention in

it?
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No, they didn't.

Did you have anything to do with putting that number on?

A. No, I didn't.

Q. Okay. Could you turn back to Exhibit 1 and, in

particular, figure 3. I'm just going to put that in the

background for a minute.

Did you attend Comdex in 1996 on behalf of Crossroads?-

A. Yes, I did.

Q. What was shown at that -— at Comdex?

A. We had a technology demonstration showing connectivity

between a single computer and a single storage device.

Q. Did that have anything to do with your invention as shown

in figure 3?

A. No.

Q. Why not?

A. It didn't provide any routing. It was connectivity

between a single computer and a single storage device. Had no

routing, had no access controls, had no mapping.

Q. Had you even thought of access controls by the time of the

Comdex?

A. No, not at all.

Q. Now, had you heard of this HP Mux prior to your coming up

with your invention?

A. Yes, I did.

Q. What was your understanding of what that thing did?
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A. Well, it was a Mux. It was a multiplexer. It provided

connectivity between Fibre Channel hosts and storage devices.

It did so without mapping. It did so without access controls.

Q. Did that have anything to do with your invention?

A. No, it did not.

Q. If you flip up to figure 2, what is figure 2?

A. Figure 2 shows the storage router providing connectivity

between storage and computers as the previous document we

looked at, previous drawing we looked at.

Q. Was that your best understanding of the state-of—the-art

at the time?

A. Correct. That was the state-of-the—art prior to the

invention.

Q. Now, was this HP Mux closer to your invention than figure

2 or further away?

A. It was further away. It did not do what is described in

this diagram. It had less functional characteristics than the

diagram exhibits.

Q. How about the thing you showed at Comdex?

A. Much less.

Q. In your mind, Mr. Hoese, with reference to figure 3,

what's the significance of your invention?

A. Well, it provides these capabilities of access control,

virtual local storage that allows a network server essentially

to be replaced with a storage router.
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MR. ALLCOCK: I have no further questions of the

witness at this time, your Honor. Your Honor, for the record,

Exhibit 7 was admitted?

THE COURT: It's in evidence.

CROSS-EXAMINATION

BY MR. BAHLER:

Q. Mr. Hoese, let's go back to your patent just a second.

Let's take a look at -— I have up on the screen Defendant's

Exhibit 1, but it's the same as Plaintiff's Exhibit 1. So if

you have Plaintiff's Exhibit 1 there in front of you, that

will be fine for these purposes.

You just finished talking about figure 2, right?

Correct.

And that's not your invention, right?

No, it isn't.

That's in your opinion the state-of-theeart, right?

That's correct.

Q. Okay. .Take a look at column three in your patent. And

there, beginning right about here, it starts a description of

figure 2, right?

A. Correct.

Q. Let me pull it out a little bit more. It says figure 2 is

a block diagram of one embodiment of a storage router

indicated generally and it continues, right, sir?

A. Correct;
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Q. Back up just a second to the previous page. And you're

talking about brief description of the drawings, right?

A. Okay.

Q. You refer to figure 1 and you refer to figure 1 is a block

diagram of a conventional network that provides a storage

through a network server, right? That's how you characterized

figure 1, right, sir?

A. Uh—huh.

Q. And figure 2, you said figure 2 isia block diagram of one

embodiment of a storage router --

THE COURT: You keep saying "storage router," but it

says "storage network."

MR. BAHLER: You're right.

Q. (BY MR. BAHLER) Figure 2 is a block diagram of one

embodiment with a storage network that provides global access

and routing. That's what you told the Patent Office?

A. That's what it says.

Q. You didn't tell the Patent Office that figure 2 was

state-of-the-art, did you, sir?

A. I think that's implicit in the descriptions.

Q. You didn't call it conventional like you called figure 1,

did you, sir?

A. That's not the language that's there, no.

Q. They're just supposed to know that?

A. I think it's implicit in the text.
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Q. Now, figure 3 is -— you describe figure 3, and that's what

in your opinion shows your invention, right?

A. That's correct.

Q. And you described figure 3, you say figure 3 is a block

diagram of-one embodiment of a storage network with a storage

router that provides virtual local storage, right, sir?

A. Correct.

Q. You use similar language to the language you used to

describe figure 2, right?

A. I don't think it's apparently similar language. It shows

it provides additional capabilities.

Q. Well, the first ten words or so are exactly the same,

right?

A. Sure, yes.

Q. So when you're describing your invention with respect to

figure 3, you use exactly the same language to describe, at

least for the first ten words or so, to describe figure 2,

right?

A. As well as figure 1.

Q. And in your opinion, the Patent Office was supposed to

know that figure 2 was a state-of—the—art and was not your

invention, right?

A. Absolutely.

Q. Okay. Turn back to figure -- column 3, sir. And we just

talked a little bit about the beginning of the description of
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figure 2, and then, it just —— the description continues down.

And in this vicinity -- and this is column 3, line about 45,

starting line about 45 -- it says, in storage network 30, any

workstation 36 or workstation 40 can access any storage device

or storage device 38 or storage device 42 through native

low-level block protocols and vice versa. That's how you

described figure 2, right?

A. Yes.

Q. And that's not your invention, is it, sir?

A. No, it is not.

Q. Okay. And then, you continued by saying the functionality

is enabled by the storage router 44 which routes requests and

data as a generic transport between Fibre Channel 32 and SCSI

bus 34. And it continues: Storage router 44 uses tables to

map devices from one medium to the other, et cetera, see that?

MR. ALLCOCK: Objection, your Honor. I believe that

misquotes the text. It says without any security access

controls. I think counsel possibly, unintentionally, skipped

over that.

Q. (BY MR. BAHLER) Well, Mr. Hoese, the point is, that

describes something that's not your invention either, right?

A. Correct.

Q. So something that routes using native low-level block

protocols and it maps between Fibre Channel hosts and SCSI

storage device, that's not your invention, is it, sir?
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A. Can you re -— can you say that again, please? I didn't

quite follow you.

Q. Figure -— well, figure 2 is not your invention, right,

sir?

A. Figure 2 is not my invention.

Q. And this description is in reference to figure 2, and this

description mentions native low-level block protocols and

mentions mapping, and you say figure 2 is not your invention?

A. That's correct.

Q. Okay. Please turn back to figures, particularly figure 5.

All right. Now, you mentioned —— well, first of all, figure 5

describes the router which is_your invention, right?

A. Elements thereof.

Q. All right. Describes the hardware elements of your

invention, right?

A. Some of them.

Q. And included in there is a Fibre Channel controller,

right?

A. Correct.

Q. And, also, SCSI controller, right?

A. Correct.

Q. And supervisor unit which is a microprocessor, correct,

sir?

A. It very well could be, yes.

Q. And a'buffer which is done at the bottom, right, sir?
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A. Yes.

Q. Now, you talked, a minute ago, with Mr. Allcock about the

Comdex show in 1996, right?

A. Yes.

Q. And that show had a box which is a mock-up of the 4100 box

sitting on a table, and it has cables coming out of that box

to a PC that was under the table, right?

A. I would not describe that as a mock-up of the 4100

product.

Q. But it had a box under the table and it has wires coming

out of the PC that was on the floor, right?

A. It had a PC interconnected to another PC, as I recall,

with external storage device connected to that, to the best of

my recollection.

Q. All right) Well, the one PC was a Fibre Channel host

acting as a Fibre Channel host, right?

A. I believe so.

Q. And the other PC was acting as the technology

demonstration for the router product, right, sir?

A. Yeah, it was acting as a technology demonstration for

connectivity to storage. I wouldn't say it was a router.

Q. Okay. All right. Well, in that technology demonstration,

there was a supervisor unit?

A. There was a processor, yeah, I don't know if that would be

characterized as a supervisor unit.
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Q. There was a microprocessor, right?

A. Yes, it was a PC.

Q. And on this figure, the supervisor unit is a

microprocessor, right?

A. Sure.

Q. And in that box, at Comdex '96 there was a Fibre Channel

controller?

A. Yes, there was.

Q. In fact, it was a Fibre Channel controller that Crossroads

had purchased from Hewlett Packard, right?

A. It was a Hewlett Packard controller. I don't know where

it was purchased.

Q. Okay. Hewlett Packard Tachyon controller, right?

A. I believe so.

Q. And you're familiar with the inside of that controller,

right?

A. I was at the time to some level.

Q. Okay. And inside that controller there was a first in,

first out memory, right?

A. I believe so.

Q. Just like shown in figure 5 of your patent, right?

Yeah.

And there was a Fibre Channel protocol unit, right?

I believe so, yes.

And just like shown in figure 5 of your patent, right?
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A. Sure, yes.

Q. And there was a DMA, which stands for direct memory access

interface, in that, also, right?

A. I believe so.

Q. And that was all in the box that you had on -- at the

technology demonstration at Comdex '96, right?

A. Those are the basic components of the Tachyon controller,

yes.

Q. And also in that technology demonstration at Comdex '96

there was a SCSI controller, right, sir?

A." Yes, there was.

Q. And in that SCSI controller, there was a SCSI controller

that was purchased from Symbios Logic, right?

A. I believe so.

That was the manufacturer, right?

Correct.

And inside that SCSI controller there was a buffer, right?

Yes, there was.

And that was in the SCSI controller in the box at Comdex

A. That is the basic component of the Symbios controller.

Q. And, also, there was a SCSI protocol unit, right?

A. Yes, there is.

Q. And there was a DMA interface in that chip in the box at

the technology demonstration at Comdex '96, right?
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Yes.

And also in that box was a buffer memory, right?

Correct, there was a buffer memory.

Q. And that's just like shown in figure 5, right?

A Yes, it is.

Q. And the components that were in that technology

demonstration at Comdex '96 were hooked up just like you're

seeing in figure 5 of your patent?

A. These components. I would say that's-a fair description

of how they were.

Q. All right, sir. Take a look at columns 4, 5 and 6 of your

patent. What I ended up doing here is I have the bottom of

column 5 and the top of column 6 --

MR. ALLCOCK: Your Honor, for the record, if we could

just have the line numbers, it might help if anybody reads

this later on.

MR. BAHLER: That's correct. It's column 5, line 63

through column 6, about line 7 or so.

Q. (BY MR. BAHLER) And, first of all, for context, Mr. Hoese,

in this portion of your patent, you're describing the details

that are in figure 3, right?

A. I don't know if that's the specific reference that these

are attributed to.

Q. Well, you're referring to —- actually, this is describing

figure 5, but you're referring —- figure 5 is presented in
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your patent at least as being part of figure 3, which is your

invention, right, sir?

A. I believe so, yes.

Q. And you told the Patent Office that one implementation of

that router includes the Hewlett Packard Tachyon chip, right?

A. Yeah.

Q. And that would be the Fibre Channel controller, right?

A. Yes.

Q. That's the same, exact chip that was in the technology

demonstration at Comdex 1996, right?

A. It may have been in a different step, but it was a very

similar chip.

Q. And can you tell the Patent Office the router, according

to your invention, includes the Intel i960 RP Microprocessor,

right?

A. Yes.

Q. And that's the supervising unit that's used in your

invention, at least that's what you told_the Patent Office?

A. I think that's there.

Q. There was the Intel i960 processor in the technology

demonstration at Comdex '96, right?

A. I believe there was, yes.

Q. You also told the Patent Office that your invention

included the SCSI interface support fast 20 based on the

Symbios series of SCSI controllers, right? That's what you
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told the Patent Office was part of your router, right?

A. Correct --

Q. And that --

A. —— as it reads, yes.

Q. -— that, also, was the same chip that was in the

technology demonstration at Comdex 1996, right?

A. I believe so.

Q. All right. And just so we're clear about this technology

demonstration, Mr. Hoese, this box which connected to a Fibre

Channel host, right, sir?

A. It was connected to the computer with Fibre Channel --

Q. Okay. There was a Fibre Channel interface going to the

box, and that connected to this Fibre Channel controller in

the box, right?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. And then -- and then, on the other side, there was

connected to the SCSI controller was a SCSI bus, right?

A. Correct.

Q. And connected to that SCSI bus were SCSI storage devices,

right, sir?

A. That's correct.

Q. And the SCSI -- Fibre Channel host was requesting data

from the SCSI storage devices, and those requests were passed

through the router that was in the technology demonstration at

Comdex '96; right?
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A. I would say there was not a router in that demonstration.

Q.’ I understand; Let me rephrase the question, then. Passed

through the technology demonstration to get to the SCSI

storage device, right?

A. Right. The technology demonstration was the unit as

described with these interfaces for a read-and-write request

from that PC to —- to and from that storage device.

Q. Right. And the read request would say give me a picture,

you were showing a slide show, right?

A. Yeah. I don't recall.

Q. Okay. Well, whenever it was. You were sending read

requests, and they'd pass through your technology

demonstration and go to the SCSI storage devices, right?

A. That's correct.

Q. And then, the SCSI storage device would read the data and

send that data back through the technology demonstration to

the Fibre Channel host, right?

A. Correct.

Q. And that router —— I'm sorry. The technology

demonstration acted to connect those two things, the Fibre

Channel host and the SCSI storage device, so that they could

communicate with one another, right?

A. I would describe that as a simple bridge, yeah. Bridge

the operations between that host and that storage device.

Q. All right. Now, you also mentioned in your examination by
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Mr. Allcock, you mentioned the Hewlett Packard Mux, right, HP

Mux?

A. Well, he mentioned it. I didn't mention it, he did.

Q. Well, it was Covered, right, sir?

A. Yes.

Q. And the Hewlett Packard Mux, that stands for multiplexer,

right?

A. Correct.

Q. And it connected to multiple Fibre Channel hosts to

multiple SCSI storage device, right?

A. That's correct.

Q. -One on one side, one on the other, right?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. And inside the Hewlett Packard Mux, there was a

Hewlett Packard Tachyon Fibre Channel controller, right?

A. That's correct.

Q. And there was a microprocessor in there, too, that

supervised the function of the Hewlett Packard Mux, right?

A. That's correct.

Q. And there was a buffer memory, correct, sir?

Yes, there was.

And there was a SCSI controller in there, too, right?

Yes, there was.

And that was also -— that was a Symbios controller, right?

I believe so.
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Q. All right. And the multiple Fibre Channel hosts could

read and write data to and from the SCSI storage devices

through the Hewlett Packard Mux, correct?

A. The computers attached on the Fibre Channel side could

read and write data to the storage devices on the other side,

that's correct.

Q. All right. And that's mapping, right?

A. No, not necessarily.

Q. Let's take a look at Plaintiff's Exhibit 7, real quick.

And this is this document that you contend memorializes the

conception of your invention. First of all, Mr. Hoese, this

document doesn't include any sort of fax indication line at

the top that it was actually faxed to anyone, does it, sir?

A. I think this would be the sent copy rather than the

received copy.

Q. The received copy was received by Crossroads‘ patent

lawyers at the time, right?

A. Correct.

Q. It was a fella named Anthony Peterman, right?

A. That's correct.

Q. And at the time Mr. Peterman was working for a firm called

Baker Botts, right?

A. That's correct.

Q. And, actually, the main contact at Baker Botts was a fella

named Bill Hulsey, right?
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A. Yes.

Q. And Mr. Hulsey sent -- has since left Baker Botts and went

to Gray Cary, correct --

A. I --

Q. -— after that time? After you were sending this fax, Mr.

Hulsey left Baker Botts and went to Gray Cary, right?

A. I believe so, yes.

Q. And he took the file with him, there, right?‘

A. I don't have any knowledge-of that.

Q. Okay. And although we had some pretty complete document

requests, Mr. Hoese, we never got a copy of this fax that

showed that it was received by anybody, correct?

MR. ALLCOCK: Your Honor, lacks foundation. How does

this witness know?

THE COURT: He can so state if he doesn't know. Do

you know one way or the other?

THE WITNESS: I have no idea.

Q. (BY MR. BAHLER) All_right. In your experience with

facsimile machines, the received copy would have this

information at the top, right?

A. In general, I think that's correct.

Q. Received on such and such a date from such and such a

phone number, right?

A. That's typical.

Q. Okay. Let's take a look at the last page, particularly
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this line, consent by Geoff Hoese, March 22nd, 1997, first

draft, May 15th, 1997.

Now, you didn't write anything down at all about your

invention in this access control invention that you say you

made until March 15th, 1997, right?

A. Until March 15th, I hadn't --

Q. I'm sorry, until May 15th, 1997, correct, sir?

A. I had likely taken some notes or drawings on my white

board, that sort of thing.

Q. Okay. White board, you'd erase it later?

A. Yeah.

Q. Okay. And, once again, if those notes were still in

existence, they would have been produced in this case?

A. I presume so.

Q. Okay. So you didn't write —— you didn't write this

document —— the first draft of this document until May 15th of

'97, right, sir?

A. Yeah, that's when I saved off a copy of it as it were in

Word.

Q. Okay. And even assuming that it was received, it could

not possibly have been received before you sent it, which is

May 28th, '97, right? Even assuming it was received by

someone, right?

A. I'm confident it was received by somebody on that day.

Q. Okay. And, Mr. Hoese, you mentioned this marking issue,
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no matter how in your opinion, the 4100 product doesn't

include in your invention, right?

A. Correct.

Q. Now, Mr. Middleton consulted with you or talked to you

before he made the decision to put the patent label on the

4100 product, correct?

A. I don't recall any specific discussions about that.

Q. So if he does recall, you have no capability of saying

he's wrong, right?

A. Again, I don't remember discussing in any specific

labeling of products of patents.

Q. Okay.

A. I do remember that, you know, at some point, we had some

general concept discussions, but nothing specific.

Q. And during the entire time you were at Crossroads until

when did you say, October of 2000?

A. That was when I left, at the end of October 2000.

Q. You never expressed to anybody that you didn't think that

the Crossroads products that were in production at that time

should have that label on it. 'You didn't tell anybody that

you didn't think that was correct, right?

MR. ALLCOCK: Lacks foundation, your Honor.

THE COURT: The objection is overruled. You may

answer.

A. Again, I don't recall specifically any discussion about
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labeling on any specific products. I don't recall that I gave

"that opinion or not.

Q. (BY MR. BAHLER) And, Mr. Hoese, you were still working at

Crossroads in July of 2000, right?

A. Correct.

Q. And were you aware that Chaparral, during this case, asked

Crossroads to identify the products that were covered by the

patent in this case? Were you aware of that that happened?

A. No.

Q. And were you aware that in response to that request,

Crossroads answered, quote, Crossroads is still investigating

its sales of products which incorporate the inventions of the

972 patent. That was July 2000. Were you aware of that, sir?

_ A: I don't recall that, no.

Q. Did anybody.come to you, the inventor, to see whether or

not the products were covered by the patent in this case when

answering this question?

A. It's possible. I don't specifically recall any of that,

no.

Q. Pass the witness, your Honor.

THE COURT: Any further question?

MR. ALLCOCK: A couple, your Honor.

RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION

BY MR. ALLCOCK:

Q. When you left Crossroads, did you know that the product
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was labeled?

A. No, I did not.

Q. If you could look at column 2, at lines 42 through 52, it

talks about figure 2 having global access and figure 3

describing a storage router. Do you see that?

A. Yes.

Q. Is it clear to you that figure 3 is your invention and

figure 2 isn't?

MR. BAHLER: Objection. Relevance.

THE COURT: That objection is overruled.

A. It is very clear to me that that is a difference, yes.

Q. (BY MR. ALLCOCK) Could you read to the ladies and

gentlemen of the jury the title of the patent?

A. Storage router and method for providing virtual local

storage.

Q. Look at figure 5, if you would. Now, you were asked some

questions about hardware. Without software, what does the

device shown in figure 5 do?

A. Nothing, absolutely nothing. It would be non-functional

completely without that software.

Q. So in order for this to operate according to your

invention, what does it need?

A. It needs a substantial amount of software.

Q. And none of that software was in existence at Comdex or

with this HP Mux?
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A. That's correct.

Q. No further questions, your Honor.

RE-CROSS EXAMINATION

BY MR. BAHLER:

Q. Mr. Hoese, you're not telling the members of this jury

that the technology demonstration at Comdex '96 show had no

software in it, are you?

A. I didn't make that statement.

Q. Okay. 7So the statement that you just said, none of this

software, none of it was in the Comdex 1996 show is an

exaggeration, right, sir?

A. I don't feel that I exaggerated, but software —— I mean,

you know, some software is similar, it's possible that, you

know, some elements of a driver were similar between what

would be required for the invention. However, the software

required for the invention absolutely was not in the Comdex

technology demonstration.

Q. Software included in the Comdex 1996 show, at the very

least, included software that permitted Fibre Channel hosts to

communicate, to read and write data to SCSI storage devices,

right?

A. That is not necessarily the software. That software does

not enable the invention.

Q. That was in there, though, right?

A. Sure. There is software to do that. It was different
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software and would be —- may be reguired to implement the

invention. There was software that did that, though.

Q. So there was software in that prototype, right?

A. There was software in the prototype, yes.

Q. And, in fact, the prototype was working with native

low—level block protocols, too, right?

A. Yes, they use SCSI which is the name of the low—level

block protocol.

Q. Let me show you what's marked as Defendant's Exhibit 10.

Now, this is a declaration that you signed and was filed in

the Patent Office, right?

MR. ALLCOCK: Objection, your Honor. Beyond the scope

of my redirect.

THE COURT: It is. Sustain the objection.

Q. ‘(BY MR. BAHLER) All right. Pass the witness.

THE COURT: May this witness be excused?

MR. ALLCOCK: He may, your Honor, subject to recall.

COURT: It will be up to the lawyers contacting

Members of the jury, you've heard a lot of testimony._

Even though I don't normally give a lot of breaks, I'm going

to give you about a five—minute break, stretch, if any of you

need to use the facilities, clear your mind, come back for the

next witness.

(Jury not present.)
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THE COURT: Take a recess. What's next?

MR. ALLCOCK: Mr. Russell."

(Recess.)

THE COURT: All right, gentlemen. Let's come back. I

called the break for two reasons: You've got two jurors who

are down and seven jurors who are obviously not understanding

a word of what's going on, so I thought we'd let them get a

little exereise and maybe get a little bit more oxygen in

their blood, and spread the word among counsel that you don't

want to lose a jury.

Bring them in.

(Jury present.)

THE COURT: You may call your next witness.

MR. GIUST: Your Honor, Crossroads calls Jeffry

Russell.

THE COURT: If you'll come right here and be sworn,’

please, sir.

(Witness was sworn.)

THE COURT: If you'll walk around this column and have

a seat. And if you'll tell us your full name and spell your

last, please.

THE WITNESS: My name's Jeffry Thomas Russell. My

last name's spelled R-U—S-S-E-L-L, and the first name is

J-E-F-F—R-Y.

JEFFRY RUSSELL, called by the Plaintiff, duly sworn.
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DIRECT EXAMINATION

‘BY MR. GIUST:

Q. Mr. Russell, where do you live?

A. I live in Austin, Texas.

Q. How long have you lived in Austin?

A. I've lived here about one year.

Q. Where have you resided before that?

A. Before that, I lived down in San Antonio for about five

-years before that.

Q. Could you give us a brief description of your educational

background?

A. Sure. In 1988, I graduated with a Bachelor of Science in

Electrical Engineering from Marquette University. In 1991, I

got a Masters in Electrical Engineering from Purdue

University.

Q. Could you give us a background of your work history?

A. Sure.. After I graduated from Purdue in '91, I got

recruited by IBM and moved down here to Austin, Texas, and at

IBM, I worked on designing local area network, adapters, and

‘that work involved designing circuit boards and designing

circuit chips themselves.

Q. Okay. Did there come a time when you worked at

Crossroads?

A. Yeah, in about 1995, some of the development activity that

I was interested in doing at IBM was coming to an end,'and
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Brian Smith contacted me and invited me to come join Infinity

Comm Stor, which was the precursor to Crossroads Systems.

Q. What did you do when you arrived at Crossroads?

A. I was the first engineer so I came on board and worked on

a hardware project, and after that, I started developing

hardware platform for the CP 4100 Verrazano.

Q. And what do you do now?

A. My role there now is more of a architectural kind of

person which is_someone who looks at technologies, new things

that could be wrapped into products and whatnot.

.Q. You mentioned hardware. Could you give the jury an idea

of what hardware is?

A. Sure. The kinds of things I was designing at that time

are like what's inside of your PC. So if you've ever seen the

inside, there's a green circuit board and a lot of wires and

connectors and I put -- I figure out the kinds of chips to

use, the kind of connectors, the kind of power supplies that

have to be there, and put that all on there on the circuit
board.

Q. Let me show you a couple of exhibits, if I may. Show you

Exhibits 4 and 7. Just take a look at those. Before we talk

about that, though, let me put up on the screen Exhibit 1.

Have you ever seen Exhibit 1 before?

A. Yes, I have.

Q. And in what capacity?
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A. It's the patent that Geoff Hoese and I have for the

storage router for the virtual local storage.

Q. And you're the Jeffry Russell referred to on the front

page here?

A. Yes, I am.

Q. What did you do in connection with this invention of this

patent?

A. Well, Geoff and I collaborated on it to get the ideas

' going, and I really brought the hardware expertise to the

whole collaboration process.

Q. What was the hardware that you designed to do?

A. The hardware does two main things: One, it provides all

the physical kinds of things that would have to hook up to the

outside world to specific connectors or protocols, and it also

provides all of the things you need to run software and then,

a lot of the higher level things that the router does is done

in software.

Q. How did you come up with this invention in Exhibit 1?

A. We, at that time, we looked around and saw that the way

storage is hooked up is through a network file server. And

there's a lot of overhead involved in having storage

implemented over a network like that, and so, we thought there

would be a better way to improve its efficiency.

Q. Are access controls important to this invention?

A. Yeah,.it's the central part. It's what allows the mapping
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to occur so you can have the virtual local storage.

Q. Okay. When did you come up with this invention?

A. We started kicking around ideas in the mid—to-late 1997.

Q. What product were you working on at that time in

mid—to-late 1997?

A. That time, I was working on Verrazano, which is the

hardware part of the CP 4100.

Q. Okay. If you'd look in your folder to Exhibit 4, which is

already in evidence. Do you recognize what Exhibit 4 is?

A. Yes, I do.

Q. What is it?‘

A. It's the schematic diagram for the Verrazano hardware

platform, and this is what specifies how you would go put

together all the chips and pieces to make the circuit board.

Q. Does this exhibit show the hardware elements in an early

form that would be used in the 972 patent?

A. Yes, this is the basic hardware platform that we had in

mind to support the invention.

Q. Okay. What's the approximate date of the document, if you

could tell?

A. Well, from the first page, you could see that that

automatic date says, I think, January 22nd, 1997, and,

actually, the next page says January 31st, 1997. So, you

know, late January is when we finished up the first version of

this schematic when we went and tried to make a real piece of.
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hardware from this.

Q. Is this the final schematic for the 972 invention, or was

there additional work that was done?

A. Oh, a lot more additional work. This was just the first

try of getting it to work, and when we did make it, it didn't

work. So it was refinement that had to go on.

Q. Okay. Did you put the 972 invention into the Crossroads

CP 4100 product?

A. No, we didn't.

Q. Why not?

A. Well, at that point, this was the very first product of

the small little company and everyone's busy running around

just trying to get the basic storage router kinds of things to

work, so adding that extra functionality of implementing the

virtual local storage and whatnot just wasn't prioritized.

Q. When did you come up with the idea of virtual local

storage along with Mr. Hoese?

A. we started that in mid-to—late 1997; I don't know the

exact date, but we --

Q. If you take a look at Exhibit 7, that folder there. Turn

to the second page entitled, network storage device with

routing and security controls. This is already in evidence.

Have you seen this page before?

A. Yes, I have.

Q. And flip to the next page. Can you see the next page, as
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well?

A. Yes.

Q. What do these two pages describe?

A. These were the first write-up of the idea for the

invention, so they're kind of a high—level View of what could

be happening, and the pictures kind of show how we were

‘talking about using the device and how it would be applied.

Q. Did you see these two pages on or at the date reflected in

the document, which is from March to May of 1997?

A. Yeah, it was during that time that Geoff and I first had

the first talks about, hey, this should be something we should

write up and try to patent. So this document was a write—up

of a very early stage of that. I'm not sure if we —- this

particular version was_before we first talked about it or

right after, but it was just as the ideas were starting to

form.

Q. You mentioned that you work -- your work was in connection

‘with the hardware. .Did you have any -- was this document

supplemental to that hardware to show other aspects of the

invention?

A. This is more showing like how you would use the whole

product when it's all put together. It's really not showing a

lot of details of the different hardware pieces.

Q. Let me take you back to Comdex in 1996. Was there a

technology demonstration at that Comdex by Crossroads?
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Yes, there was.

Were you there?

A. Yes, I was there.

Q. Okay. What did Crossroads show in this technology

demonstration?

A. We actually showed two things that we tried to make look

as one. The first thing was the technology demonstration

you're talking about, which was a PC, personal computer with

some different cards plugged in so it could hook up to things

like a host or a disk drive.

And then, we had some software running that

demonstrated the technology of hooking up SCSI and Fibre

Channel, the different protocols involved. And then, the

other thing that we were showing which, really, we're trying

to make it all look like one was a prototype of the enclosure

for the CP 4100.

And we put the prototype enclosure on top of a table,

and then, we had the cables that connected everything, sort of

going on top of the table, and connect together the PC under

the table.

Q. So was there any actual functioning circuit or anything

within the enclosure?

A. No, there wasn't. Alls it had inside was some connectors,

it had some —— a lot of epoxy and little blinking lights so

from the outside, there would be lights blinking as if it was
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doing something.

Q. What did the blinking lights signify, if anything?

A. That's just our prude engineer's way of trying to do some

kind of marketing. You know, standing in front of a table at

a show and lights are blinking, people usually come up and ask

what's going on.

Q. Okay. You mentioned there's something below the table.

People that came up by looking at the device in the table know

what was in the box below the table?

A. You wouldn't know what was in the box. If you looked

closely at the cables and everything, you'd see that there was

something under the table. And we weren't certainly trying to

hide the fact that there was a PC under the table.

Q. Did this technology demonstration use any aspect of the

972 invention?

Al No.

Q. Did the demonstration function as a bridge, at least?

A. I wouldn't_even say it functioned as a bridge. It was

just a very early demonstration of, hey, we can make these two

different things talk to each other. I'd almost likened it to

if you wanted a car and you tried to show it off, you wanted

to sell it, and there was no engine, or something like that,

you could push it down the hill and it would look like a car

going down the hill, but it wouldn't look like much past that.

So it was early pieces of what could be in a bridge.
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Q. No further questions.

CROSS—EXAMINATION

BY MR. GARRETT:

Q. Hi, Mr. Russell. Just a follow—up on something you just

talked about. You said that prototype didn't use any aspect

of the invention, right?

A. Yes.

Q. And I want to make sure that everybody understands what

you're talking about. There was an empty box on the table,

but actually, the guts of what was going on was under the

table, right?

A. There was something -- yeah, the technology demonstration

was under the table.

Q. And what was under the table certainly did use aspects of

the invention, correct?

A. The central aspect of the invention being access control,

there was nothing that would remotely look like that involved.

Q. You understand, though, do you not, that other aspects of

the invention include hardware?

A. Yes, I understand that.

Q. And those hardware elements were present in that

technology demonstration?

A. Yeah, there was very similar elements, especially with

things that would let you connect specifically to those

protocols.
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Q. Okay. Now, I want to go back to the '96-'97 time frame

for a minute. When you and Mr. Hoese were coming up with your

invention, did you have any communications with Mr. Smith

about that process?

A. Not that I remember, no.

Q. Did he ever encourage you to protect what you considered

to be your ideas or your inventions by applying for patent

protection?

A. No, not specifically, you know, one—on—one.

Q. Did he ever encourage you to apply for the 972 patent?

A. Personally, no. I dealt mostly with Geoff Hoese.

Q. Did Mr. Smith ever tell you to make sure that the Patent

Office learned about that technology demonstration at Comdex

in 1996?

A. No.‘

Q. Did he ever tell you to tell the Patent Office to make

sure that they learned about the HP Mux?

A. No.

Q. Do you recognize what has been marked as Defendant's

Exhibit 145? Hopefully appearing on your screen.

A. Yes.

Was this something that was shown at Comdex of 1996?

Yes, it is. It was a flyer that we had, table handout.

That Crossroads passed out to people who came by?

Yes.
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Q. Is that right? Did Mr. Smith ever tell you to make sure

that the Patent Office learned about this piece of literature?

A. He never specifically said that, no.

Q. Now, as an inventor of the 972 patent, did you understand

that you had a duty of disclosure to the Patent Office?

A. Oh, yes.

Q. Okay. Did you ask your patent lawyer what that meant?

A. I didn't know if I asked the patent lawyer who was

involved in this, but just through general knowledge and

experience in the field, I was aware of that.

Q. Okay. Now, during the application process, did you make

any attempt to find out what the Patent Office knew about the

prior art to your invention?

A. Me personally, no.

Q. Did you ask your patent lawyer, or anybody else, to give

you copies of the patents that the Patent Office was looking

at when they were examining your application?

A. ,No, I never asked them to do that._

Q. Did you ever look at any of those patents?

A. I never saw any patents if there are any.

Q. So would it follow, then, that you didn't compare what was

shown at Comdex to the disclosures of any of those patents?

A. That would be comparing apples and oranges, so no.

Q. Would it also follow that you didn't compare what was in

this piece of literature, D1145, to the patents that the
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Patent Office had before it when it was examining your

application?

A. Specifically off this piece of paper, no.

Q. Okay. Did you tell the Patent Office about the Comdex

display in 1996?

A. Well, the Comdex display was just a technology

demonstration, so no." But elements of a storage router which

I think you're alluding to with this document here in front of

me are included in the patent application as kind of the

starting point of what a storage router is.

Q. Did you tell the Patent Office about Exhibit 145?

A. No.

Q. Did you tell the Patent Office about the HP Mux?

A. No.

Q. You testified earlier, when Mr. Giust was asking you some

questions, that access control is pretty important to the

invention, right?

A. Yes.

Q. Did anything that Crossroads built in 1997 have access

controls in them, according to you?

A. Nothing that I'm aware of, no.

Q. And Crossroads actually shipped some stuff or shipped some

products in 1997 to customers or prospective customers?

A. We shipped products in 1996 and '97 and ever since then,

yes.
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Q. Okay. Before you shipped those products, you had to build

them and make sure they worked, right?

A. Yes.

Q. I want to talk very briefly about the patent application

drafting process. Typically what happens is the inventors

work on an application, then they give it to their attorney,

right?

A. (Moving head up and down.)

Q. Now, do you recall when you saw the first draft of the 972

patent application?

A. Like I said, somewhere in the early—to—mid 1997 is my

recollection of when I saw things.

Q. But not a specific date?

No, I don't have the specific date in mind.

Do you recall who created the draft that you saw?

Which draft are we talking about?

The one that you saw in early—to—mid 1997?

I created the drafts, Geoff Hoese's created drafts. I

can't specifically answer that question without the draft

we're talking about.

Q. Then, do you have a clean recollection in your mind about

what it was you saw in mid—to —— early—to—mid 1997 as far as

the drafts?

A. My recollection is we got together, we collaborated on the

ideas, and we started to exchange draft documents. The
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previous piece of paper I looked at was one of those early

versions.

Q. Right.

A. And eventually, it turned into the final application we

submitted.

Q. Do you recall how many drafts you saw of the application

itself? I understand you and Mr. Giust talked about Exhibit

7, which was a document that Mr. Hoese created, but I'm

referring, more specifically, to an actual draft of the

application.

A. I don't know the exact number, but I think it was less

than five.

Q. Do you remember whether you revised the first draft that

you saw of the application?

A. I revised the draft. I don't know if it was the exact

first one I saw.

Q. Do you remember how long you looked at it?

A. I don't remember how long I looked at it. Something that

size would take me several hours to read to see what's in

there.

Q. Do you remember how quickly you looked at it once you got

it?

A. I don't specifically remember how quickly I looked at that

draft.

Q. But there was a gap, wasn't there, I think -— well, was
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there a gap before —- after getting the draft and then,

actually taking some action and looking over it?

A. So we're talking about the time delay between it came in

my possession and I started looking at it?

Q. Yes.

A. I'm sure there was a delay.

Q. You're not sure how long that delay was, right?

A. No. It was a very busy time at Crossroads.

Q. Okay. You mentioned that there was a final draft

application, right?

'A. Yes.

Q. Okay. You don't recall revising it, do you?

A. I don't know.

Q. Last question I have, Mr. Hoese —- or, excuse me, Mr.

Russell. Do you think your invention solved any problems that

existed in the prior art?

A. This is a fuzzy question because I'm not sure of the legal

definition of prior art, so could you just expand that a

little more?

Q. Well, what you and Mr. Hoese were dealing with was

something that hadn't come before, as you allege. And so, the

prior art is stuff that's old. Now, with that understanding,

can you answer the question?

A. Sure. We certainly solved a problem that existed in the

world. Was it something that someone had already solved’
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already, we don't think so, no. Does that answer the

question?

Q. Well, it's not quite as clean as I'd like it. The

question was pretty simple: Do you think that your invention

solved any problems that existed in the prior art that was-

old?

A. Our invention solved problems that we solved in the world,

yes. I'm uncomfortable with the prior art word because I

don't think I understand the definition.

Q. Did you understand it when we —- when I asked you this

question at your deposition?

A. I don't recall.

Q. Okay. See if I can refresh your memory. If you'll turn

with me to page 17, line 16. And the question I asked you

then was: Okay. ‘Did your invention solve any problems that

existed in the prior art? Your counsel made some objections,

and I responded to his objections by saying: I'm not asking

for legal conclusions.or expert opinions, Mr. Russell. I'm

just asking if you solved any problems that existed in the

prior art.

And do you see what your answer is on page 18, at the

top?

A. Yes, I see my answer.

Q. Could you read it, please?

A. Sure. It says, I don't think we solved a problem that
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existed in the prior art.

Q. Thank you. Pass the witness.

RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION

BY MR. GIUST:

Q. Mr. Russell, you said you solved problems that existed

the world just a moment ago. Could you elaborate on that,

‘what you meant by that?

A. Sure. That was the initial problem that we saw to be

solved by the invention which is the way that storage was

hooked up remotely. So it was done through network file

servers across the network, and that's how you accessed

storage.

Q. Mr. Garrett just read you some of your deposition.

There's a lot of objections that your counsel had made about

legal mumbo—jumbo. Is that why you refused when he originally

asked you the question here today?

A. Definitely. I still think there's a legal definition

behind that, and I don't know if I'm really understanding

that.

Q. Okay. And then, Mr. Garrett asked you about drafts of the

patent applications, whether there were time delays between

various moments of receiving drafts. Would you be able to

answer the question better had he shown you copies of drafts

and relevant draft documents attached?

A. Oh, certainly. I personally didn't keep really good
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records about when I got a draft, or when I updated it, or how

long it's at my desk, so I really can't answer, specifically,

about that kind of stuff.

Q. Did you attend to those drafts as fast as you could given

your work load at the time?

A. Oh, yeah. At that point, as far as hardware design, there

was four, maybe five of us involved in designing and building

and getting it to work, and we were putting in, maybe, 70—hour

work weeks. So I'm sure if I got a draft of the patent, it

wasn't reviewed by the next morning because there was lots of

other things to prioritize.

Q. And Mr. Garrett mentioned something about disclosing

things to the Patent Office. Did you disclose all the

pertinent prior art you know of to the Patent Office?

A. Yeah. In my mind, the starting point for the invention is

a storage router, and so, the invention is built on top of

that. And, you know, things like the technology demo and some

of that literature, that's even more primitive than the

storage router.

Q. No further questions.

MR. GARRETT: One follow—up, your Honor.

RE-CROSS EXAMINATION

BY MR. GARRETT:

Q. Mr. Giust asked you if you had disclosed all the pertinent

prior art you know of to the Patent Office, right?
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A. Yes, he did ask me that.

Q. And you disclosed that to the Patent Office?

A. ‘Well, on our application, we described what a storage

network is and storage router is. That's kind of the base

starting point. That's not the invention. So in my mind,

that covers the prior art of what a storage router is.

Q. So no other papers besides just your application?

A. I wasn't aware of any other kind of implementations of

this technology at that point. This was very new stuff.

Q. Is that a no?

A. Could you repeat the question, then?

Q. Yeah. Did you disclose any other papers to the Patent

Office besides your application?

A. I did not.

'Q. Thanks.

MR. OIUST: No further questions.

COURT: You may step down, sir.

GIUST: Your Honor, we reserve to right to call

later.

COURT: Who is your next witness?

GIUST: Next witness is Keith Arroyo.

COURT: How long do you anticipate?

MR. GIUST: Less than ten minutes.

THE COURT: All right. Call him. If you'll come down

here, please. This is Mrs. Sims. 'She‘s going to administer
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an oath to you.

(Witness was sworn.)

THE COURT: You may come up around this column and

have a seat. If you'll tell us, please, your full name and

spell your last.

THE WITNESS: My name's Keith Arroyo, and last name is

A—R-R-O4Y-O.

KEITH ARROYO, called by the Plaintiff, duly sworn.

DIRECT EXAMINATION

BY MR. GIUST:

Mr. Arroyo, what kind of work do you do?

Do software development.

What does that entail?

Basically designing, writing code and testing.

How long have you been doing this?

I'd say for about 13 years.

What companies have you worked for?

IBM, Thomas Conrad, Compaq and Crossroads Systems.

What kind of work did you do at these companies?

‘I did software development.

Q. Approximately when did you start doing software

development?

A. ‘I believe, like, '87.

THE COURT: Mr. Arroyo, you may need to talk into the

microphone.
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THE WITNESS: Okay.

Q." (BY MR. GIUST) '87?

A. '87, yes.

Q. Have you had any other job responsibilities other than

writing software?

A. I did software assurance, quality assurance for IBM.

Q. Did there come a time when you wrote software for

Crossroads?

A. Yes.

And when was that, approximately?

Sometime in '96 till I left.

And when did you leave?

I believe it was '99, I'm not quite sure.

Where did you go after you left Crossroads?

I went to SYSCO Systems.

What types of work did you do at SYSCO?

Software development.

Q. What kind of code did you write for the Crossroads while

you were at Crossroads?

A. I wrote the router code.

Q. Are you aware of a technology demonstration that

Crossroads had shown at Comdex of 1996?

A. Yes.

Q. What did you do in connection with that demonstration?

A. I was <— I wrote part of the code that was used for the
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demonstration.

Q. Okay. I'm going to show you Exhibit 214. Take a look at

that. It's already in evidence. Do you recognize Exhibit

214?

A. Yes. I do.

Q. Actually, I'm sorry, that's Plaintiff's Exhibit -— yeah,

that's Plaintiff's Exhibit 214. Now what is it? What is

Exhibit 214?

A. It's the original file that l wrote for Orossroads.

Q. Was that the file that was in the Comdex technology

demonstration?

A. It was —— this code was written for the demo -- the

product demonstration, yes.

Q. And how would you know that?

A. It has routines that were called that weren't in the

later—on version of this code. It also has hardware registers

that were only on -- that were used in this code that were

only used for the demonstration platform.

Q. Okay. How many Fibre Channel devices would this code

function with?

A. One.

Q. How many SCSI storage devices did the code function with?

A. One.

Q. Would the technology demonstration work as attendant with

more than one Fibre Channel device and more than one storage
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device?

‘A. We wouldn't work on the SCSI side because we had

hard—coded the address of the target SCSI device. And on the

Fibre Channel end, we hadn't written a code, we hadn't written

one Fibre Channel device on the workstation side. So does

that answer your_question?

‘Q. So would it work?

A. No.

Q. Okay. Did this code have any type of access controls

between the one Fibre Channel device and the one SCSI device?

A. Access control like any kind of imitation of 4- what do

you mean like?

Q. Did it have any way to limit access to the SCSI storage

device by the host?

A. No. I mean, if it's a well—formed command, SCSI command

and you go from —- or box to the SCSI target.

Q. So as long as it's receiving well-formed commands --

A. Right.

Q. —— it would work? Does that mean that the command is a

standard command?

A. Standard.

Q. Okay. That's all the questions, your Honor.

CROSS-EXAMINATION

BY MR. BAHLER:

Q. Mr. Arroyo, I'm holding in my hand Exhibit 214. This is
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the computer program that was in the technology demonstration

Comdex 1996, right?

A. Right.

Q. And did you disclose this to the Patent Office at any time

during the pendency of the 972 patent, sir?

A. I didn't disclose anything to any patent as far as this

file.

Q. There came a time when you did work on access controls for

Crossroads, right, sir?

A. Access controls as —— how do you define access control?

Q. Let's take a look at Plaintiff's Exhibit 129. I'm sorry,

Defendant's Exhibit 129. I have it on the screen there for

you, sir.

A. Uh—huh.

Q. Do you need a hard copy of that, too?

A. I don't need one yet.

Q. All right. This is a document that's dated October 22nd,

1997, right, sir?

A. Uh—huh.

Q. And it's entitled Compaq 4100 Shiner OEM requirements,

right?

A. Uh-huh.

Q. And you used those requirements —— well, at this time, you

were one of the -- well, you were the principal software

designer for the 4100 product, right?
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A. I wasn't the principal designer. I was with the group of

people that 4?

Q. Well, you were one of the designers that was working on

the 4100 product, right?

A. Yes, I was.

Q. And you were working on what was called the bridge code,

right?

A. Right.

Q. And that's the code that actually controls the function of

the router, right?

A. Controls some of the function of the router, yes.

Q. So you would have relied upon this while you were working

at Crossroads. You would have relied upon this requirements

document to guide your work, right?

A. I used —— I mean, if I remember this, I had to look -— I

guess I need to look at the hard copy of it.

Q. All right.

A. I didn't use this document per se, I matched the

requirements of it, but I didn't follow it. What number is

it?

Q. 129.

A. What was the question?

Q. You used this document in designing the bridge code for

the Shiner version_of the 4100 product, right?

A. Well, I had to meet certain requirements that were -— that
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were on certain pages.

Q. Okay. Please turn within that document to page 10. It's

the tenth page. It doesn't have page ten on it. It's labeled

page 4 -— well --

A. Page 4.

—— it is page 5 of that document.

Page 5, okay.

Yes, sir. Do you have it?

Yes, I do.

Listed in there are implementation of the SCSI reserve and

release command. That was a requirement for the Shiner 4100

version of the product, right, sir?

A. It was a requirement for Compaq.

Q. All right. And one of those requirements was that a

reserve command —— that's referring to'a SCSI reserve command,

right, sir?

A. That's correct.

Q. And this is a requirement for the operation of the 4100

router, just so we're clear, right?

A. Yes.

Q. So it says, when a reserve command is received from an

initiator, that means when a reserve command is received by

the 4100 router from a Fibre Channel host, right?

A. Yes.

Q. And there is currently no reserve flag set for that LUN.
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That means the SCSI storage device, right?

A. Uh-huh.

Q. Okay. The CP 4100, 4100 router, right, will set the

reserve flag for that LUN, which means the SCSI storage

device, right, sir?

A. Yes.

Q. And store the worldwide name of the associated initiator.

In other words, what would happen, what was required was that

when a reserve command is received, the 4100 router would pay

attention to that initiator and would reserve the SCSI storage

device identified by that request to the requesting host,

right?

A. It would send a temporary --

Q. Set this flag, right?

A. Set the temporary flag, right.

Q. And then, after that, it says, if any command is received

which does not come from the initiator, that means the host,

right --

A. Uh-huh.

Q. —- which issued the reserve command, the CP 4100 will

return a reservation conflict status, right?

A. That's what the text says, yes.

Q. And that was a requirement for implementation of the SCSI

reserve command, right?

A. Yes.
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Q. And eventually, you did implement that function in the

Crossroads 4100 router, right?

A. I did, but I didn't —- I couldn't guarantee that would be

100 percent.

Q. Well, you implemented exactly what's stated in that

paragraph in the 4100 router, right?

A. That's true, but there's circumstances that other commands

can get to that target device that would be beyond my control.

Q. Mr. Arroyo, you implemented these functions in the 4100

router, right?

A. Yes.

Q. And this is dated October 1997, right?

A. I'm not sure when I wrote the code for it. That's when

the document --

Q. You are a programmer for 13 years, quite experienced,

right, sir?

A. Yes, sir.

Did you finish that by the end of '97, three months later?

I don't think it was end of '97.

Did you finish it by the end of '98?

Sometime.

Q. Fifteen months later?

A. Sometime it was —- the reserve release command is complex

in that you have to deal with a lot of events that can happen

on the Fibre Channel end and, also, on the SCSI end. So it's
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not like you can -- you know, you couldn't do it in a day.

You'd have to —— things would -- it's a progress of actually

getting a complete version of reserve release command to a

product, you know, product-ready state.

Q. Did you implement it by the end of 1998, 15 months --

A. I don't know if itts '98. I know it's before the end of
'99.

Q. So do you know for certain you implemented this function

as described here before the end of 1999 in the CP 4100

product, right?

A. I would say before '99, yes --

Q. And --

—— year end '99.

The same code applies to the 4200 product, right?

Yes.

Same base code.

Base code would be used.

Same reserve support would have been in that same base

code by the end of 1999, right, sir?

_ A. Yes.

Q. And just to make sure we're clear here, this last sentence

I've highlighted said, if any command received which does not

come from the initiator which issued the command reserve CP

4100 will return a reservation conflict status. That means

when a command is received from a host that had not reserved
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the reserved storage device, the CP 4100 will recognize that,

right?

A. Yes, but, I mean, it's not complete, actually, because

there's certain commands that will go through, even if the

reserve is in place.

Q. I'm asking about if the command is received —— this says

if any command is received which does not come from the

initiator which issued the reserve command, the CP 4100 will

return a reservation conflict. This doesn't say that there's

any command, right, sir?

A. Well, it's not actually correct. Only certain commands

are injected.

Q. The requirements by Compaq said any command, right?

A. Well, it was wrong.

‘Q. Should Compaq know what they wanted? 1.

A. They should have. I mean, there's certain commands like,

for instance, the inquiry command. If one initiator issues

reserve, another initiator, another host computer issues an

inquiry, that inquiry can go through to the target device.

Q. And that would have been in conflict with the specific.

requirements from Compaq, right?

A. Well, I think it was really a misunderstanding from their

part when they wrote the document that certain commands

actually will by the SCSI standard be allowed to go through

even though reserve command is in place.
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Q. Well, sir, let's finish this up. Just so we're clear,

there's a reservation in place and, let's say, a read request

comes through.

A. Uh-huh.

Q. The CP 4100?

Like what kind of read?

Q. Read from a piece of storage.

A Like read the contents from this?

Q. Read this. Give me a picture, give me a document,

something like that. That's sort of the request came through.

A. Like a data type.

Q. Data request, that's fine.

A. From a disk itself.

Q. Exactly. And if there was a reservation in place by a

host that had not placed that -- that had not reserved that

-storage, then the CP 4100 would not permit that access, right?

A. In most cases.

Q. It wouldn't permit that read, would it, sir?

A. If the target device hadn't restarted and if our router

hadn't been restarted, then that's true.

Q. All right. Wouldn't permit the access, right, sir?

A. Yes, under those conditions.

Q. And that's the way the SCSI reserve command acted to limit

access between Fibre Channel hosts and SCSI storage devices,

right?
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A. Ask your question again.

Q. That's the way that the SCSI reserve command acted to

limit access between Fibre Channel hosts and SCSI storage

devices, right?

A. With those qualifications of events I couldn't control.

As far as on the target side, it would prevent, you know, that

one device from doing read or write command.

Q. So that's a yes, right?

A. Under those conditions, yes.

Pass the witness.

MR. GIUST: No further questions, your Honor.

THE COURT: You may step down. Members of the jury,

I'm going to let you go to lunch. Please be back at 1:25,

ready to work, and remember the instructions I've given you.

(Jury not present.)

THE COURT: All right. 1:25.

(Lunch recess.)

THE COURT: All right. Counsel. Anything before we

bring in the jury?

MR. ALBRIGHT: No, sir.

MR. BAHLER: No. Hang on just a second. I have an

issue, in light of your Honor's admonition this morning, that

we need to give you a head's up regarding the depositions. We

took your Honor's comments to heart and considered some

additional stuff out of Mr. Bleakley's deposition that they
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had designated. They're not going to read it for some time,

’but I thought I'd give your Honor an opportunity to review --

MR. ALBRIGHT: Your Honor, to save you some time, we

are not going to introduce the Bleakley deposition into the

record.

MR. BAHLER: Well, okay.

MR. ALBRIGHT: We heard your Honor's admonitions.

THE COURT: Well, sometimes it pays. Bring the jury

(Jury present.)

THE COURT: Members of the jury, during the noon hour,

did anyone attempt to talk to you about this case?

THE JURORS: No.

THE COURT: Did you talk to anybody about the case?

THE JURORS: No.

THE COURT: Did you learn anything about the case

outside the presence of each other and this courtroom?

THE JURORS: No:

THE COURT: Did you get wet?

THE JURORS: No.

THE COURT: Show negative responses to all questions

by all jurors. You may call your next witness.

MR. ALLCOCK: Your Honor, we're going to play a couple

of videotapes. Mr. Bernstein's going to cue it up.

THE COURT: This is deposition —— videotaped
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depositions?

MRu ALBRIGHT: Correct, sir.

THE COURT: Members of the jury, there are two ways to

take a deposition. One is by a Court Reporter, and they type

up the words, like you have heard it. The other is by a Court

Reporter with a videotape, and that's what you're about to

see. You should evaluate this testimony just as you would any

other witness. You may proceed.

MR. BERNSTEIN:i Your Honor, we're going to show the

plaintiff's designation for the deposition of Robert Selinger

from July 26, 2001, and when that's completed we'll do --

we'll see the defendant's designations.

THE COURT: All right.

(Videotape played.)

"Where are you currently employed?

Chaparral.

And what is your current position at Chaparral?

A. Executive Vice-president and Chief Technical Officer.

Q. As the Vice-president and Chief Technical Officer of

Chaparral, could you just generally describe what your

responsibilities are?

A. My general duties are focused on strategy in terms of

understanding and identifying long—term opportunities for the

company and the environment, meeting with customers on a

strategic basis, and then, guiding in terms of a road map our
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engineering and marketing activities.

Q. Okay. when was the first time you saw the 972 patent?

A. In approximately February of 2000.

Q. And how did you come about getting a copy of the 972

patent?

A. I don't recall if it was Jerry Walker or Dave Zinger, but

it was in the context of the consulting work.

Q. And do you know when Chaparral first saw a copy of the 972

patent?

A. Not by date, but it was in approximately that time frame.

Q. Okay. At some point in time, did Chaparral Contact you

about doing an investigation into the 972 patent?
Yes.

In, again, same time frame, February 2000.

A.

Q. And when was this?

A.

Q. So, at some point in time, Chaparral contacted you about

doing an investigation into the 972 patent; is that correct?

A. Correct.

Q. At this initial meeting with Chaparral, did you discuss

LUN zoning?

A. Yes.

Q. So you have no recollection as to how or why LUN zoning

came up in that meeting?

A. Not specifically, other than, you know, the phrase appears

in the context of the patent.
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Q. Can you mark -- I have marked as an exhibit —— as Exhibit

305 document bearing dates No. CNS 174026 through CNS 4030,

Dr. Selinger. Could you take a look at this document?

A. Yes.

Q. Turning to the first page, CNS 174026, it appears to be a

February 29, 2000, an e-mail from you to Mike Gluck and Jerry

Walker at Chaparral. Did you write such an e-mail on February

29th?

A. Yes.

Q. And is this a true and correct copy of the e-mail and the

attachment that you sent to Mr. Walker and Mr. Gluck?

A. I believe so.

Q. In the subject heading, there's reference to Overpass dot,

dot, dot. Who is or what is overpass?

A. Overpass was a code name for Crossroads.

Q. Did you come up with that code name?

A. I believe so.

.Q. How did you come up with -5 or why did you come up with

that?

A. I don't recall who suggested it in terms of, well, just a

convenient phrase.

Q. Do you consider that more convenient than just using

Crossroads?

A. I guess it was probably a combination of Crossroads and

the patent. So it was a little bit more specific.
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Q. Okay. And this e-mail, is this the transmittal letter you

sent with your report on the 972 patent?

A. It was a work—in-progress, but yeah, it was a report as of

March 1st.

Q. For the benefit of the jury, can you please read the first

paragraph of your e-mail?

A. Here's my Overpass report. ‘Don't shoot the messenger.

Probably the key inside is in the bottom half of page 2. And,

obviously, we can discuss this all tomorrow/Tuesday.

Q. I want to first take a look at the middle e-mail, which

appears to be an e-mail from Jerry Walker --

A. Yes.

Q. —- to you. In that e-mail, Jerry Walker is telling you to

pursue documented evidence that access controls was well—known

and practiced prior to December 31st, 1996; is that correct?

A. Yes.

Q. And did you ever pursue the documented evidence that

access control was well—known and practiced in the prior art

prior to December 31st, 1996?

A. I don't recall.

Q. You don't recall if you performed any additional research

into access controls?

A. I do not -— I do not recall if I did or not.

Q. Do you have a definition of the term access controls?

A. -I didn't attempt to apply one or derive one.
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Q. Okay. Well, let me —— just to clarify. When you were

doing your research into the 972 patent, including your

research into whether there was prior art encompassing access

controls, you didn't have a definition for that term?

A. I didn't try and produce a limited definition or a

specific one.

Q. Okay. Do you know a Brian Smith who works at Crossroads?

I talked to him once, yeah.

Have you ever met him?

Not to my knowledge.

Okay. Now, you state that you talked to him one time. ‘Do

remember when that was?

Yes .

And just for the record, you're referring to Exhibit 310?

Correct. So I believe I talked to him on February 28th.

And you're referring to CNS 187017 in Exhibit 310?

Correct, sir.

And are these your notes from the telephone conference you

.with Mr. Smith on February 28th, 2000?

,A. Yes;

Q. Okay. And what did —— how long was your phone

conversation with Mr. Smith of Crossroads?

A. Don't recall exactly. I would guess it was 15 minutes or

so.

Q. Okay.- And as of this date, February 28,-2000; were you a
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consultant for Chaparral?

A. Yes.

Q. You were being paid by Chaparral?

A. Yes, as a consultant.

Q. Yes. You were being paid by Chaparral as a consultant to

research and then, draft the report on Crossroads’ 972 patent;

is that correct?

A. Among other things, yes.

Q. Okay. At any point during your conversation with Brian

Smith on February 28th, 2000 -— and I'm referring to the Brian

Smith of Crossroads -— did you tell him you were a consultant

to Chaparral?

A. No.

Q. At any point during your conversation with Brian Smith of

Crossroads on February 28th, 2000, did you tell him you were

being paid by Chaparral to research and_draft a report on the

972 patent?

A. No.

Q. Isn't it true that you simply told Mr. Smith that you were

a consultant for a Fibre Channel company?

A. Approximately, yes.

Q. Okay. What did you and Mr. Smith discuss?

A. Basically, I was trying to determine initially whether or

not he was a -- one of the Brian Smiths I knew at IBM. There

were multiple. And I am not sure —— I think —— I'm not sure
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we concluded that we knew each other. And then, I was trying

to understand what, you know, if they were open to

cross—licensing, and, you know, what they were going to do

with this patent, if it was something that was filed as part

of a window dressing for the IPO, or if they were serious

about it.

Q. Okay.- And at no_point during the conversation did you

identify yourself as a consultant for Chaparral?

MR. DELLETT: Objection. Asked and answered.

I agree.

You agree with my statement?

I do not identify myself as Chaparral.

Q. Okay. And do you consider Pathlight and Chaparral --

excuse me. Do you consider Crossroads and Chaparral to be

competitors?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. _And just, again, I think I asked this, but I can't

remember. Crossroads is a competitor of Chaparral, correct?

A. Yes."

MR. BERNSTEIN: Your Honor, that concludes the

plaintiff's designation, and now we'll proceed with

defendant's designations.

THE COURT: All right.

Q. "Good morning, Dr. Selinger. Do you prefer Dr. Selinger,

Mr. Selinger?
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Bob is fine.

Bob. I'll use Dr. Selinger.

A. Okay.

Q. And did they ~- in the initial conversation, did they ask

for a written report summarizing your findings?

A. Yes. Actually, I'm not sure whether they asked for it or

whether it was something I prepared.

Q. Okay. During this conversation, did you discuss-any

specific prior art?

A. Yes.

Q. And what was the prior art discussed at this —— and we're

talking about the initial meeting?

A. It appeared to me that the initial reading of the patent

was both very obvious as well as lots of prior art. So I

don't recall what the chronology of, you know, which meeting

or which discussion we discussed certain prior art but --

Q. Okay. Do you remember any of the specific prior art

discussed at that first meeting?

A. Not necessarily the first meeting. Like I said, I can“t

remember which discussion included-which prior art.

Q. Okay. Now, a second ago, you said that you believed or

you told Chaparral that the 972 patent was obvious?‘

A. Yes.

Q. And could you define for me the term obvious?

Obvious in the sense that an engineer that was familiar
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with SCSI and Fibre Channel and RAID technology would look at

this and say, there's nothing new or novel.

Q. What was discussed about LUN zoning?

A. I don't recall specifics.

Q. Generally, do you remember what -— why LUN zoning came up

in your conversation?

A. Not specifically.

Q. When you read the 972 patent and after you had discussed

LUN zoning with Chaparral, did you believe that if the patent

were to be held valid that Chaparral‘s LUN zoning feature

would infringe the 972 patent?

MR. DELLETT: Objection. Assumes facts not in

evidence.

A. I wasn't familiar with the details of the Chaparral.

implementations.

Q.‘ At the time of any of these conversations, do you know if

Chaparral actually had implemented LUN zoning into its

products?

A. I do not know for sure.

Q. Okay. Well, I know of at least another e-mail. And maybe

that's it and maybe it's not. We'll get there in a couple of

minutes?

Turning a page, CNS 174027 through 174030.

A. Uh-huh.

Q. And this is the actual report on the 972 patent that you
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wrote?

Correct.

And it's dated February 29, 2000?

Right.

Q. How much time did you spend writing this report?

A. I wouldn't know exactly. My guess is probably two or

three days, maybe, in terms of doing the research and writing

it.

Q. Well, let me ask you this, then: Did you ever pursue

documented evidence that access control was well-known in

practice in the prior art prior to December 31st, 1997 --

1996, excuse me, I apologize?

A. At this point, I probably would say yes, but it depends on

what definition of access control is.

Q. Well, let's --

A. The whole notion —— the patent itself was somewhat

ambiguous in terms of how much of the emphasis was on the

virtualization or any of the access controls and, therefore,

was a little bit hard to determine what prior art might apply.

Q. Okay. Well, let's use your unlimited, non—specific

description of access controls. And could you tell for the

jury what prior art you found dated prior to December 31st,

1996 that covered access controls?

MR. DELLETT: Objection. That calls for facts not in

evidence. Also, the question is vague and ambiguous because
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the term access controls is undefined.

A. If I use a broad definition of access controls, then my

recollection was that a large number of the RAID products

already incorporated some type of access control.

Q. What type of access control?

Limiting host access to storage.A

Q. And what products did that?

A I think the Adaptec/Chaparral RAID products, the Sun

product, many of the mainframe products.

Q. Let me rephrase and maybe this will make it easier. What

' steps has Chaparral taken to avoid infringement of the 972

patent?

A. I believe Chaparral has done considerable amount of

research into the 972 patent in the context of invalidity.

And part of it has been in the context of understanding what

—— you know, what possible portions might be infringing. I

haven't been part of that examination, so I'm not sure what

conclusions that may have reached or fi—

Q. And who did take part in those examinations?

A. Like I said, I think they would have been, probably, the

engineering folks: Al Permut, Tom Lavan, probably others.

Q. ‘Okay. And --

A. You know, even Ian Davies.

Q. Do you know at any time any of those individuals reached a

conclusion that Chaparral infringed the 972 patent?
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A. I don't know if they did. My impression is that they

concluded that they did not.

Q. And do you know the reason -- any of the reasons why

Chaparral did not —- there was a belief that Chaparral did not

infringe the 972 patent?

A. I think it centered on this definition of what's access

control, and what is LUN zoning, and whether RAID was covered

or not.

Q. Okay.

A. So I understand and believe that there were a number of

ambiguities from my prior reading of it. There's a lot of

prior art. And so, I don't think -— nobody certainly felt

like there was a specific feature that was in violation.

Q. And what you believe to be the prior art, that's set forth

in your report from 2-29, as well as your follow—up e-mail

from March 4th, 2000?

A. Right. That's some of it.

Q. Okay.

A. Yeah, it's one of these where my approach was to initially

read the patent. It appeared to be something that was

obvious. Many of the claims appeared to have prior art. So I

started to do a few days of investigation, found a number of

prior art that predated either products or patents, predated

many of the claims.

And so, you know, since I was essentially a contract
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for hire, as I indicated, I think, in one of those e—mails,

you know, do you want me to keep searching or not, there seems

to be, at least; at face value a significant amount of prior

art that would have invalidated that patent.

Q. If you could turn to CNS 187011. It should be the second

page, dated 3-14-00. At the top, it states, Crossroads Claim

1-method plus access controls. What do you mean by that, that

phrase there?

A. What we were doing is basically looking at each of the

Crossroads‘ claims in terms of which prior art invalidated

those claims. So my belief was that the method invalidated

Crossroads‘ Claim 1.

Q. And do you know as of March 1st, 2000 whether Chaparral

had found prior art invalidating the 972, all claims of the

972 patent?

A. At that time, I know I was probably a significant part of

that investigation since the other report was dated March 1st,

and I thought I had found invalidity or prior art against most

of the claims, yes."

MR. BERNSTEIN: Your Honor, that completes Mr.

Selinger's deposition. Next, we have the deposition of

Michael Gluck from November 29 of 2000, and this is from

Volume 1 and this is the plaintiff's designation.

(Videotape played.)

Q. Would you tell me your name, please, sir?
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A. Michael J. Gluck.

Q. And, Mr. Gluck, where are you from? Where do you now

reside? Where do you live?

A. In Colorado.

Q. Okay. And what is your position with the company

Chaparral Network Storage, Inc?

A. President and COO.

Q. Mr. Gluck, how long have you been with Chaparral?

A. I'm one of the cofounders, since January '98.

Q. Does Chaparral with respect to these rack products that

we're talking about that Crossroads also has a competitive

device with. do you all compete in the same geographic areas

with Crossroads?

A. Yes, we do.

Q. And I'm going to 4- I don't mean to keep wheeling around.

Let me direct you back to what we were talking about earlier,

when I was talking about competitive products.

A. Okay. ‘

Q. And you told me there were rack products that were

competitive between Crossroads and Chaparral?

A. Correct.

Q. Are there not also blade or board products that are

competitive between Chaparral and Crossroads?

A. I'm not aware of any announced Crossroads blade product.

Q. _What about any rack products?
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Crossroads has rack products.

And are any of those competitive with Chaparral products?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. And with respect to those rack products, are those

-— are you basically going after the same customer base?

A. Yes.

Q. And is that same customer base in, roughly, the same

geographic areas?

A. Yes;

Q. Okay. Has Chaparral ever contemplated licensing that type

of technology to anyone?

A. Not that I'm aware of.

Q. Okay. And if you all have not contemplated doing it, I

take it is fair that you never have done it?

A. We have not done it.

Q. ‘Okay.

A. But if somebody came around and gave us a big check, you

know —— I'm not saying —— nothing is forever so +-

Q. Okay. So you would consider licensing your technology if

people pay you enough for it?

A. We would have to make a business decision.

Q. And what would that business decision be based on?

A. If it was strategic, if it was extremely profitable, et

cetera.

Q. For example, if you thought that it gave you a strong
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technical —— technological advantage over a competitor, would

you license that to a competitor?

A. I'm not following you. Would we license our technology to

a competitor so they could compete with us?

Q. Yes, sir. Would that make sense to you to do that?

A. It doesn't sound to me that it would make sense.

Q. I mean, you're obviously a bright man and the CO0 of a

corporation. Why wouldn't it make sense to you to license

that technology to a direct competitor?

A. Well, it depends on how much we viewed them as a direct

competitor. So if --

Q. Let's say they are a direct competitor.

A. There would be potential, if we were trying to, for

example, propose a new standard where we wanted this to be an

industry standard in which case everybody would benefit more

by having an open system.

So in that case, even having competitors might be an

advantage would be one-example I could think of where you

"would want to do it. If it's a proprietary thing that would

allow a competitor that would only be interested in this

competitor, that would then compete, unless we got much more

money from the competitor for the license fee than we would

get by selling the product, that would be the trade-off.

Q. And that would be the trade-off?

A. Right.
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Q. Would it be fair to say that Crossroads is a major

competitor?

A. Yes.

Q. And I've received a note that I think I've gotten an

answer for, but just to make sure that I have. You've told us

who you believe the major competitors of Chaparral are, they

were Pathlight, Crossroads and ATTO, correct?

A. Correct, and then —- you know, there are additional --

there are a lot of —- there are other competitors, You asked

me who I considered the major competitors?

‘Q. Yes, sir."

MR. BERNSTEIN: Your Honor, we're going to continue on

with plaintiff's designations for Volume 2 of Mr. Gluck's

deposition from the same date, November 29th, 2000.

Q. "Earlier in your testimony in the prior deposition, you

said that Chaparral competed with Crossroads in some custom

board opportunities.

A. Yes, sir.

Q. Mr. Gluck I've marked as Exhibit 46 United States Patent

5941972. Do you recognize that as the --

A. Yes, sir.

-— Crossroads patent?

Yes, sir, I do.

The patent at issue in this case?

Yes, sir, I do.
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Q. When was the first time you saw that patent?

A. It's —— I'm going to give you a range. It's sometime in

February. I'm going to say February 9th or 10th, or the

second week of February, or something like that.

Q. How did you come across it?

A. I got a call from one of our investment bankers because we

were in registration, and -— who said to me that he had read a

statement on the wire by Brian Smith, the CEO of Crossroads,

that they were going to be very aggressive in their patent

portfolio, if you will.

And at the same time, one of our engineers in LA saw

the same wire and sent me up an e—mail, pointing me to the web

site where I could pull this patent off. So I then pulled the

patent off the web site and read the patent. But then,

somebody else in our company grabbed the official —— Jerry

Walker got the official patent. He contacted Dave Zinger --

he contacted a patent attorney and got the official patent.

Q. Which engineer in Los Angeles notified you about the

patent?

A. I believe George -- it was either George Kalwitz or Phil

-- either George or Phil.

Q. Phil who?

A. Phil Colline.

Q. Okay. When you pulled the document off the web site, did

you read it?
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Yes, I did.

Did you mark it up?

I highlighted it.

Did you write anything on it?

No, I didn't write anything, just highlighted it.

Did you read it that day, the day you were told about it?

Yes.

How much time did you spend reading it?

A. I read it through. I don't know, about a half hour, an

hour.

Q. Okay. Looking at the original message from Mr. Selinger,

subject is Overpass status.

Overpass was —- well, go ahead. I'm sorry.

What does Overpass refer to?

Overpass was the code name we gave to the patent.

Why did you give the Crossroads patent a code name?

We just thought it would —- we needed to have these kind

of issues confidential with —- client—attorney privilege

confidential.

Q. who gave it the name?

A. I don't know if it was Jerry or Gary. I don't know.

Q. In your response to Nigel Squibb, you also say that you

and Pathlight are cooperating, and any Fibre Channel-to-SCSI

device would infringe this patent, the 972 patent, if it were

valid, correct?
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A. That's correct.

Q. What you're meaning here is that if the 972 patent is

valid, Chaparral storage routers along with Pathlight's --

A. RAID controller, right.

Q. Would be infringing?

A. Correct.

Q. Mr. Gluck, you refer to a two-page opinion of counsel that

’was referenced in Chaparral's S-1 filing?

A. Correct.

Q. And that opinion of counsel relating to the 972 patent was

received in the April -— in the April time frame, correct?

Time frame from which attorney?

A. From Dave Zinger.

Q. At which firm?

A. Sheridan Ross.

Q. Did Chaparral decide to continue making and selling its

routers based on that two—page opinion of counsel?

A. Yes, because —- his opinion clarified my original

misconception that I mentioned to you, thinking it was Fibre

Channel-to-SCSI. His opinion clarified that it was really

access controls and that we were not infringing. So none of

the products that we were shipping were infringing.

So it didn't matter whether the patent was valid or

not; we were not infringing. But if the patent would be so

broad to cover us, then it would be invalid.
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